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This dissertation addresses physical modeling and design issues of

nonclassical nanoscale complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor

(CMOS) with regard to pragmatic applications to digital and analog

circuits.

As the CMOS technology aggressively scales, novel device

structures and materials integration are being intensively examined for

continued performance improvement. Biaxially strained-Si (SS) channels

on SiGe substrate, introduced to enhance carrier-transport properties in

nanoscale bulk-Si and partially-depleted (PD) silicon-on-insulator (SOI)

CMOS, has been actively pursued for extended scaling limit. However,

device redesign, mandated by strain-induced shifts in the threshold

voltage (Vt), and the enhanced parasitics thereby implied, tend to

undermine the performance enhancement. A detailed modeling on strain-

induced Vt shifts and on the enhanced carrier-transport properties and
xiv



parasitics is presented. The modeling enables subsequent device and

circuit simulations, with the University of Florida physics-based compact

MOSFET model for bulk-Si and PD/SOI (UFPDB) implemented in Spice3,

to predict the CMOS electrical characteristics, and the speed-performance

enhancements in SS channels on bulk Si, and on PD/SOI, versus the Ge

content.

Ultra-thin-body (UTB) transistors on SOI substrate, notably the

double-gate (DG) FinFET, provide an alternative to CMOS technology

scaling. The multiple-independent-gate FinFET (MIGFET), would allow

dynamic modulation of electrical characteristics such as Vt in nanoscale

circuit applications. Important physical insights are gained regarding the

performance characteristics and design of the MIGFET. Novel

applications of the MIGFET to a compact low-power/low voltage RF mixer

circuit and a nanoscale six-transistor static random access memory

(SRAM) cell are demonstrated with UFDG (University of Florida physics-

based compact DG MOSFET model) simulations.

A FinFET-based hybrid device, namely the inverted-T (IT) FET, is

proposed for improving current drive per pitch by fabricating a single-gate

fully-depleted (FD) SOI MOSFET in the unused portion of the pitch area.

Physical insights regarding the design and performance of the ITFET are

gained with the UFDG model in Spice3, combined with simulations done

with the 3-D numerical simulator Davinci, with design goals to achieve

good current-voltage characteristics, i.e., high Ion/pitch and high Ion/Ioff

with acceptable Vt. Its advantages in effecting a good design of a nanoscale

SRAM cell and of a novel two-transistor floating-body memory cell (2T-

FBC) are proposed and analyzed.
xv



CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

With the rapid scaling of the CMOS technology beyond the

conventional bulk-Si solutions, novel device structures and materials

integration are being intensively examined to sustain continued

improvement in devices for high-performance and low-power

requirements in digital IC, as well as to achieve dense CMOS logic. For

the former, continued enhanced current drive with robust control of

device electrostatics, i.e., short channel effects (SCEs), threshold voltage

(Vt), etc., is needed to maintain a good CMOS Ion/Ioff characteristic. The

various options in pursuit include integrating new materials, such as

those used for enhanced carrier transport, for minimized source/drain

parasitic resistance, and for suppressed gate leakage, or constructing

new device architectures, such as ultra-thin-body (UTB) transistors to

improve the electrostatics of the nanoscale MOSFETs. The CMOS device

structures we are going to explore, defined as nonclassical CMOS in this

dissertation, as distinguished from the classical conventional bulk-Si and

PD/SOI CMOS, are illustrated in Figure 1.1, and introduced as follows.

With no compromise on layout penalty, an easy solution appears to

be incorporating strain into the channel region, e.g., strained Si and/or

strained SiGe, etc., either uniaxially or biaxially for enhanced carrier

transport in the channel [Rim00, Tho02]. The strain modifies the energy
1
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band structure in both the conduction and valence bands, which results

in increased carrier mobility due to reduced intervalley (interband)

scattering and smaller conductivity effective mass [Fis96, Tak96, Obe98].

Further, the carrier energy relaxation time is enhanced due to reduced

density of states in strained-Si (SS) channels, which gives rise to

improved velocity overshoot in short channel devices [Rim00, Hat01].

The typical biaxial tensile strain can be introduced via a thin

epitaxial Si channel grown on a relaxed SiGe substrate for improved

electron and hole mobilities. Enhanced speed performances that can be

achieved with biaxially SS channels in bulk-Si as well as partially

depleted (PD) SOI CMOS, have been demonstrated experimentally

[Rim01, Miz02]. However, the technology has been difficult to implement

because of misfit and threading dislocations, Ge up-diffusion, integration

complexity and cost [The03]. Also, little hole mobility enhancement is

gained at high transverse electric fields, and substantial decrease in

nMOSFET threshold voltage (Vt) occurs [Rim02]. Most recently, uniaxial

tensile strain for improved electron mobility and compressive strain for

hole mobility enhancement, introduced through low-cost techniques (i.e.,

selective epitaxy and/or capping layers), is gaining increased attention

and interest due to much better hole mobility enhancement and a

relatively small nMOSFET threshold voltage shift [Tho04, Tho05].

Uniaxially strained Si has been implemented in a high-volume

manufacturing 90nm logic technology with impressive performance

results [Tho02].
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However, in the long run, SS channels built on classical CMOS are

eventually limited by the same difficulty in controlling SCE’s with

continued scaling beyond 50nm. On the other hand, UTB transistors on

SOI substrate, i.e., fully depleted (FD) single-gate (SG) MOSFET and

double-gate (DG) MOSFET, have demonstrated not only high current

drive, but also excellent nanoscale device electrostatics due to their

inherent suppression of SCEs and subthreshold leakage [Kim01, Tri03].

The planar FD/SOI MOSFET is scalable down to about 25nm gate length,

limited by the technological constraint on the UTB thickness, which is

probably about 5nm. The DG FinFET technology is of most interest and

promising because the utility of the second gate provides enhanced gate

control of channel charges, which renders CMOS scalable even down to

10nm gate length; furthermore, its fabrication and process integration

are compatible with conventional CMOS process [Fri01, Kim01, Yan04].

As the UTB transistors are preferred undoped [Tri03], gate

materials with near-midgap work function are typically required.

Technologically, though, it is still challenging to precisely control the

gate work function, which thus renders Vt control inflexible. Recently,

independent gate control of the FinFET, as in Freescale’s MIGFET,

selectively converted from FinFETs using a “maskless etch-based

process” [Mat04], has been demonstrated, where either static or dynamic

modulation of electrical characteristics such as Vt can be attained by

biasing the second gate [Mat04]. Although the MIGFET, operated in

single-gate mode, tends to yield relatively weaker drive current and
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degraded subthreshold slope due to charge coupling from the back gate,

such novel devices with flexible electrostatics control, for example, could

relax requirements for gate work-function engineering for Vt control,

enable CMOS integrated circuits to be optimally designed with variable-

Vt devices, and allow for creative construction in novel circuit

applications, where area efficiency and low operating and/or standby

power are critical.

Most recently, another interesting device structure that combines

the robust electrostatics of the DG FinFET with improved current drive

per pitch by incorporating a single-gate (SG) FD/SOI UTB MOSFET in

the unused portion of the pitch area has been proposed [Mat05]. This

device can potentially overcome the layout inefficiency of the current

FinFET technology, whose width is “digital” and whose fin height is

limited by technological constraint on the fin aspect ratio. Further, the

FD/SOI device width is controllable, which offers a certain flexibility in

device and circuit design. The viability of this hybrid-device concept

stems from the fact that SG (with thick BOX) and DG MOSFETs with

undoped UTBs have about the same threshold voltage when the SCEs are

well controlled [Tri03, Kim05]. The processing of such a hybrid device,

which we call the Inverted-T(IT) FET because of its cross-sectional shape,

has been demonstrated [Mat05], but no analysis of its design nor

performance potential in nanoscale CMOS applications has been done.

The whole idea of this dissertation is to explore the design and

performance of these novel, nonclassical nanoscale device structures,
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with our process/physics-based compact models (i.e., UFPDB [Fos02a]

and UFDG [Fos05]), addressing the important design goals for optimal

current drive and controllable device electrostatics with regard to

pragmatic circuit applications.

A detailed physical modeling of the major impacts of biaxial strain

on the attributes of bulk Si and PD/SOI MOSFETs is presented in

Chapter 2, based on the modified electronic band structure as

documented in literature and on theoretical work on the enhanced carrier

transport properties of strained-Si channels. Note although the carrier-

transport properties have been extensively studied, less attention has

been paid to the strain-induced Vt shifts, which are typically not

negligible in the biaxially SS CMOS. They tend to undermine the

performance enhancement that can be obtained with SS CMOS

technology because of the necessary redesign of the devices. Therefore, Vt

shifts in SS CMOS devices are first carefully examined in terms of the

shifted 2-D energy subbands and the modified effective conduction- and

valance-band densities of states. Then further modeling of the enhanced

carrier-transport properties and parasitics due to SS channels on bulk Si as

well as on PD/SOI is addressed, and its implementation with our process/

physics-based UFPDB model is overviewed.

With the modeling as noted from Chapter 2, the CMOS electrical

characteristics and speed-performance enhancement that can be expected

from strained-Si/Si1-xGex channels in bulk Si, and in PD/SOI (SSOI), are

projected in Chapter 3, versus the Ge content x. The uncertainties about
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the electronic band structure in SS channels due to the wide range of

deformation potentials reported in the literature, which might render the

calculated Vt shifts equivocal, and their impact on the performance losses

due to Vt redesign are examined.

Important physical insights regarding design and performance of

the MIGFET are gained in Chapter 4, via measured data and simulations

done with our process/physics-based UFDG model. In particular, the

sensitivity of the MIGFET Vt to variations in VGbS is studied and

explained. In Chapter 4 and in Chapter 5, novel applications of the

MIGFET to practical circuits are proposed, and then demonstrated to

greatly benefit from the independent-gate control of the MIGFET. The

utility of the MIGFET in a compact low-power RF mixer circuit, with

regard to design goals of minimum device parasitics and substrate

coupling, small area, low voltage, and low power, is studied, as well as

compromises regarding conversion gain and dynamic range under low-

voltage and low-power constraints. Then the MIGFET used in the design

of a nanoscale 6T-SRAM cell with regard to read/write stability-speed

trade-offs is explored.

In Chapter 6, we use UFDG, combined with simulations done with the

3-D numerical simulator Davinci, to gain insights regarding the design and

performance of the ITFET, with design goals to achieve good current-voltage

characteristics, i.e., high Ion/pitch and high Ion/Ioff with acceptable Vt.

However, significant subthreshold leakage that might result from the ungated
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fin-base region of the ITFET structure can undermine the benefits of

enhanced current drive. Therefore, we explore design options as well as

considerations of device geometry for minimized subthreshold leakage,

which are essential to achieve the desired design goals. We also consider

the scalability of the ITFET technology. The ITFET could have

widespread applications. For one application, its advantage in effecting a

good design of the 6T-SRAM cell with regard to the area-performance

trade-off is evaluated and demonstrated.

For another application of the ITFET technology, we propose and study

in Chapter 7 a novel nanoscale two-transistor floating-body DRAM cell (2T-

FBC) based on the ITFET technology. The working principles and design

concepts of the 2T-FBC are explored, the results of which help to clarify

some of the misconception about the body-charge dynamics in an FD/SOI

MOSFET, which underlies the design of the 1T-FBC as well. The 2T-FBC

functionality with both voltage-sensing and current-sensing schemes is

demonstrated with our UFDG model in Spice3.

In Chapter 8, this dissertation is concluded with a summary and

suggestions for future works.



CHAPTER 2
PHYSICS-BASED MODELING OF STRAINED SI/SI1-XGEX MOSFET

AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION WITH UFPDB MODEL

2.1  Introduction

As Si-based CMOS is being scaled toward a palpable limit (near

Lgate = 50nm), there is growing interest in MOSFETs designed with

strained-Si/SiGe channels because of the potential enhancement in

performance due to improved carrier-transport properties, i.e., mobility

and high-field velocity [Hat01, Rim01, Rim02]. Although the technologies

have not been perfected nor the underlying physics completely

understood, enhanced performances that can be achieved with strained-Si

channels (SS) in bulk-Si as well as in partially depleted (PD) SOI CMOS

have been demonstrated experimentally [Rim95, Rim00, Rim01, Miz02,

Rim02], and important physical mechanisms have been identified and

characterized theoretically [Fis96, Tak96, Obe98, Hat01].

For the case of a Si layer (channel) under biaxial tensile strain

caused by the lattice mismatch of an underlying relaxed Si1-xGex layer

[Arm98, Rim00, Cur01], the energy-band structure is modified and the

inversion-carrier transport properties are enhanced, with dependence on

the Ge content x. The enhancement follows from improved velocity

saturation and overshoot effects, as well as increased mobility [Fis96,

Tak96, Arm98, Obe98, Rim00, Cur01, Hat01]. The improved overshoot
9
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was shown to result from a strain-induced increase in the carrier energy-

relaxation time [Rim00]. Further, the band-structure modification

effectively results in shifts of both conduction band and valence band

edges, and therefore a narrowed energy bandgap, dependent on x [Peo86,

Arm98], which tends to yield a reduced threshold voltage [Tau98] for the

heterostructure MOSFET relative to the Si counterpart.

In this chapter, a detailed physical modeling of the major

impacts of biaxial strain on the attributes of bulk-Si and PD/SOI

MOSFETs is presented, based on the modified electronic band structure

as documented in literature and on theoretical work on the enhanced

carrier-transport properties of strained-Si channels. In the first part, the

threshold voltage shifts (∆Vt(SS) relative to Vt of Si-control devices) in strained-

Si/Si1-xGex (SS) CMOS devices are carefully examined in terms of the shifted

2-D energy subbands and the modified effective conduction- and valance-band

densities of states. Then, modeling of the strain-enhanced carrier-transport

properties and parasitics in strained Si-on-SiGe in bulk-Si and PD/SOI CMOS,

and its implementation with our process/physics-based UFPDB model are

addressed and overviewed.

2.2  Threshold Voltage Model

2.2.1  Threshold Voltage Shifts in Strained Si

The SS MOSFET, illustrated in Figure 2.1, tends to have a

reduced threshold voltage (Vt(SS)), and its adjustment via redesign of the

device undermines the actual performance enhancement that can be

achieved. Heavier channel doping, for example, can be easily done to
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Figure 2.1 Cross-sectional view of biaxially strained-Si/Si1-xGex bulk-Si
MOSFET.
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compensate for reduced Vt(SS), but such design degrades the enhanced

carrier mobility and increases source/drain junction capacitance,

significantly limiting the speed performance improvement in SS CMOS

[Fos03]. Optimizing the channel doping and/or using a metal gate have

been utilized in attempts to overcome this problem [Goo03a, Xia03], but

the technological issues are not trivial. To facilitate such design

optimization, as well as to reasonably predict the speed performance

improvement that can be achieved with SS CMOS, we need more accurate

physical modeling of the Vt(SS) shift (∆Vt(SS)) in terms of the variations of

bandgap, electron affinity, and even effective conduction- and valence-

band densities of states.

Recent literature shows, however, that there seems to be much

confusion and misunderstanding of exactly how ∆Vt(SS) is defined in terms

of the Ge content (x) in the underlying Si1-xGex buffer layer, especially

when both n-channel and p-channel devices are considered. Some workers

have said bandgap narrowing in SS is the main reason for ∆Vt(SS) [Cav02,

Buf03], but others have said the electron-affinity change, or band offset

between SS and SiGe, is all that matters [Sug02, Goo03b]; and some

experimentalists have mentioned both effects as possible explanations for

their Vt(SS) data, but without detailed discussion [Rim01, Rim02]. Even

the ∆Vt(SS) data that have been published are scattered and confusing.

Rim, et al. [Rim02] indicate that as much as ~100mV threshold shift

results for long-channel SS MOSFETs with x = 0.20, while in short-

channel nMOSFETs, for example, enhanced As diffusion in SiGe can add
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another ~100mV to it. Goo, et al. [Goo03b] indicate by numerical device

simulations that a 100mV reduction in Vt(SS) of SS nMOSFETs occurs with

each 0.10 incremental increase in x, and that the reduction is 40mV for SS

pMOSFETs. Their experimental data [Xia03] for 25nm nMOSFETs

indicate that the “band-offset induced Vt shift” is ~200mV for x = 0.20. For

SS pMOSFETs, Sugii, et al. [Sug02] show experimentally that x = 0.30

gives almost the same Vt(SS) as unstrained-Si pMOSFETs, which they

attribute to possible trapped charge at the SS/SiGe interface that defines

a “balancing” shift in flat-band voltage. Armstrong, et al. [Arm98] report

that ~250mV reduction in Vt(SS) (magnitude) occurs in a SS pMOSFET

with x = 0.30 when a strained grade-back SiGe buffer layer is sandwiched

between the SS layer and the relaxed SiGe layer to avoid confinement of

holes at the SS/SiGe interface. However, quantitative examination of

Vt(SS) in SS pMOSFETs by Numata, et al. [Num03] indicates that when

the SS layer is relatively thick (~20nm) or when a grade-back SiGe layer

is used, Vt(SS) (magnitude) actually increases by as much as ~50mV with

x increasing to 0.40, instead of decreasing.

The purpose of this section is to remove confusion regarding

∆Vt(SS) versus x by giving physical insights on the predominant differences

between SS and Si channels that underlie it. In particular, we model

∆Vt(SS)(x) for SS nMOSFETs and pMOSFETs in bulk Si (the models are

applicable to PD/SOI MOSFETs as well), with comparisons to published

data that imply how SS affects the device processing. In Chapter 3, we will

use our models to project how the inherent SS CMOS speed performance
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is undermined by the need to redesign the devices with adjusted Vt(SS) for

off-state current control.

2.2.2  Model Development

We consider a scaled biaxially-SS MOSFET structure in bulk Si,

as illustrated in Figure 2.1, having a super-steep retrograded, or super-

halo channel doping profile [Tau98]. The maximum depletion width (td)

under the gate is thus controlled in the technology. Generally, ∆Vt(SS) will

depend on the thickness of the SS layer (tSS) relative to td since the material

properties can vary across the depletion region [Num03]. To make our

physical model simple and clear, and avoid the noted dependence, we first

assume that tSS > td, which is not uncommon for nanoscale devices. Later,

we discuss complications implied by tSS < td, for example that associated

with a buried channel at the SS/SiGe interface in the pMOSFET [Num03].

We further assume that the short-channel effects (SCEs) are well

controlled, and hence neglect their effect on ∆Vt(SS).

The shift in Vt(SS) due to the strain can be defined as the change

in gate voltage (VGS) required to obtain the same threshold current level

in the SS and control-Si MOSFETs. This model will involve the mobility

enhancement, but most importantly it enables, for the first time, a

straightforward analysis based on the quantized 2-D subband energy

levels and their densities of states that directly reflect effects of

quantization as well as the strain. Further, the model relates directly to

the commonly measured Vt(SS).
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As we know for the conduction band (in nMOSFETs), the strain

induces a subband energy splitting, ∆ΕS ~ 67meV for each 0.10 increment

in x, between the perpendicular ∆2 and parallel ∆4 subband ladders

[Hoy02], thus increasing the overall splitting over that associated with the

quantization effect [Tau98]. Similarly for the valence band (in

pMOSFETs), whereas the quantization favors the occupancy of the heavy-

hole subband, the strain induces an energy splitting, ∆ΕS ~ 40meV/(0.10/

x), of the light-hole and heavy-hole bands that tends to offset the

quantization effect and push the light-hole band up in energy and into

predominance [Buf03]. In both devices then, the bandgap in the SS layer

is effectively narrowed according to [Peo86, Arm98, Num03]:

 (eV) . (2.1)

(Although recently noted deformation potentials [Lim04] imply uncertainty in

this classical characterization, we use it nonetheless.) Further, the strain

modifies the carrier effective masses as well as the effective densities of

states (DOS) in both the conduction and valance bands; the latter are

reduced by factors of ~5 and ~3, respectively, for x 0.20 [Nak02]. All

these changes must be accounted for in our models for ∆Vt(SS).

We first derive, for the SS nMOSFET, the required shift in

surface potential, ∆ψs(SS), to define the same inversion electron charge

density at threshold as in the control-Si channel. For the threshold

condition at room temperature, we assume the majority of the electrons

occupy the lowest-energy subband, in the ∆2 ladder, with energy [Tau98]

∆Eg SS( ) Eg Si( ) Eg SS( )– 0.4x= =

≥
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(2.2)

above the conduction-band edge Ec; mx is the effective mass of electrons in

the quantum-confinement direction (<100>)perpendicular to the surface,

and Εs is electric field in the same direction near the surface. (Note that

the strain will shift the absolute subband energy and Ec identically

[Hoy02], and hence E0 is fixed.) The total inversion charge per unit area

is thus related to the surface potential ψsn as [Tau98]

(2.3)

where is the intrinsic carrier concentration, Nc and

Nv are the effective densities of states in the (3-D) conduction and valance

bands, respectively, mdn is the electron DOS effective mass in the ∆2

ladder, and NCH is the channel doping density. For the control-Si device,

defines the increased Vt due to the quantization [Tau98],

where ψB = (kT/q)ln(NCH/ni) is the Fermi potential. For the SS channel at

threshold, ψsn is changed by ∆ψsn(SS) in accord with

 . (2.4)

Combining (2.3) and (2.4) then gives, for the SS nMOSFET,
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(2.5)

where, because of (2.4), Es is not dependent on the strain. Note that

∆ψsn(SS) < 0 would reflect a decrease in Vtn(SS). The third term in (2.5) can

be assumed negligible since the electron masses (mx, my and mz for the ∆2

ladder) vary only slightly as a result of the strain [Fis96] (as do the DOS

masses, which are given by ). Thus, for the SS nMOSFET,

 , (2.6)

which depends on how Nv changes, as well as ∆Eg(SS).

The total Vt shift will depend on how the flat-band voltage (VFB)

shifts, as well as on ∆ψsn(SS) in (2.6), as can be seen from the basic MOS

(Faraday) relation [Tau98]

 , (2.7)

where Qs is the total charge density in the silicon body, which at the

threshold condition is approximately the depletion charge density Qd.

When the channel is strained, we can perturb (2.7) as follows:

(2.8)
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where is the depletion capacitance and m is the body-

effect coefficient. Applying (2.8) at the threshold condition, VGS = Vtn(SS),

gives the total threshold voltage shift as

 , (2.9)

where m is assumed to be independent of the strain.

The change in VFB is due to effective conduction-band lowering

as well as ∆Eg(SS), as illustrated by the energy-band diagram in Figure 2.2.

For the assumed structure with tSS > td, the characterization of VFB in the

SS device is straightforward. We neglect oxide charge, and assume VFB(SS)

is just the gate-SS work function difference:

(2.10)

for the nMOSFET with n+-polysilicon gate, where χSi and χSS are the Si

and SS electron affinities, respectively, Ev is the SS valence-band edge,

and EF is the Fermi level (all normalized to be in units of V). Note that

. For the control-Si nMOSFET,

 . (2.11)

Therefore, from (2.10) and (2.11),
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Figure 2.2 Energy (in V)-band diagrams at the flat-band condition for
strained-Si/Si1-xGex (a) nMOSFETs and (b) pMOSFETs,
where and ;

El represents the local vacuum, or reference, energy level,
and EFg and EFs are the Fermi levels in the gate and Si
substrate, respectively. The differences between Nc and Nv
of the SS layer and the SiGe buffer layer are ignored.

∆Ec χSS χSi–( ) 0.57x eV( )= = Eg SS( ) Eg Si( ) 0.4– x eV( )=
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where represents the conduction-band lowering in the SS;

note, a commonly used ∆Ec(x) is given as [Num03]

 (eV) . (2.13)

(As noted for (2.1), there is some uncertainty in (2.13) too due to the wide range

of deformation potentials reported in literature [Lim04].

With (2.5), (2.9), and (2.12), we can now express the Vt(SS) shift

in the SS nMOSFET as

 . (2.14)

Interestingly, since m is typically 1.3-1.4 for nanoscale MOSFETs, the

first term, i.e., the change in electron affinity, can be the predominant

component of ∆Vtn(SS), although the second (commonly assumed) and third

(commonly neglected) terms can be significant. We note that even if our

assumption tSS > td is not true, (2.14) would still be valid since neither

∆ψsn(SS) in (2.6) nor ∆VFBn(SS) in (2.12), as reflected by Figure 2.2, would

change.

The derivation of the threshold voltage shift of the SS pMOSFET,

 , (2.15)

is similar, but the result is different. The shifts in surface potential and

flat-band voltage for this device, with p+-polysilicon gate, are
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(2.16)

and

 , (2.17)

where mdp is the 2-D hole DOS effective mass in the predominant

subband. Note ∆ψsp(SS) < 0 would reflect an increase in Vtp(SS), or a

decrease in its magnitude. Again, although the complex shape of the

valance-subband energy surfaces are somewhat affected by strain, we

ignore this effect and neglect the third term in (2.16) since it should be

relatively small. Now, (2.15)-(2.17) define

 . (2.18)

Note here that ∆Vtp(SS) < 0 would mean that the magnitude of Vtp(SS)

(which is negative) is increased by the strain. In (2.18), both the bandgap

narrowing and the increase in electron affinity contribute significantly to

the threshold shift, but with different signs. The third term in (2.18) could

be relatively small, and the fourth term may not be significant at all. On

the one hand, unlike the DOS effective mass in the control-Si pMOSFET,

mdp(Si), which is defined by the heavy-hole subband due to the hole
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confinement in the inversion layer, the DOS effective mass in the SS

pMOSFET, mdp(SS), is defined by the light-hole subband, which has been

pushed up by the strain. But on the other hand, mdp(SS) actually increases

with increasing strain, as shown in [Fis96]. Therefore, it is reasonable to

assume that mdp(Si)/mdp(SS) is about 1-2, which makes the fourth term

relatively small.

For the SS pMOSFET, if our tSS > td assumption is not true, then

Vtp(SS) could be affected (reduced in magnitude) by the existence of a

buried channel at the SS/SiGe interface due to the smaller electron

affinity in the SiGe [Num03]. This effect would change ∆ψsp(SS) in (2.16),

but ∆VFBp(SS) in (2.17) would not change, as reflected by Figure 2.2.

Typically, however, the inversion-hole charge density in the buried

channel would not greatly exceed that in the SS channel (modeled

analogously to (2.3)), and hence ∆Vtp(SS) would not differ significantly

from that given in (2.18).

The ∆Vt(SS) expressions in (2.14) and (2.18) were derived based

on equal Qi at the threshold condition. To relate our models to measured

threshold voltage shifts based on current, we may need to account for the

enhanced low-field mobility in the SS MOSFETs, µSS > µSi. This

enhancement, and the subthreshold current-voltage expression [Tau98],

define another term,

(2.19)∆Vt SS( ) ∆µSS( ) m± kT
q

------
µSS
µSi
----------

 
 
 

ln=
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where + and - apply to the pMOSFET and the nMOSFET, respectively.

However, since typically µSS/µSi < 2, this term could be relatively

unimportant.

2.2.3 Model Calculations for ∆Vt(SS)(x)

A. ∆Vt(SS)(x) Based on Equations (2.1) and (2.13):

The dependences of ∆Vt(SS) in (2.14) and (2.18) on x are, in large

part, defined by ∆Eg(x) and ∆Ec(x). Based onthe classical relations in (2.1)

and (2.13), our modeling, including the relatively small DOS terms, then

predicts, with assumed m = 1.3, the Vt shifts for SS nMOSFETs and

pMOSFETs plotted, versus the Ge content, in Figure 2.3. We include in

the figure several measured shifts that have been reported in the

literature [Rim00, Sug02, Xia03, and Private Communication]. Whereas

there are some discrepancies between the measured and predicted shifts,

the models for ∆Vtn(SS)(x) and ∆Vtp(SS)(x) seem to show the right trends.

For x = 0.20, for example, we predict a Vtn(SS) reduction of 129mV in SS

nMOSFETs, and a Vtp(SS) reduction of 46mV in SS pMOSFETs, which

actually means an increase in the magnitude of Vtp(SS). The measured data

generally reflect smaller magnitudes of Vtn(SS)(x) and Vtp(SS)(x). Part of

the discrepancies could be attributed to uncertainties in (2.1) and (2.13),

as we have discussed. The DOS terms, which are indicated in Table 2.1,

are relatively small, but they do tend to increase the magnitudes of

Vtn(SS)(x) and Vtp(SS)(x), and hence they could be overestimated.

Accounting for ∆Vt(SS)(∆µSS) in (2.19), also indicated in Table 2.1, would
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Figure 2.3 Model-predicted (curves/X’s), with m = 1.3, and measured
(points with Lgate or Leff specified) SS-induced threshold
voltage shifts, in SS nMOSFETs and pMOSFETs, versus
the Ge content in the underlying Si/Si1-xGex buffer layer.

 [Private Communication]
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bring, in some cases, the model predictions and measured data closer

together. However, some of the discrepancies could be associated with SS-

and Si-device processing differences, which could yield different device

structures and SCEs, and hence contribute to the measured ∆Vt(SS). We

thus include gate (or effective channel) lengths (Lgate or Leff) with the

experimental data in Figure 2.3. The SCEs [Tau98] depend, for example,

on td, which, in fact, could be different in the SS and Si-control devices

because of, for example, different dopant diffusivities in the respective

devices [Hoy02]. Non-optimized processing of SS nMOSFETs may indeed

x=0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

∆Vtn(SS) (mV) -64 -129 -198 -267 -336

∆Vtn(SS) (mV)
w/o DOS-related

terms

-69 -138 -207 -276 -345

∆Vtn(SS) (mV)
w/ ∆Vtn(SS)(∆µn)

-77 -147 -216 -285 -354

∆Vtp(SS) (mV) -39 -46 -51 -56 -61

∆Vtp(SS)(mV)
w/o DOS-related

terms

-5 -10 -15 -20 -25

∆Vtp(SS) (mV
w/ ∆Vtp(SS)(∆µp)

 -32 -28 -22  -25  -29

Table 2.1 Model-predicted, with m = 1.3, SS-induced threshold voltage
shifts, in SS nMOSFETs and pMOSFETs, versus the Ge
content in the underlying Si/Si1-xGex buffer layer.
Contributions of the DOS terms in (2.14) and (2.18) and
∆Vt(SS)(∆µ) in (2.19) are also indicated.
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worsen SCEs, causing significant Vt reduction due to enhanced As

diffusion in SiGe, which leads to deeper S/D junction depth and shorter

Leff in SS nMOSFETs [Rim01, Miz03]. Over-thinned tSS in pMOSFETs

may result in a parasitic SiGe buried channel, as we previously noted,

which leads to worse SCEs and reduced Vt [Num03].

B. ∆Vt(SS)(x) Based on Van De-Walle Band Theory:

Note that although (2.1) and (2.13) are well accepted in

literature, there are uncertainties about them due to a wide range of

deformation potentials reported in literature, as they can not be directly

measured. Here, we calculate ∆Eg(x) and ∆Ec(x) based on Van De-Walle

band-alignment theory, using the deformation potentials recommended by

C. Van De-Walle [Van86], who performed the basic studies on band offset

in the strained-SiGe system. According to the theory, the biaxial strain ε

in the epitaxial plane can be considered as hydrostatic deformation

superposed by a uniaxial strain perpendicular to the plane. Hydrostatic

strain shifts the average position of the valence and the conduction bands

by ∆Ec,av and ∆Ev,av, respectively, whereas uniaxial strain splits the

degeneracy, and therefore further shifts the subbands with respect to the

average position by ∆Ec
’s and ∆Ev

’s:

(2.20)

(2.21)

∆Ec av, 2ε1 2ν–
1 ν–

----------------ac=

∆Ev av, 2ε1 2ν–
1 ν–

----------------av=
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(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

where ν (=0.28 for Si) is the Poisson ratio, and αc/αv (=4.18/2.46 for Si), bc/

bv (=9.16/-2.35 for Si), respectively, represent the deformation potentials

for hydrostatic strain and for uniaxial strain in tetragonal distorted cubic

lattice cells. Note that strain effect on the spin orbit split-off band

interaction is ignored here.

For strained-Si channel on relaxed-SiGe buffer,

(2.26)

where x is Ge content in the SiGe buffer. Therefore, (2.20) and (2.22) yield

the effective conduction band lowering

, (2.27)

whereas (2.22) and (2.24) yield the effective valence band shift-up

(2.28)

∆Ec 2g( ) 2
3
---– ε1 ν+

1 ν–
------------bc=

∆Ec 4g( ) 1
3
---ε1 ν+

1 ν–
------------bc=

∆Ev lh( ) 2– ε1 ν+
1 ν–
------------bv=

∆Ev hh( ) ε1 ν+
1 ν–
------------bv=

ε 0.042x=

∆Ec 0.241x=

∆Ev 0.477x=
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for strained Si. The effective band-gap narrowing in strained Si can then

be calculated as

. (2.29)

The calculated band structure of strained Si, as shown by the

schematic represented in Figure 2.4, is, far different from what (2.1) and

(2.13) imply, consistent with a most recent study on the band structure of

biaxially strain Si, using the most recently accepted deformation

potentials [Lim04]. Substituting (2.27) and (2.29) into (2.14) and (2.18),

with assumed m=1.3, then yields threshold voltage shifts versus Ge

content for both nMOSFET and pMOSFET represented by the dashed

lines in Figure 2.3. Compared to calculations followed from (2.1) and

(2.13), Vtn(SS)(x) decreases more slowly with increasing Ge content at

approximately a rate of 0.4x or more, whereas |Vtp(SS)(x)|also decreases,

almost linearly with increasing Ge content at approximately a rate of 0.5x

~ 0.6x, rather than increase or stay approximately constant as predicted

from (2.1) and (2.13). Both, however, deviate farther from the data points.

Note that we have to keep in mind that aside from the uncertainties

mainly associated with the band structure and DOS terms in strained-Si

channel, there are problems with processing deviations due to different

diffussivity of dopants in strained-Si technology, which might contribute

to large discrepancies from the expected values of Vt(SS). Further, the

available data are limited. In the next section, where modeling of scaled

∆Eg SS( ) Eg Si( ) Eg SS( )– ∆Ec ∆Ev+ 0.718x= = =
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of band structure of strained-Si channels (a) implied
classical relations (2.7) and (2.8) and (b) calculated based on Va
De-Walle band alignment theory, using deformation potential
recommended by C. Van De-Walle.
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strained-Si CMOS and its implementation with our process/physics-based

UFPDB compact model [Fos02a] is overviewed, and also in Chapter 3,

where the speed enhancement that can be achieved with scaled strained-

Si technology is projected, we will further discuss the uncertainties of

relations ∆Eg(x), ∆Ec(x), and the DOS terms in our threshold voltage

modeling and their impact on the speed performance.

2.3  Modeling of Scaled SS CMOS with UFPDB model

2.3.1  SS Channels in Bulk-Si CMOS

To project the CMOS speed-performance enhancement that can

be expected from strained-Si/SiGe channels in bulk Si and in PD/SOI

CMOS, the improved inversion-carrier transport properties in strained-Si

channels, and the enhanced parasitic effects, such as the undesirable

source/drain junction capacitances as well as strained induced Vt shift,

which mandates device redesign, need to be properly modeled and

implemented with the UFPDB model. The model is unified for bulk-Si and

PD/SOI MOSFETs. The small set of UFPDB parameters relate directly to

the MOSFET structure and the pertinent device physics, and hence can be

well estimated without copious data sets of measured electrical device

characteristics. For example, the retrograded channel of a scaled

MOSFET is represented in the model formalism by three structural

parameters: NBL, the channel doping density; NBH, the higher doping

density under the channel; and TB, the effective low-high junction, or

depletion, depth. The utility of UFPDB was recently demonstrated by

using it, implemented in Spice3, to project the performance advantage of
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PD/SOI CMOS with floating bodies over the bulk-Si counterpart as the

technologies are scaled to Lgate < 100nm [Pel02].

For this study, UFPDB (Ver. 2.0) was initially upgraded to allow

a strained-Si/SiGe option. One new parameter (GEX, which is also a flag

for the option) specifies the Ge content x in the buffer layer, which is used

internally to define the bandgap narrowing in the strained Si-channel/

depletion region and in the underlying SiGe buffer layer based on (2.1).

The UFPDB formalism [Fos02a] uses a bandgap narrowed by strain to

directly model the inversion charge and channel current, thereby

implicitly predicting the reduced Vt as approximately

(2.30)

for both strained-Si nMOSFETs and pMOSFETs, which is about 0.4x to

0.6x, depending on the value of m. Note this initial assumption implied by

(2.30) is not unreasonable, owing to the noted uncertainties about the

electronic band structure in strained-Si channels; numerically the

threshold shifts predicted with (2.30) are well within the uncertainties of

the calculated Vt(SS)(x) as indicated in Figure 2.3, and approximate those

predicted by following the Van De-Walle band alignment theory. The

errors that are introduced by this approximation will not undermine our

conclusion on the performance enhancement that are expected of strained-

Si technology, as will be further discussed in Chapter 3.

For the strained-Si/SiGe option in UFPDB, there are four other

process/physics-based parameters that are defined by x. Two of them (UO

V∆ t SS( ) m 0.4x⋅=
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and THETA) define the transverse electric field-dependent carrier

mobility in the channel:

(2.31)

where Ex(eff) is the bias-dependent effective transverse field, which is

defined in the UFPDB formalism [Fos02a]. The low-field mobility UO,

which is normally defined directly by the channel doping (NBL), is

enhanced in strained-Si channels due to reduced phonon scattering and

carrier redistribution in the modified energy-subband structure [Tak96,

Obe98]. The enhancement (em) is defined for electrons and holes based on

theoretical models [Hat01, Tak96, Obe98] as tabulated versus x in Table

2.2. Thus,

(2.32)

where UOSi the low-field mobility in the Si counterpart device. Note in

Table 2.2 that for x increasing above ~0.30, em in (2.32) for electrons and

µ UO
1 THETA Ex eff( )×+
---------------------------------------------------=

UO em UOSi×=

x 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50

em (nMOSFET) 1.46 1.68 1.70 1.70 1.70

em (pMOSFET) 1.25 1.68 2.35 2.52 2.55

Table 2.2 Theoretical predictions of low-field electron [Tak96] and hole
[Obe98] mobility enhancements (em, defined relative to mobility
in Si counterpart MOSFETs) in strained-Si channels on relaxed
Si1-xGex buffer layers of heterostructural MOSFETs.
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holes saturates. This saturation occurs when conduction and valence

subbands have been separated in energy by the strain to the point where

single subbands predominate, and intervalley/interband phonon

scattering has been virtually eliminated [Tak96, Obe98]. The predicted

enhancements conform well with recently measured data [Cur01, Rim01,

Rim02]. For example, [Rim01] reports an approximate 70% enhancement

(em ≅ 1.70) in electron mobility for x = 0.20, even for Ex(eff) as high as

1.5MV/cm. The sustained electron mobility enhancement at such high

fields, illustrated qualitatively in Figure 2.2 relative to the universal

curve for Si MOSFETs [Tau98], may be attributed to reduced surface-

roughness scattering associated with the tensile strain in nMOSFETs

[Rim01], in addition to the reduced phonon scattering. Contrarily,

whereas the low-field hole mobility in strained-Si/SiGe pMOSFETs is also

enhanced by about 70% for x = 0.20, recently measured data [Rim02] show

that it degrades more sharply with increasing field, as illustrated in

Figure 2.2 (although there is some experimental evidence [Hoy02] that, for

relatively large Ge content, the hole-mobility enhancement can still be

sustained at high fields). This high-Ex(eff) degradation can be explained by

a field-induced decrease in the energy separation of the light-hole and

heavy-hole subbands, which tends to compensate the increased separation

due to the strain, thus enhancing the interband phonon scattering

[Miz02]. The UFPDB parameter THETA in (2.31) is evaluated simply, but

with an accounting for the different µ(Ex(eff)) dependences in strained-Si/

SiGe nMOSFETs and pMOSFETs reflected by Figure 2.2. For the former,
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Figure 2.3 Qualitative illustration of transverse electric-field
dependences of electron and hole mobilities in SS-channel
MOSFETs contrasted to those (universal curves [Tau98])
in Si counterpart devices.
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we assume that the strained-Si electron mobility at high Ex(eff) is em times

the Si electron mobility, like at low Ex(eff); then (2.31) yields

 (for nMOSFET) . (2.33)

For the latter, we assume that the strained-Si hole mobility degrades at

high Ex(eff) to equal the Si hole mobility; then (2.31) yields

 (for pMOSFET) . (2.34)

The other two UFPDB parameters (VSAT and VO) that are

dependent on x in the strained-Si/SiGe MOSFET relate to the high

longitudinal electric-field carrier velocity, which is most important in

deep-submicron devices [Tau98] and which can be more significant than

the carrier mobility in defining the performance enhancement of strained-

Si/SiGe devices [Rim00, Hat01]. VSAT is the classical saturated drift

velocity, which, based on theoretical predictions and on measurements

and numerical simulations of the strain-induced enhancement of

transconductance in short and long nMOSFETs and pMOSFETs [Rim00],

is increased by about 10% in the strained Si:

 , (2.35)

which we assume for all x.

VO is a parameter from the velocity-overshoot modeling [Ge01]

in UFPDB. The modeling is physical, having been derived from the first

and second moments of the Boltzmann transport equation, and VO, the

THETA THETASi=

THETA em THETASi×≅

VSAT 1.1 VSATSi×≅
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nominal value of which is unity, can be linked to the energy-relaxation

time (τw) in the latter. The noted work in [Rim00] showed that τw is

increased in strained-Si channels, and the effect of that increase on

current was quantified, versus x, in [Hat01] by comparing results of

numerical device simulations using drift-diffusion (DD) and energy-

transport (ET) tools. The results, for Lgate = 50nm strained-Si/SiGe

MOSFETs, are tabulated in Table 2.3. Note that for x = 0.20 the total

enhancement in on-state current (Ion), for both n-channel and p-channel

devices, is about 40% relative to the Si counterparts, and that the velocity

nMOSFET Total Ion Enhancement
Due to SS Channel

Fraction of Enhancement
Due to Velocity Overshoot

x = 0.10 30% 0.73

0.20 43% 0.74

0.30 45% 0.73

0.40 45% 0.73

0.50 45% 0.73

pMOSFET Total Ion Enhancement
Due to SS Channel

Fraction of Enhancement
Due to Velocity Overshoot

x = 0.10 15% 0.20

0.20 42% 0.36

0.30 74% 0.43

0.40 83% 0.45

0.50 84% 0.45

Table 2.3 Numerically determined [Hat01] Ion enhancements (defined
relative to current in Si counterpart MOSFETs) due to velocity
overshoot in strained-Si channels on relaxed Si1-xGex buffer layers
of heterostructural MOSFETs; Lgate = 50nm.
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overshoot accounts for a substantive fraction of the enhancement. In fact,

for all x, the velocity overshoot contributes significantly to the current

enhancement, especially in the nMOSFET, which renders any uncertainty

in (2.35) insignificant. (Since the strain effects on bandgap (via (2.1)) and

on surface scattering (i.e., (2.33) vs. (2.34)) were not accounted for in

[Hat01], the results in Table 2.2 may not be absolutely accurate, but the

relative results stressed here should be reasonably accurate.) For each

strained-Si/SiGe device modeled with UFPDB, VO was evaluated, versus

x, by matching the velocity-overshoot enhancements derived in [Hat01]

and given in Table 2.2. For these evaluations, the higher significance of

overshoot implied by the slightly shorter Lgate in [Hat01], relative to Lgate

= 60nm which we will use, was accounted for by using a lower value of

VSAT tuned to match the Ion enhancement due to increased mobility only

as predicted by the DD simulations in [Hat01].

Finally, for the strained-Si/SiGe option in UFPDB, the areal (AJ)

components of the source/drain-junction capacitance (CJAS and CJAD) are

increased based on x [Kim02]. These increases are due to the smaller

junction potential barrier (φB) and the higher permittivity (εx) in the

relaxed Si1-xGex layer. UFPDB is a charge-based model, and hence CJAS

and CJAD are characterized by modeling the depletion charge (QdS and

QdD) under the source/drain regions in the substrate/well, the doping

density (NSUB) of which is assumed to be much lower than that in the

source/drain. For the SiGe option, the substrate/well is the relaxed Si1-x-

Gex layer as shown in Figure 2.1, and hence (generically for the
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nMOSFET) CJA = -dQd/dVJ where, from the depletion approximation

[Tau98],

(2.36)

with φB = φB(Si) - ∆Eg(SS) and, based on a simple interpolation between Si

and Ge, εx = (11.7 + 4.6x)ε0 [Gro67]; VJ, the reverse bias, is -VBS for the

source junction and (-VBS + VDS) for the drain junction (where usually VBS

= 0 for bulk-Si CMOS devices). Note that here we have ignored the possible

variation of density of states in strained-Si channels, which would

effectively ameliorate the effect of the actual bandgap narrowing on the

increase of CJAS and CJAD. However, its impact on the CJA degradation is

minimal, compared to that of the required higher NSUB for device

redesign, in projecting the performance advantage of scaled strained-Si

technology, as will be discussed in the next chapter.

2.3.2  SS Channels in PD/SOI CMOS

The modeling of strained-Si channels on bulk and its

implementation with UFPDB in section 2.3.1 apply to strained-Si

channels on PD/SOI as well, which is illustrated in Figure 2.6, since both

the modified electronic band structure and the enhanced transport

carriers versus x due to strain are not so much different from those in bulk

Si. However, additional consideration of parasitic effects is needed.

Given that the increased CJAS and CJAD due to strain as reflected

in (2.36) are avoided due to the thick BOX in PD/SOI structure, the

Qd AJ NSUB 2qεx φB VJ+( )×[ ]1 2⁄
–=
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Figure 2.4 Cross-sectional view of strained-Si/Si1-xGex PD/SOI
MOSFET (SSOI) structure.
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increase of peripheral charge components, defined by the higher channel

retrograde/halo doping density (NBH), correlated with increased channel

doping for Ioff control, then becomes dominant, which might affect the

speed performance enhancement that can be expected of strained-Si

CMOS on PD/SOI.

Further, for the SOI mode, with floating-body (FB) effects

controlled by several carrier recombination-generation mechanisms

[Fos02a], the reduced bandgap in (2.1), which also defines an increased

intrinsic carrier density, is also used to define increased source/drain

junction recombination-generation rates. The associated UFPDB

parameters were set based on measurements of FB effects in scaled PD/

SOI devices, fabricated with improved junction engineering for control of

the DC effects on Ioff. A much higher trap density (NTR) and increased

recombination-generation current coefficient (JRO), relative to those of

the bulk-Si CMOS devices, are thus used. The latter, especially at high

operating temperatures, at which we will perform the device and circuit

simulations, tends to render any increases in impact-ionization, GIDL,

junction-tunneling, and parasitic-BJT currents [Fos02a] due to ∆Eg

insignificant for relatively low VDD.

2.4  Conclusion

Threshold voltage shifts (∆Vt(SS)) in biaxially strained-Si/Si1-x-

Gex CMOS devices, defined by the shifted 2-D energy subbands and

modified effective conduction- and valance-band densities of states, have

been carefully studied. Increased electron affinity as well as bandgap
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narrowing in the SS layer were found to be predominant components of

∆Vt(SS), which is generally less sensitive to the modified DOS effects. The

general modeling, for both n-channel and p-channel SS devices, gives

important physical insights on how the strain, in addition to the

quantization, shifts the 2-D subbands, and how the varied threshold

surface potential and the shifted flat-band voltage define ∆Vtn(SS)(x) and

∆Vtp(SS)(x). The modeled Vt(SS) shifts in section 2.2.3 predict the same

trends revealed by published data, although the data are scattered and

the models contain uncertainties. In fact, the model-data discrepancies

could be reflecting process-related modifications in SS CMOS device

structures and SCEs. Noteworthy is the prediction of negative and small

∆Vtp(SS) for SS pMOSFETs, but negative and substantial ∆Vtn(SS)(x) for

nMOSFETs based on the classical band-structure and Ge content

relationship. However, by following the calculated band structure from

Van De-Walle theory in Section 2.2.4, both substantial |∆Vt(SS) (x)|

reduction is predicted for both SS nMOSFETs and pMOSFETs.

The implementation of the strained-Si option in the UFPDB

model further necessitates the modeling of four other process/physics

based parameters that relate to the enhanced transport properties in

strained-Si channels, as well as increased area components of source/

drain junction capacitance. Additional modeling of the peripheral

components of source/drain junction capacitance in strained-Si PD/SOI

MOSFETs, and several recombination-generation mechanisms related to
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the floating-body effects, which are affected by the narrowed bandgap

(∆Eg), are also accounted for with our UFPDB model.

The proper modeling of the above important physical

mechanisms in strained-Si CMOS with our UFPDB model in this chapter

facilitates the reasonable projection of performance enhancements that

can be expected from scaled strained-Si channels in bulk as well as in PD/

SOI CMOS in Chapter 3.



CHAPTER 3
PERFORMANCE PROJECTIONS OF SCALED CMOS DEVICES AND

CIRCUITS WITH STRAINED SI-ON-SIGE CHANNELS

3.1  Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to project, versus Ge content x, the

CMOS speed-performance enhancement that can be expected from

strained-Si/Si1-xGex channels (SS) in bulk Si as well as in PD/SOI CMOS,

the device structures of which are illustrated in Figures 2.1 and 2.6 in

Chapter 2. Such projection is made possible with our process/physics-

based compact model UFPDB.

In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, device and circuit simulations with the

UFPDB model, implemented in Spice3, are done for SS channels in bulk

Si and in PD/SOI CMOS, respectively, based on the modeling of important

physical mechanisms due to strain, and its implementation with the

UFPDB model in Chapter 2. In Section 3.4, the uncertainties about the

electronic band structure in SS channels due to the wide range of

deformation potentials reported for biaxial strain in the literature, which

tends to render the calculated threshold voltage shifts equivocal, and their

impact on the performance losses due to Vt redesign are examined.

3.2  SS Channels in Bulk-Si CMOS

We consider bulk-Si CMOS scaled to near its limit. Based on 2-D

numerical device simulations done with MEDICI, we calibrated UFPDB-
43
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2.0 [Fos02] to a representative Lgate = 60nm nMOSFET (Leff = 50nm). The

general parameter evaluation followed directly from the MEDICI device

structure and the physical modeling used.

For this retrograded-channel device with n+-polysilicon gate, the

physical oxide thickness is 1.3nm, the channel doping density (NBL) is

1.0x1018cm-3, the higher retrograde doping density (NBH) is 2.0x1018cm-3,

and the low-high junction depth (which could be defined partly by super

haloes) is 10nm (yielding TB = 29nm, effectively accounting for the

depletion charge in the high side of the junction). The low-Ex(eff) electron

mobility (UOSi = 277cm2/V-s) is defined by NBL via published bulk-Si

dependences on doping density [Tau98]. The same device structure, but

with p+-polysilicon gate, was assumed for the pMOSFET, meaning that its

low-Ex(eff) hole mobility (UOSi = 153cm2/V-s) is lower by about a factor of

two [Tau98]. Further, we assume its source/drain series resistance

parameters (RS and RD) are higher by the same factor. We assumed NSUB

= 5x1017cm-3 for the Si-control devices, and the source/drain areas (AJ in

(2.36)) were defined based on a 6λ design rule for length, with λ = 65nm.

Based on these Si-control devices, the MEDICI-predicted characteristics of

which are comparable to the measured ones of the low-Vt 60nm MOSFETs

described in [Tho01], strained Si/Si1-xGex-channel counterpart devices,

with x ranging from 0.10 to 0.50, were then defined with UFPDB-2.0 by

specifying GEX, which defines the reduced Vt as in(2.30) and which

activates the increased CJA defined by (2.36), and by modifying the other

four x-defined model parameters as described in Chapter 2. Although RS
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and RD tend to be higher in the strained-Si/SiGe devices [Rim02], they

were assumed to be the same as in the Si devices (300Ω-µm for the

nMOSFETs and 150Ω-µm for the pMOSFETs). Also, the increase in

source/drain-junction leakage current due to the narrowed bandgap was

ignored, assuming (in the best case) that the off-state current (Ioff) is

predominantly defined by channel current for viable x [Rim02]. The

strained Si-layer thickness was assumed to be TB.

UFPDB-predicted IDS-VGS characteristics of the strained Si/

SiGe-channel devices for x = 0.20 are contrasted to the predicted

characteristics of the Si-control (x = 0) devices in Figure 3.1. Obviously,

the narrowed bandgap in the channel, which lowers Vt and increases Ioff

by more than an order of magnitude, must be compensated for in a

redesign of the Si/SiGe device. Such Vt adjustment is most easily done by

increasing NBL, which will also decrease UO in (2.31) (where UOSi is

defined by NBL) because of increased ionized-impurity scattering.

Further, increasing NBL implies that NSUB (and NBH) must be higher

[Kim02], which will increase CJA even more as reflected by (2.36). We

assume (in the worst case) that NSUB increases proportionally with the

increase in NBL. Then, with NBL set to render Ioff equal to that of the Si-

control device, the UFPDB-predicted current-voltage characteristics are

revised as shown in Figure 3.3. (Since the short-channel effects are well-

controlled in the Si-control devices, we neglected any change in them due

to the higher doping densities in the strained-Si/SiGe devices.) The

predicted IDS-VDS curves, compared with those of the Si-control devices,
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Figure 3.1 UFPDB-predicted IDS-VGS characteristics of Lgate = 60nm
bulk-Si CMOS devices with strained-Si/Si1-xGex channels,
with and without Vt control (via increased channel doping
density), contrasted with the characteristics of the Si-
control devices. The Ge content in the relaxed buffer layer
is x = 0.20.
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are shown in Figure 3.2. Note that with the Vt adjust, the Si/SiGe

nMOSFET still yields a 30% increase in Ion (for VDD = 1.0V), but there is

only a 10% increase in Ion for the pMOSFET. For the latter device, the

increased NBL, coupled with the severe degradation of hole mobility at

high Ex(eff) (see (2.34) and Figure 2.5), limits the Ion enhancement. This

trend obtains for all the assumed values of x, for which the relevant

UFPDB parameters for the Vt-adjusted devices are summarized in Table

3.1.

The noted problem with the Si/SiGe pMOSFET can possibly be

resolved by using a different gate material to adjust Vt, rather than by

increasing NBL. Use of a p+ poly-Si1-zGez gate has been investigated

recently [Lee98a]. It was shown that, for a given Ge content x in the

channel of the pMOSFET, the Ge content z in the p+ gate, which defines

the gate work function, can be adjusted to control Vt and Ioff. (Since z

affects mainly the bandgap, and not the electron affinity, such tuning of

the gate work function and Vt will not work for the nMOSFET with an n+

poly-Si1-zGez gate [Lee98a].) Therefore, we rechecked the 60nm strained-

Si/SiGe pMOSFETs with Vt controlled via p+ poly-Si1-zGez gates. For the

z tuning, we set the gate-channel work-function difference (parameter

WKF in UFPDB), for each assumed value of x, to get the same Ioff as in the

Si-control pMOSFET, leaving NBL unchanged. The relevant UFPDB

parameters are summarized in Table 3.2. We note, based on experimental

data in [Pon00], that the WKF shifts needed for x increasing to 0.50
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nMOS DEG
(eV)

NBL
(cm-3)

UO
(cm2/V-s)

THETA
(cm/V)

VSAT
(cm/s)

VO

x = 0 0 1.0x1018 277. 0.9x10-6 7.0x106 1.0

0.10 0.04 1.41x1018 347.
=238. x 1.46

0.9x10-6 7.7x106 1.27

0.20 0.08 1.78x1018 360.
=214. x 1.68

0.9x10-6 7.7x106 1.37

0.30 0.12 2.13x1018 338.
=199. x 1.70

0.9x10-6 7.7x106 1.39

0.40 0.16 2.49x1018 316.
=186. x 1.70

0.9x10-6 7.7x106 1.39

0.50 0.20 2.86x1018 299.
=176. x 1.70

0.9x10-6 7.7x106 1.39

pMOS DEG
(eV)

NBL
(cm-3)

UO
(cm2/V-s)

THETA
(cm/V)

VSAT
(cm/s)

VO

x = 0 0 1.0x1018 153. 0.9x10-6 7.0x106 1.0

0.10 0.04 1.36x1018 170.
=136. x 1.25

1.13x10-6 7.7x106 1.22

0.20 0.08 1.74x1018 208.
=124. x 1.68

1.51x10-6 7.7x106 1.52

0.30 0.12 2.13x1018 270.
=115. x 2.35

2.12x10-6 7.7x106 1.61

0.40 0.16 2.48x1018 267.
=106. x 2.52

2.27x10-6 7.7x106 1.67

0.50 0.20 2.86x1018 265.
=104. x 2.55

2.30x10-6 7.7x106 1.69

Table 3.1 Relevant UFPDB parameters for Lgate = 60nm Si-control and Vt-
adjusted strained-Si1-xGex CMOS devices. The Vt adjust was
effected by increasing NBL as indicated.
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correspond to z < ~0.40 in the poly-SiGe gate. Note that use of a poly-SiGe

gate also avoids the increase of NSUB in the Si/SiGe pMOSFET, which

increased CJA when NBL was used for Vt control. (We note further that

use of a p+ poly-SiGe gate can ameliorate gate depletion and boron

penetration in the channel of the pMOSFET [Lee99], but these benefits

were not accounted for in our simulations.)

For x = 0.20, the UFPDB-predicted IDS-VDS characteristics for

the strained-Si/SiGe pMOSFET with Vt control effected via a p+ poly-SiGe

gate (with z ≅ 0.17 [Pon00]) are included in Figure 3.4. Note the enhanced

Ion, which is now 19% higher than that of the Si-control pMOSFET. Table

pMOS DEG
(eV)

WKF
(V)

UO
(cm2/V-s)

THETA
(cm/V)

VSAT
(cm/s)

VO

x = 0 0 1.03 153. 0.9x10-6 7.0x106 1.0

0.10 0.04 0.97 191.
=153. x 1.25

1.13x10-6 7.7x106 1.22

0.20 0.08 0.92 257.
=153. x 1.68

1.51x10-6 7.7x106 1.52

0.30 0.12 0.86 360.
=153. x 2.35

2.12x10-6 7.7x106 1.61

0.40 0.16 0.81 386.
=153. x 2.52

2.27x10-6 7.7x106 1.67

0.50 0.20 0.76 390.
=153. x 2.55

2.30x10-6 7.7x106 1.69

Table 3.2 Relevant UFPDB parameters for Lgate = 60nm Si-control and Vt-
adjusted strained-Si1-xGex pMOSFETs. The Vt adjust was
effected by decreasing WKF (corresponding to a p+ poly-SiGe
gate) as indicated.
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3.3 summarizes the predicted 60nm CMOS device features (Ion, Ioff, Vt) for

both methods of Vt control in the x = 0.20 strained-Si/SiGe MOSFETs. For

comparison, the table also includes the features of the strained-Si/SiGe

devices without Vt control, and those of the Si-control devices.

To check the speed-performance enhancement afforded by the

strained Si/SiGe-channel MOSFETs in the 60nm CMOS technology,

UDPDB/Spice3 was used to simulate 9-stage unloaded inverter-based ring

oscillators (ROs). The supply voltage used was VDD = 1.0V. We note that

nMOSFET Vt(sat) (V) @ VDS = 1.0V,
IDS = 100nA*Wgate/Lgate

Ioff (A/µm) Ion (A/µm)
(% increase)

Si Control 0.14 6.8x10-8 0.54x10-3

Si/SiGe 0.02 1.4x10-6 0.92x10-3

(70%)

Si/SiGe
w/ Vt (NBL) adjust

0.13 6.8x10-8 0.70x10-3

(30%)

pMOSFET Vt(sat) (V) @ VDS = 1.0V,
IDS = 100nA*Wgate/Lgate

Ioff (A/µm) Ion (A/µm)
(% increase)

Si Control -0.17 3.5x10-8 0.33x10-3

Si/SiGe -0.06 6.3x10-7 0.46x10-3

(40%)

Si/SiGe
w/ Vt (NBL) adjust

-0.16 3.5x10-8 0.36x10-3

(10%)

Si/SiGe
w/ Vt (WKF)

adjust

-0.16 3.5x10-8 0.39x10-3

(19%)

Table 3.3 UFPDB-predicted features of 60nm strained-Si/SiGe CMOS
devices with and without Vt control as indicated; x = 0.20.
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the oscillation frequency and propagation delay (τd) depend only weakly

on the ratio of the pMOSFET/nMOSFET gate widths. In accord with

[Hat01], we set this ratio to 1.4 to minimize τd.

We tabulate in Table 3.4 UFPDB/Spice3-predicted propagation

delays from simulations of strained-Si/Si1-xGex CMOS ROs with x = 0.20.

The table includes the predicted delay of the Si-control (x = 0) CMOS RO,

and the relative speed enhancements yielded by the strained-Si/SiGe

channels. Further, to gain more physical insight on the enhancements, the

table includes delays for no Vt adjusts, as well as for Vt adjusted via NBL

increases as in Table 3.1 and via WKF decreases for the pMOSFETs as in

Table 3.2. Finally, the effects of the increased CJA are indicated in Table

 CMOS Devices / Vt Adjust τd (ps/stage) Relative Speed
Enhancement

(wrt Ref.)

Si Control / None 10.4 Ref.

Si/SiGe / None 6.9 34%

Si/SiGe / NBL 9.9 5%

Si/SiGe w/o increased CJA / NBL 9.1 13%

Si/SiGe / NBL for nMOSFETs,
WKF for pMOSFETs

8.9 14%

Si/SiGe w/o increased CJA / NBL
for nMOSFETs, WKF for pMOS-

FETs

8.4 19%

Table 3.4 UFPDB-predicted propagation delays of 9-stage unloaded CMOS
inverter-based ring oscillators: strained-Si/Si1-xGex (x = 0.20)
versus Si-control (x = 0) devices, with variations in Vt control, and
with and without increased CJA.
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3.4 by including delays predicted with CJA (unrealistically) forced to equal

to that of the Si-control devices. Note that without the Vt adjusts, a

prodigious 34% speed enhancement is predicted for the strained Si/SiGe-

channel CMOS, which is due to the higher Ion’s given in Table 3.3.

However, with the required Vt adjusts, this enhancement is reduced

substantively. When increased channel doping (NBL) is used to properly

increase Vt of both the n-channel and p-channel devices, the predicted

enhancement drops to a nearly insignificant 5%. If a p+ poly-SiGe gate

(WKF) can be used to adjust Vt of the pMOSFET, thereby retaining the

benefit of increased hole mobility, the speed enhancement is predicted to

be 14%, which perhaps suggests that this technology is worth pursuing.

Note finally in Table 3.4 the significant speed loss due to the increased

areal source/drain junction capacitance in the Si/SiGe devices. For the

assumed x = 0.20 and NBL-based Vt adjusts, the CJA increase is greater

than 30%, where the effect of higher NSUB correlated (in the worst case)

with higher NBL accounts for the most part, and the speed loss is about

8%, which virtually eliminates any benefit of the strained-Si/SiGe

channels. (Optimal process integration could perhaps yield lower NSUB

for the needed NBL, and/or smaller AJ, and thereby reduce CJA and this

speed loss.) For the WKF-based Vt adjust in the pMOSFET, the speed loss

due to the SiGe-defined higher CJA is reduced to 5%, since NSUB is not

changed for strained-Si pMOSFET in this technology. Indeed, these losses

imply an additional speed advantage for PD/SOI CMOS [Pel02] over the

bulk-Si counterpart if strained-Si/SiGe channels can be incorporated in
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thin SOI devices [Kim02, Miz02], which have negligible areal components

of junction capacitance due to the thick back oxide under the source/drain

regions. Further, as indicated in Table 3.4, NBL-based Vt adjusts would

be acceptable in PD/SOI, retaining about a 13% speed enhancement from

the strained-Si channels as opposed to the noted 5% for bulk-Si CMOS.

Although higher Ge contents imply technological problems

[Qui00], we simulated the ring oscillator with strained-Si/Si1-xGex devices

for x ranging up to 0.50. For all assumed values of x, little relative speed

enhancement was predicted when higher NBL was used to control Vt in

both devices; the peak enhancement is the 5% for x = 0.20. However, when

the pMOSFET Vt was controlled via p+ poly-SiGe gates (WKF decreases),

the results are much better. We plot in Figure 3.3 the predicted speed

enhancements versus x for this technology. Note that the enhancement

peaks at x = 0.30, with the peak being 16%. This peak results when, for

increasing x, the needed Vt adjust reflected by (2.30) becomes so large that

it obviates the benefits of increased carrier mobility (but with saturating

em in (2.32) as noted) and velocity to Ion reflected by Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

Figure 3.5 suggests that x ≅ 0.20 is optimal since higher values yield only

minimal additional speed improvements, while causing more severe

technological problems [Qui00]. For emphasis, we also show in Figure 3.5

the previously noted speed enhancement predicted for x = 0.20 when the

increased CJA is ignored.

We noted earlier that recently measured hole mobilities [Hoy02]

intimated that, for higher values of x, some enhancement in strained-Si/
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Figure 3.5 UFPDB-predicted propagation-delay enhancement of
strained Si/Si1-xGex-channel CMOS, relative to the Si-
control CMOS delay, versus the Ge content in the relaxed
buffer layer from UFPDB/Spice3 simulations of 9-stage
unloaded inverter-based ring oscillators. The Vt control was
effected by higher channel doping density (NBL) in the
nMOSFETs and by p+-poly-SiGe gates (WKF) for the
pMOSFETs. The gate lengths are Lgate = 60nm, the
pMOSFET/nMOSFET width ratio is 1.4µm/1.0µm, and the
supply voltage is VDD = 1.0V. For x = 0.20, the single point
indicates the delay predicted when the increased source/
drain junction capacitance in the strained-Si/SiGe devices
was ignored. For x = 0.30, the single point indicates the
delay predicted when it was assumed that the high
transverse-field hole mobility is enhanced by the strain as is
the electron mobility.
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SiGe pMOSFET channels could possibly be sustained at high transverse

electric fields, thus resulting in higher field-effect mobilities than we

assumed via (2.34). To stress the significance of this possibility, we also

show in Figure 3.3, for x = 0.30, the UFPDB/Spice3-predicted RO speed

enhancement that could be expected from strained-Si/SiGe channels if the

surface scattering of holes were reduced as it appears to be for electrons;

in other words, if (2.33) applied to holes as well as electrons. The

enhancement increases dramatically from 16% to 26%. This result reflects

how detrimental the lack of any reduced high transverse-field surface

scattering in the strained-Si/SiGe pMOSFETs is, whether Vt is controlled

via WKF (as in Figure 3.3) or via NBL.

3.3  SS Channels in PD/SOI CMOS (SSOI)

The simulations in the previous section has quantified the

substantial speed loss for strained-Si/SiGe CMOS on bulk due to the

increased areal components of source/drain junction capacitance,

especially when the Vt control was effected via increased channel doping.

This implies a new performance advantage for floating-body PD/SOI

CMOS when strained-Si/SiGe channels are incorporated (SSOI) [Kim02,

Miz02] as illustrated in Figure 2.6. In this section, we use our process/

physics-based compact model, UFPDB [Fos02a], which is unified for bulk-

Si and PD/SOI MOSFETs, to project, versus x, the speed performance of

scaled SSOI CMOS, and to assess its enhancement relative to PD/SOI

CMOS at a typical elevated operating temperature. Further, we
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demonstrate and estimate the added performance advantage of SOI over

bulk-Si CMOS resulting from strained-Si channels in the technologies.

We consider PD/SOI CMOS scaled to near its limit. Based on 2-

D numerical device simulations, we first calibrated UFPDB (Ver. 2.5) to

representative Lgate = 60nm (Leff = 50nm) bulk-Si CMOS devices. The

source/drain areas were defined based on a 6λ design rule for length, with

l = 65nm. The PD/SOI counterpart devices were then defined directly with

UFPDB, which replaces the well/substrate with a thick back oxide (BOX)

for the SOI mode. Based on these control SOI devices, strained Si/Si1-xGex-

channel (SSOI) devices, with x ranging from 0.10 to 0.40, were then

defined with UFPDB by specifying GEX as x, and defining the other four

x-dependent parameters properly for the nMOSFETs and the pMOSFETs.

Key parameters are listed in Table 3.5 for pragmatic x = 0.20.

nMOSFET NBL (cm-3) UO (cm/V-s) THETA (cm/
V) VSAT (cm/s) VO

x=0 1.0x1018 270. 0.9x10-6 7.0x106 1.0

0.20 1.89x1018 351. 0.9x10-6 7.7x106 1.4

pMOSFET NBL (cm-3) UO (cm/V-s) THETA (cm/
V) VSAT (cm/s) VO

x=0 1.0x1018 150. 0.9x10-6 7.0x106 1.0

0.20 1.85x1018 203. 1.5x10-6 7.7x106 1.5

Table 3.5 Key UFPDB parameters for Lgate = 60nm Si-control and Vt-
adjusted SSOI CMOS devices. The Vt adjust was effected by
increasing NBL as indicated.
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UFPDB-predicted IDS-VGS characteristics of the SSOI (x = 0.20

with Vt adjust) and control SOI (x = 0) devices, at a typical elevated

operating temperature of 100oC, are shown in Figure 3.5, along with those

of the strained-channel bulk-Si counterparts. For all devices, Vt was

increased to get Ioff equal to that of the original unstrained-channel bulk-

Si devices by increasing the channel doping density (NBL), implying a

reduction in low-field mobility (UO) and increases in associated doping

densities (NBH and NSUB). We note that the DC FB effects in the SOI

devices at 100oC are well-controlled, and did not mandate any additional

Vt increases. The predicted IDS-VDS curves for the SSOI devices, also

compared with those of the SOI and strained-channel bulk-Si

counterparts, are shown in Figure 3.5. Note that the SSOI nMOSFET

shows a 32% increase in Ion (for VDD = 1.0V) relative to the SOI control

device, while the SSOI pMOSFET shows an 11% increase, limited by the

noted degradation of hole mobility at high Ex(eff) in (2.31) as illustrated in

Figure 2.5. Note also that the SSOI devices show only a small current

advantage (4-5%) over the bulk-Si counterparts due to DC FB effects,

which are largely suppressed because of the noted source/drain-junction

engineering that yields high recombination (JRO) currents.

To check the speed-performance enhancement afforded by the

60nm SSOI CMOS relative to the SOI counterpart, and to compare the

enhancement with that of strained-channel bulk-Si CMOS, we used

UDPDB/Spice3 to simulate 9-stage unloaded inverter-based ring

oscillators at 100oC. We used a pMOSFET/nMOSFET gate-width ratio of
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Figure 3.6 UFPDB-predicted IDS-VGS characteristics of Lgate = 60nm
SSOI CMOS devices with Vt control, contrasted with the
characteristics of strained-channel bulk-Si CMOS devices
with Vt control, and with PD/SOI CMOS devices. The Ge
content in the relaxed buffer layer is x = 0.20.
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1.4, which minimized the propagation delay (τd), although the dependence

on the ratio was weak. We tabulate in Table 3.6 the predicted delays for x

= 0.20 at VDD = 1.0V, and the relative enhancements. Note that SSOI

CMOS (with the Vt adjusts) gives a 13% speed enhancement relative to the

SOI counterpart, due in large part to the increased Ion of the nMOSFETs

indicated in Figure 3.5. Note further the speed penalty for the Vt adjusts,

without which SSOI would give a 33% relative enhancement. The penalty

is augmented by the reduced carrier mobilities due to the higher channel

doping densities (NBL) used to increase the Vt’s. Comparing SSOI versus

strained-channel bulk-Si CMOS, we predict a 33% speed enhancement,

which reflects an added SOI advantage over that due to dynamic FB

effects (i.e., dynamic kink effect, transient current overshoot, etc.) and

reduced (Si-) junction capacitance. As indicated in Table 3.6, we predict

CMOS Devices / Vt Adjust td (ps/
stage)

Speed Enhancement (wrt Ref.)

Bulk Si (x=0) / Ref. 11.1 Ref. - -
Bulk Si/SiGe (x=0.2) / Yes 10.5 5% - Ref.
PD/SOI (x=0) / Yes 8.0 27% Ref. -
SSOI (x=0.20) / Yes 7.0 - 13% 33%
SSOI (x=0.20) / No 5.4 - 33% -
SSOI (x=0.20) w/o
increased CJ / Yes

6.8 - 15% -

Table 3.6 UFPDB-predicted propagation delays (initial, without hysteresis)
and relative speed enhancements of 9-stage unloaded CMOS
inverter-based ring oscillators: strained Si/Si1-xGex (x = 0.20)
versus Si-control (x = 0) devices, with and without Vt control; VDD
= 1.0V, T = 100oC.
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the latter SOI advantage to be 27%. Hence, we can infer the added

advantage, resulting from the incorporation of strained channels in the

technologies, to be approximately 6%, assuming that the FB effects are

comparable in SSOI and SOI CMOS. This new advantage results from the

higher areal component of source/drain-junction capacitance (CJ) in the

strained-channel bulk-Si CMOS, which is avoided in SSOI CMOS via the

thick BOX. Note in Table 3.6 that this capacitance, due to higher NSUB

(assumed to correlate with the increased NBL) as well as the effects of ∆Eg

and the higher εx in SiGe, limits the speed benefit of strained channels in

bulk-Si CMOS to only 5%. (Optimal process integration and scaling could

perhaps yield lower NSUB for the needed NBL, and/or smaller junction

area, and thereby relax this speed limitation.) Contrarily, in SSOI, the

loss is due only to the higher peripheral junction capacitance (defined by

the higher NBH, ∆Eg, and higher ex), and is minimal (2%) as reflected by

the simulation results in Table 3.6 obtained with the capacitance

(unrealistically) forced to equal to that of the SOI control devices.

Although higher Ge contents imply technological problems

[Qui00], we also simulated the ring oscillator with SSOI devices having x

ranging up to 0.40. We plot in Figure 3.6 the predicted speed

enhancements (i.e., relative td reductions) yielded by SSOI CMOS, versus

x, relative to the control SOI CMOS and to the strained-channel bulk-Si

CMOS, again at 100oC with VDD = 1.0V. Note that the former peaks for x

= 0.20-0.30, with the peak being 13% as in Table 3.6. This peak results

when, for increasing x above ~0.30, the needed Vt adjust becomes so large
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Figure 3.7 UFPDB-predicted speed enhancement of SSOI CMOS,
relative to the PD/SOI CMOS and the bulk-Si counterpart
delays, versus the Ge content in the relaxed buffer layer
from UFPDB/Spice3 simulations of 9-stage unloaded
inverter-based ring oscillators; Lgate = 60nm, VDD = 1.0V,

T = 100oC. The Vt control was effected by higher channel
doping density (NBL). For x = 0.30, the single point
indicates the SSOI vs. SOI enhancement predicted when
high transverse-field surface scattering is assumed to be
reduced by the strain in the pMOSFETs like in the
nMOSFETs.
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that it obviates the benefits of increased carrier mobility and velocity to

Ion. The latter plot in Figure 5 peaks at x = 0.30, with the peak being 35%,

a bit higher than that for x = 0.20 in Table 3.6. Hence, the new added speed

advantage of SSOI CMOS over the bulk-Si counterpart can potentially be

8%. The improved new advantage at higher x further reflects the

detrimental effect of higher (areal) junction capacitance in the strained-

channel bulk-Si MOSFETs, which increases with x. Finally in Figure 5, to

stress the limits imposed by the lack of hole-mobility enhancement at high

Ex(eff) in strained-Si channels, we show, for x = 0.30, the UFPDB/Spice3-

predicted relative speed enhancement of SSOI that could be expected if

enhanced hole mobility at high Ex(eff) is sustained as it appears to be for

electrons, i.e., if the pMOSFETs had the same THETA in (2.31) as the

nMOSFETs. The enhancement increases from 13% to 26%, reflecting a

substantial 13% speed loss due to the lack of hole-mobility enhancement

at high Ex(eff) in the strained-channel pMOSFETs.

3.4  Further Discussion of Performance Loss Due to Vt Redesign

Note the simulations in the above two sections have been done

assuming reduced Vt(SS) as defined by (2.30) for both nMOSFETs and

pMOSFETs with strained-Si channels. This definition initially results

from a lack of knowledge of definitive electronic band structure

modification due to strain. Numerically the threshold shifts predicted

with (2.30) are well within the uncertainties of the calculated Vt(SS)(x) as

indicated in Figure 2.3, and approximate to those predicted by following

the Van De-Walle band alignment theory. Compared to (2.30) though, the
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Van de-Walle band alignment calculations predict a bit lower |VtnSS(x)|

reduction, whereas a bit higher |VtpSS(x)| reduction; the possible benefit

of the former would, however, be negated by the latter. Note the

improvement of the SS CMOS intrinsic delay tends to be more limited by

SS pMOSFET, as Ion enhancement in the pMOSFET is severely

suppressed due to barely enhanced mobility enhancement at high

transverse electric field, as well as mobility degradation due to increased

channel doping. Therefore, it sustains the conclusion that little speed

enhancement ( ~5%) is achievable with strained Si on bulk CMOS,

whereas ~13% is achievable with strained Si on PD/SOI CMOS

technology.

The calculated Vtn(SS)(x) and Vtp(SS)(x) based on (2.1) and (2.13),

represented as solid lines in Figure 2.3, on the other hand, raise new

questions about the possibly higher performance enhancement that can be

expected of strained-Si CMOS due to not having to adjust Vt of the SS

pMOSFET. For a pragmatic Ge content of 0.20, therefore, we re-examined,

for 60nm SS CMOS on bulk Si, the loss of performance when only SS

nMOSFETs need to be redesigned by compensating the increased off-state

current via increased channel doping. And the result is not unexpected,

since in Section 3.1, we have projected the performance enhancement for

strained-Si CMOS on bulk, when the Vt control was effected by higher

channel doping density (NBL) in the nMOSFETs and by p+ poly-SiGe

gates (WKF) for the pMOSFETs, assuming |Vt(SS)| reduction defined by

(2.30) for both SS nMOSFET and pMOSFET. With the required adjust of

≤

≤
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Vtn(SS) =~120-130mV for an x = 0.20 SS nMOSFET, the ~70% low-field

mobility enhancement will be reduced to only ~30% due to the needed

increased channel doping density, which leads to an only ~30% on-state

current enhancement, where the source/drain series resistances are

minimized. The source/drain areal junction capacitance (CJA) could

increase by more than 30% due to correspondingly increased substrate

doping density (NSUB). All this, coupled with the fact that the hole

mobility in the SS pMOSFET is not enhanced at high transverse fields

[Rim02], and hence limits the on-state current enhancement to only ~19%,

substantively undermines the speed performance enhancement that can

be achieved with SS CMOS technology, even though ∆Vtp(SS) (< 0) might

not be an issue as we have shown.

Ring-oscillator (RO) simulations using our process-based

MOSFET model UFPDB in Spice3 reveal that the needed redesign of the

n-channel doping to compensate for ∆Vtn(SS) in the SS nMOSFET with x

=0.20 reduces the SS CMOS speed enhancement, relative to the speed of

the control-Si CMOS, to only ~14%, compared to ~34% when no Vtn(SS)

adjust is done at all. A fair assessment of the ∆Vtn(SS) penalty is made,

however, by comparing the ~14% enhancement with that of a hypothetical

SS CMOS in which the gate work functions of both the n-channel and p-

channel SS devices are tuned to get the same off-state currents as in the

Si-control devices. The predicted, hypothetical enhancement is ~24%,

meaning that the ∆Vtn(SS) penalty is a loss of more than 40% in SS speed

enhancement. We note that about half of this penalty is due to the
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increased NSUB, which predominantly defines the CJA increase in the SS

nMOSFET. Note this CJA penalty due to increased NSUB would be avoided

in strained-Si/SiGe CMOS on thin SOI, and hence an additional speed

advantage of PD/SOI CMOS over the bulk-Si counterpart is intimated, an

~5% of which would be a reasonable estimation based on the speed

enhancement projections in Table 3.4 when p+ poly-SiGe is used as the

gate in SS pMOSFET on bulk for Ioff control, with or without CJA increase.

(However, we also note that the SS CMOS speed enhancement given

herein, based on ∆Vtp(SS) < 0 (i.e., an increased |Vtp(SS)|), could be too

optimistic because the generally reported low-field hole mobility

enhancement in SS pMOSFETs is smaller than the enhancement

predicted theoretically, which we assumed in our simulations.) Note, with

reference to Figure 2.3, that Ge contents higher than 0.20 imply even more

speed-enhancement loss due to larger required Vtn(SS) adjusts, thereby

further casting doubt on the feasibility of biaxially SS CMOS on bulk Si.

3.5  Conclusion

Device and circuit simulations using a process/physics-based

compact MOSFET model (UFPDB) in Spice3 were done to project the

CMOS speed-performance enhancement that can be expected from

strained-Si channels on relaxed Si1-xGex buffer layers in bulk Si and PD/

SOI CMOS. The SiGe option in UFPDB uses parameters related to carrier

mobility and velocity, and defines the reduced threshold voltages within

reasonable uncertainties, all of which are evaluated based on the Ge

content x. The modified band structure necessitates an increase in
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threshold voltage for Ioff control, and simulations were done based on this

control being effected via increased channel doping in both n-channel and

p-channel devices, and via p+ poly-SiGe gates for the pMOSFETs.

Unloaded CMOS ring-oscillator simulations reveal that the

former design yields little speed enhancement (e.g., a peak of only 5% for

x = 0.20) for strained-Si channels in bulk-Si, because of small Ion increase

in the pMOSFETs with heavy channel doping, in which no significant high

transverse-field enhancement of hole mobility was assumed, and

increased CJA in both nMOSFETs and pMOSFETs due to the higher well

doping, assumed to be correlated with the channel doping, as well as the

higher permittivity and narrower bandgap properties of SiGe buffer layer.

The latter design, similar to the case when no Vt reduction in SS

pMOSFET occurs, barely impacts on the carrier-transport properties and

parasitic CJA in the pMOSFETs, and therefore yields better enhancement

(14-16% for optimal x = 0.20-0.30). Nevertheless, CMOS ring-oscillator

simulations show that the relative speed performance enhancement has

been severely diminished via Vt redesign in the nMOSFET, e.g., by more

than 40%, to an ~14% for strained-Si CMOS on bulk with x=0.20

The simulations also quantified the significant speed loss for

strained-Si/SiGe CMOS on bulk due to the increased areal components of

source/drain junction capacitance, especially when the Vt control was

effected via increased channel doping. This loss would be avoided in

strained-Si/SiGe CMOS on thin SOI, and hence an additional speed

advantage of PD/SOI over the bulk-Si counterpart is intimated. Unloaded
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CMOS ring-oscillator simulations reveal that at an optimal x = 0.20-0.30,

a speed enhancement of ~13% is yielded by SSOI relative to PD/SOI

CMOS, which intimates an added advantage of ~8% with strained-Si

channels, in SOI CMOS relative to bulk-Si CMOS. Similarly, if no Vt

reduction in SSOI pMOSFET occurs, an estimated as high as ~19% speed

enhancement is achievable by SSOI CMOS relative to PD/SOI CMOS at x

= 0.20.

However, with all the theoretical predictions of biaxially SS

CMOS speed enhancements given herein, limited by the barely enhanced

SS pMOS mobility at high Ex(eff), and the necessity of Vt adjustment via

increased channel doping in SS nMOS, we further argue that the

predictions could be optimistic because the generally reported low-field

hole mobility enhancement in SS pMOSFETs is smaller than the

enhancement predicted theoretically, which we assumed in our

simulations. The immature technology could partially account for this,

which has been difficult to implement because of misfit and threading

dislocations, Ge up-diffusion, different dopant diffusion properties in the

SiGe buffer. The former two mechanisms adversely affect the mobility

enhancement through enhanced Coulomb scattering and further degrade

the SS MOSFETs characteristics by inducing significant junction leakage

(due to high threading dislocation density near the source/drain regions or

misfit paths between source and drain, and etc.) and gate leakage (due to

defects in the dielectric and the G-S/D overlap region). The latter tends to

lead to higher source/drain resistance and deeper S/D junction and
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reduced Leff in SS nMOSFET, and therefore worse SCEs in SS nMOSFET.

Other problems include the wafer fabrication and process integration

complexity and higher cost associated with it.

On the other hand, uniaxial tensile strain for improved electron

mobility and compressive strain for hole mobility enhancement,

introduced through low-cost techniques, i.e., selective epitaxy and/or

capping layers, are gaining increased attention and interest due to its

advantages versus biaxial strain in both the much better hole mobility

enhancement and a relatively small nMOSFET threshold voltage shift.

Most recently, uniaxial strained Si has been implemented in a high

volume manufacturing 90nm logic technology with impressive

performance results. In the long run, however, SS channels built on

classical CMOS are eventually limited by the same difficulty in controlling

SCE’s with continued scaling beyond 50nm. Alternatively, ultra-thin body

(UTB) transistors on SOI substrate, i.e., fully-depleted (FD) MOSFET and

double-gate (DG) MOSFET, have demonstrated not only high current

drive, but excellent nanoscale device electrostatics due to their inherent

suppression of SCEs and subthreshold leakage. In the next two chapters,

novel MOSFET structures based on the UTB on SOI technology will be

studied.



CHAPTER 4
PHYSICAL INSIGHTS REGARDING DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF

MULTIPLE INDEPENDENT-GATE FINFETS (MIGFETS)

4.1  Introduction

The double-gate (DG) FinFET has been widely examined recently

because of its performance potential, and excellent suppression of short-

channel effects (SCE) and commensurate scalability, all stemming from

the dynamic charge coupling between the two gates afforded by the ultra-

thin Si-fin body [Kim01], and because of its relatively easy fabrication and

good integration features [Fri01]. Most recently, reports of fabrication of

independent-gate FinFETs, with desirable device characteristics such as

dynamic threshold voltage (Vt) control and transconductance modulation,

have been presented [Liu03, Fri04, Mat04]. Such novel devices could relax

requirements for gate work-function engineering for Vt control, and

enable CMOS integrated circuits to be optimally designed with variable-

Vt devices. Unique among these devices is the multiple independent-gate

FinFET (MIGFET) [Mat04], the technology for which also enables DG

FinFETs to be fabricated on the same chip.

The goal of this chapter is to gain physical insights regarding

design and performance of the MIGFET, as well as to show a novel

application of it to a compact low-power RF mixer circuit, via measured

data and simulations done with our process/physics-based compact model
71
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(UFDG) [Fos04] for DG MOSFETs. For this study, UFDG, which includes

a direct Poisson-Schrödinger-based accounting for the carrier-energy

quantization in the thin body, has been upgraded (Ver. 3.0) with a new “2-

D” spline formalism in terms of both the front-gate (VGfS) and back-gate

(VGbS) biases [Tri05a]. The 2-D splines for current and charge in

moderate-inversion regions of operation, and other associated upgrades,

render UFDG a generic four-terminal model (with the fifth floating-body

terminal) that is physically and numerically stable irrespective of device

symmetry and arbitrary VGfS and VGbS. With UFDG in Spice3, the

sensitivity of the MIGFET Vt to variations in VGbS will be studied and

explained in terms of device structure, and the utility of the MIGFET in

an RF mixer application, with regard to design goals of low voltage, low

power, and small area will be demonstrated, noting compromises

regarding conversion gain and dynamic range under low-voltage and low-

power constraints.

4.2  MIGFET

4.2.1  DC Characteristics

The MIGFET structure initially assumed in this study has an

undoped fin-body of thickness, or width wSi = 25nm, and front and back

gate-oxide thicknesses toxf = toxb = 2.0nm. Both gates are n+ polysilicon.

UFDG-predicted IDS-VGfS characteristics (per fin height hSi) of an Lgate (=

Leff) = 80nm n-channel MIGFET, compared with measured characteristics

of a device with almost the same structure [Mat04], are presented for

varying VGbS in Figure 4.1. The model predictions are in good accord with
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Figure 4.1 (a) UFDG-predicted IDS-VGS characteristics (per hSi) of an Lgate =
80nm n-channel MIGFET for varying back-gate bias; wSi = 25nm,
toxf = toxb = 2.0nm.(b) Measured current-voltage characteristics
(per hSi) of an Lgate =70nm MIGFET for varying back-gate bias,
the structure (wSi=25nm, toxf = toxb = 2.4nm) of which is
comparable to that of (a).
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the measured data, and show that the subthreshold slope, or gate swing

S, as well as Vt are modulated significantly by VGbS varying between -1V

and +1V. Note that the sensitivities of Vt and S to the VGbS variation

depend on the nominal value of VGbS. Predicted and measured

characteristics of the device in the DG mode (VGbS = VGfS) are also shown

in Figure 4.1. The DG-mode S = 64mV and DIBL = 20mV/V reflect very

good control of the SCE, due to the low wSi/Lgate ratio [Yan05]. The DIBL

of the MIGFET is also low, but varies with VGbS as the transverse electric

field in the fin-body varies [Tri05a]. However, S of the MIGFET is much

higher than that of the device in the DG mode because of different Gf-Gb

coupling, which underlies the VGbS dependences as we now discuss.

To effectively exploit the MIGFET Vt(VGbS) dependence in

variable-Vt circuit design, the dependence, and its connection to the device

structure, must be well understood. For negligible SCE, this dependence

was previously approximated by solving the 1-D Poisson equation in the

fully depleted fin-body, assuming a front-surface sheet of inversion charge

[Lim83, Kim01]:

(4.1)

where Cof/b = εox/toxf/b and Cb = εSi/wSi are the front- and back gate-oxide

capacitances and body capacitance, respectively; the right-hand-side

approximation reflects εSi/εox ≅ 3. The parameter r is a body-effect

constant defined by the device structure, which reflects the fact that a DG

Vt∆

V∆ GbS
--------------------- r–

CbCob
Cof Cb Cob+( )
------------------------------------------–= =

3toxf
3toxb wSi+
----------------------------------–≅
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MOSFET operated in single-gate (SG) mode gives electrical

characteristics comparable to those of a bulk-Si counterpart [Fos02b]. For

controlled SCE then [Kim01, Fos02b],

 . (4.2)

Clearly, the simple expressions in (4.1) and (4.2) do not represent

the MIGFETs of Figure 4.1 well. The measured and UFDG-predicted -∆Vt/

∆VGbS is larger than that given by (4.1), and it increases with increasing

VGbS, as does S, unlike in (4.2). Evidently, the assumption of a charge

sheet [Lim83] is inappropriate, and, further, 2-D effects, or SCE, and

effects of the quantum-mechanical confinement (QME) in the Si fin-body

[Ge02] could be important.

4.2.2  Physical Insights Regarding VGbS Dependences

To help explain the actual dependences on VGbS, we show in

Figure 4.2(a) UFDG-predicted current-voltage characteristics for the

MIGFET of Figure 4.1(a), but with long Lgate = 1µm, with the quantization

modeling turned off (QM = 0). Note that (4.1), with r ≅ 0.2 as defined by

the device structure, does not adequately characterize the UFDG-

predicted Vt(VGbS) dependence reflected in Figure 4.2(a). Further, the

predicted S is also modulated by varying VGbS, which is inconsistent with

(4.2). The subthreshold, or weak inversion-charge distribution in the thin

body, i.e., volume, or bulk inversion [Tri05a], is obviously important.

Indeed, both the front- and back-gate biases are, in Figure 4.2(a),

S 1 r+( ) kT
q

-------- 
  10( )ln=
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Figure 4.2 UFDG-predicted IDS-VGS characteristics (per hSi) of a long
Lgate = 1µm n-channel MIGFET for varying back-gate bias,
with (a) and without (b) the carrier-energy quantization
accounted for. The VGbS range in (b) is extended to the
onset (near -1.4V) of significant carrier accumulation near
the back surface.
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simultaneously controlling, or modifying the charge density and its

distribution, or the centroid position in the Si-fin body. In other words, toxf

and wSi (or toxb) in (4.1) are effectively modified by VGfS and VGbS, defining

reff(VGfS, VGbS) in place of r and thus giving bias dependence to ∆Vt/∆VGbS

and to S.

With regard to Vt, defined by a specified current level (i.e.,

100nA(Wgate/Lgate), which implies a particular integrated weak-inversion

charge density), for VGbS much less than VGfS = Vt, the inversion-charge

centroid is near the front surface, rendering reff close to r in (4.1). For

increasing VGbS, Vt decreases, and the centroid shifts towards the back

surface of the Si body, rendering an increasing reff due to the effective toxf

increasing and the effective wSi (or toxb) decreasing. Until VGbS is much

higher than VGfS = Vt, reff continues to increase, but then tends toward a

constant value when the charge centroid is close to the back surface of the

Si body. This effect of the shifting charge centroid on Vt(VGbS) is

illustrated in Figure 4.3 where reff = -∆Vt/∆VGbS as extracted from the

UFDG simulation results in Figure 4.2(a) is plotted versus VGbS.

The shifting charge centroid also underlies the S(VGbS)

dependence in Figure 4.2(a), which is also plotted in Figure 4.3. For

increasing VGbS, and the centroid shifting towards the back surface of the

Si body, the front gate loses control of an increasing fraction of the charge,

causing S to increase. Indeed, this increase in S is characterized well by

(4.2) with r replaced by reff in Figure 4.3.
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Besides the noted sensitivity of reff to the shifting charge

centroid with changing gate biases, the QME and the SCE can further

modify reff. A comparison of the UFDG-predicted characteristics of the

Lgate = 80nm MIGFET in Figure 4.1(a) with those of the Lgate = 1µm device

in Figure 4.2, with (QM = 1 in Figure 4.2(b)) and without (Figure 4.2(a))

quantization accounted for, reflects how reff and the bias dependences of

Vt and S are influenced by the QME and SCE. We illustrate the influences

in Figure 4.3, where reff from Figure 4.1(a) (which shows both the QME

and SCE influences) and from Figure 4.2(b) (which shows the QME

influence) are contrasted with that from Figure 4.2(a) (which shows

neither influence). Note that the QME tends to increase reff for low VGbS,

but decrease it for high VGbS when the charge centroid is near the back

surface of the Si body. These trends are consistent with the fact that the

quantization tends to move the inversion charge away from the surfaces

where the confinement is occurring. The SCE, which is most apparent in

Figure 4.3 when VGbS ~ Vt, tends to further increase reff. This effect can

be explained by noting that the 2-D effects in the Si-fin body are most

severe where the transverse electric field is lowest, thus tending to

increase the bulk inversion charge density and move the centroid away

from the surfaces.

4.2.3  Device Design Considerations

Knowing that reff depends on the inversion-charge distribution

in the Si body, we can now explore optimal design of the MIGFET

structure for Vt(VGbS) sensitivity, as well as attainable Vt range for
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practical back-gate biases. To illustrate such design optimization, we

extract Vt (at IDS = 100nA(Wgate/Lgate)) for each value of VGbS from Figure

4.2(b), and plot it in Figure 4.4, focusing on a practical VGbS range (-1.4 to

-0.2V) for typical circuit applications. Note that for VGbS > -0.2V, excessive

back-channel conduction renders the Vt(VGbS) sensitivity (i.e., reff)

unpredictably large and hard to control, as evident in Figure 4.3, with S

in (4.2) high. For VGbS < -1.4V, excessive hole accumulation charge at the

back surface screens the VGbS-modulated electric field and decouples the

back gate from the front (reff ≅ 0). The accumulation also tends to form a

floating “neutral” body region, which induces a subthreshold kink effect,

as evident in Figure 4.1(b), and produces uncontrollable characteristics.

(The hole accumulation and associated floating-body effects are not

accounted for in UFDG.) Further, VGbS must be limited to avoid

breakdown of the back-gate oxide, which, in fact, could occur under the

drain (driven by VGbD) prior to the noted accumulation effects. Therefore,

as seen in Figure 4.4, the practical range of Vt(VGbS) is about 0.5V, from

~-0.1V to ~0.4V, achieved with VGbS varying ~1.2V as noted, for the long-

Lgate MIGFET structure defined.

Note that we can shift the range of achievable Vt by adjusting the

work function of the front gate, and we can shift the needed range of VGbS

by changing the work function of the back gate. For example, a p+

polysilicon back gate would shift the usable VGbS range up by about 1V, to

~-0.4V to ~0.8V. Further, modifying the device structure, e.g., the gate-

oxide thicknesses, can beneficially affect the practical ranges of Vt as well
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as VGbS. More insight on such design modification can be gained by

extending (4.1), as we noted earlier with reference to Figure 4.3, to

include, to first order, dependence on the inversion charge-centroid

position xc (0 < xc < wsi):

(4.3)

where toxf(eff) and wSi(eff) are effective thicknesses defined by xc (and the

difference between εSi and εox). Plots of reff = -∆Vt/∆VGbS vs. xc/wSi for

different wSi and toxb are shown in Figure 4.5; comparison with Figure 4.3

puts the plots in Figure 4.5 in perspective with regard to VGbS. The reff

dependences on wSi and toxb are most significant when the centroid is near

the back surface, which, as we have shown, is not good design space. In

good design space, where xc/wSi < ~0.5, the plots in Figure 4.5(a) show that

reff is virtually independent of wSi. Note, in fact, that for xc/wSi = 0.5,

which corresponds to VGbS = VGfS = Vt for the assumed symmetrical

MIGFET structure, reff = 1 as given by (4.3), and as reflected by Figure 4.3

with Figures 1 and 2. So, the fin-body thickness is set exclusively for SCE

control. Varying toxb, however, could give useful design flexibility. The

plots in Figure 4.5(b) show that increasing toxb decreases reff, as is obvious

in (4.3), but also reduces its dependence on the inversion charge

distribution, i.e., on xc/wSi. Thus, perhaps benefits of bulk inversion

[Tri05a] could be exploited. Further, a thicker toxb defines a larger

reff

3toxf eff( )
3toxb wSi eff( )+
-----------------------------------------------

3 toxf xc 3⁄+( )

3toxb wSi xc–( )+
---------------------------------------------------≅ ≅
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practical VGbS range, limited by the onsets of accumulation, inversion, and

oxide breakdown as we previously discussed.

Another approach to getting more optimal Vt control using the

MIGFET could be the “synchronized driving mode of operation” [Liu03], by

which VGbS = VGfS - VOS where VOS is a constant offset voltage. This mode

is actually an asymmetrical DG mode of operation [Kim01]. Plots of

UFDG-predicted current-voltage characteristics with varying VOS for this

mode of operation of the Lgate = 80nm MIGFET with n+ polysilicon gates

are shown in Figure 4.6. In this case, ignoring the SCE and QME, with the

same assumption of an inversion-charge sheet used to derive (4.1), we get

 , (4.4)

which is less than the sensitivity in (4.1) by a factor of (1 + r). However,

(4.4) does not fully model the characteristics in Figure 4.6 either. The

same physical mechanisms, that is, the shifting charge centroid with

varying biases and the bias-dependent influences of the SCE and QME, as

explained for the unsynchronized mode of operation, apply to the

synchronized driving mode as well. The coupling factor r can, therefore, be

effectively replaced with reff in (4.4) to represent the actual sensitivity of

∆Vt to the changing bias ∆VOS. Unlike (4.3), however, the sensitivity in

(4.4) is always less than unity, and it changes linearly with the shifting

charge-centroid position. The unique advantages of the synchronized

driving mode of operation are clearly reflected in Figure 4.6 by the ideal

Vt∆

VOS∆
-----------------

r
1 r+
-------------≅
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subthreshold characteristics as well as the higher saturation currents due

to the DG mode of operation [Kim01]. As shown in [Kim01], subthreshold

slopes of MIGFETs operated in the synchronized driving mode with well-

controlled SCE are S ≅ (kT/q)ln(10) = 60mV at 300K.

4.3  Mixer

One of the novel applications of the MIGFET, as demonstrated in

[Mat04], is a compact low-power single-transistor RF mixer. In [Mat04],

the MIGFET mixer was operated at ~50KHz. With the new 2-D spline

formalism implemented in the UFDG model, we are able to dynamically

sweep both the front and back gates of the MIGFET simultaneously to

simulate this simple mixer, and explore, for the first time, its performance

as well as its design. A recent simulation-based study [Pei04] of such a

DG-MOSFET mixer was limited to long channel lengths (20µm), for which

the gate-gate coupling is nonquasi-static due to the long transit time. The

predominant coupling is thus controlled by an “interchannel reshuffling

time,” which is short and enables very high-frequency operation. Here, we

examine the more practical short-channel MIGFET mixer in which the

coupling is quasi-static, as studied in Sec. II, and high operating

frequencies are enabled by the short channel transit time.

The schematic of the simple single-MIGFET mixer is shown in

Figure 4.7(a). A small RF signal ( ), with a DC

bias VGfS0, is applied to one gate while a large square-wave LO (local

oscillator) signal (with fundamental-frequency component

vRF V RF 2π f RFt( )cos=
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Figure 4.7 Mixer schematics: (a) mixer using one MIGFET; (b) double-
balanced mixer using four MIGFETs. Note that RF+/RF-
and LO+/ LO- are antiphase signals.
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) is applied to the other gate, and the output at the

desired intermediate frequency ( ) is extracted from the

drain node. With typical VDD = 1.0V and RL = 500Ω, the MIGFET is

generally biased in the saturation region for common gate biases. The

mixing relies on the charge coupling of the two gates provided by the thin

Si fin-body, and therefore depends on the bias conditions of the two gates

as well as the device structure as we showed in Sec. II. It can occur either

when the MIGFET is operating fully switched, with the LO signal large

enough to turn the device on and off, or somewhere in between, with a

nonlinear relation between drain current, IDS, and VGfS and Vt(VGbS)

defining the mixing. In the former case, the voltage-conversion gain,

which is defined as the ratio of the desired IF output voltage to the RF

input voltage, is given by [Lee98b]

(4.5)

where gm is the transconductance of the single transistor, which varies

with both gate biases as indicated in Sec. II.

In the latter case, the square-law behavior is drawn from the

nonlinear IDS(VGfS, Vt(VGbS)) relation of the MIGFET for the desired

mixing, as many such nonlinearities are well approximated by a square-

law shape over some limited range of input amplitudes [Lee98b]. With the

MIGFET biased in saturation, for example, the drain current varies

roughly as

V LO 2π f LOt( )cos

IF f RF f LO±=

Gc
1
π
--- g

m
RL=
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(4.6)

where Weff (=hSi) is the effective width of the device, and 1 < n ≤ 2 reflects

how significant carrier-velocity saturation is in defining the current

saturation. (Note that n = 2 only for the long-channel case in which

channel pinch-off controls the saturation.) Introducing the DC and AC

parts of VGfS and Vt, i.e.,

(4.7)

 , (4.8)

into (4.6), we expand it in a power series up to the 2nd-order term,

neglecting the higher-order terms:

(4.9)

where is the DC gate overdrive. Now, we can

readily derive Gc at the desired IF for this case from the cross-product

component of the quadratic (last) term in (4.9) as

(4.10)

where is the amplitude of the LO square wave

[Lee98b]. Note that (4.10) defines a seemingly complicated Gc dependence

IDS Weff VGfS Vt VGbS( )–[ ]n∼

VGfS VGfS0 vRF+=

Vt Vt0 reff– vLO=

IDS Weff VGfSOD
n

nVGfSOD
n 1–

vRF reff vLO+( )

1
2
---n n 1–( )VGfSOD

n 2–
vRF reff vLO+( )2

+

+









∼

VGfSOD VGfS0 Vt0–=

Gc
1
2
---R

L
n n 1–( )VGfSOD

n 2–
Weff reff V 'LO∼

V 'LO 4 π⁄( )V LO=
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on both gate biases, including the charge-coupling dependence (reff(VGfS,

VGbS) as reflected in Figure 4.3) as well as the nonlinearity factor n.

However, for the 2nd-order power-series approximation in (4.9), with

regard to the vRF signal, we have

 ; (4.11)

and assuming a small vRF amplitude relative to the large amplitude of the

back-gate LO signal, , we get from (4.10) and (4.11)

 . (4.12)

We note that (4.6) might not entirely characterize the nonlinear

IDS(VGfS, Vt(VGbS)) relation of the MIGFET for all biases. However, with

(4.5) and (4.12), the rule of modulating/optimizing the conversion gain

through proper biases of the mixer in our case can be generalized, focusing

on the quadratic term in the nonlinear IDS(VGfS, Vt(VGbS)) of the MIGFET.

The RF signal fed through the front gate is small, with a virtually constant

gate-source voltage, whereas the LO signal fed through the back gate is

large, and hence can generally modulate the front-gate transconductance

at a given front gate bias to define the mixing. The optimal front/back

gate-bias range is then defined to be where the applied LO can modulate

the transconductance the most. For an ideal square-wave LO signal, this

means, in accord with (4.12), the larger the difference of

gm Weff nVGfSOD
n 1–

n n 1–( )VGfSOD
n 2–

vRF reff vLO+( )+ 
 ∼

VGbS0 V 'LO±

Gc
1
4
---R

L
gm VGfSOD V,

GbS0
V 'LO+( )

gm VGfSOD V,
GbS0

V 'LO–( )–

(

)

≅
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transconductances corresponding to the alternating LO bias points for a

given RF DC bias, the higher the conversion gain.

To verify and demonstrate this insight regarding the conversion

gain, simulations of the MIGFET mixer in both time and frequency

domains were done using UFDG/Spice3. The results confirm our insight

almost precisely. The n-channel MIGFET for the mixer simulation is the

same Lgate = 80nm MIGFET initially assumed in Sec. II and characterized

in Figure 4.1(a). The low-field electron mobility is assumed to be 500cm2/

V-s, which may be a bit high for the usual <110> fin-channel orientation,

but is achievable [Mat04, Tri05a]. The S/D series resistances are assumed

to be RS = RD = 300Ω−µm, though they could be even higher and bias-

dependent depending on the FinFET technology. The fin height here is

assumed to be 100nm, in accord with a typical fin aspect ratio (hSi/wSi =

4). However, to meet the mixer conversion-gain requirement reflected by

(4.11) and (4.12), multi-fin devices (we use 80 here) can be used for larger

Weff, though the number is generally constrained by the power and area

requirements, and limited by the desired IF frequency since the output

bandwidth is degraded by the higher parasitic capacitances associated

with larger widths.

The UFDG-predicted transconductance of the MIGFET is plotted

versus VGfS at various values of VGbS in Figure 4.8, with the minimum

VGbS limited to -1.0V due to LO power considerations. The optimal RF and

LO bias points for maximum Gc as implied by (4.12) can be found as

indicated in the plot, that is, with the front gate biased at VGfS0 ~ 0.22V,
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and VGbS switching between -0.2V and -1.0V, i.e., the back gate driven

with VGbS0 = -0.6V and V’LO = 0.4V. Note that beyond a given VGbS (in this

case VGbS > -0.2V) at the given VGfS0, the front-gate transconductance

gradually decreases with increasing VGbS since the back-surface

conduction becomes more significant, as we discussed in Sec. II. Transient

and Fourier simulations of the mixer were done with UFDG/Spice3 at

these gate biases, with fRF = 1.8GHz and fLO = 1.6GHz. The transient

results are shown in Figure 4.9(a). For down conversion, Gc = -8db for the

80-fin MIGFET, and the corresponding power consumption at the given

biases is very low at 0.3mW. More fingers would be needed to increase the

conversion gain, but with compromise of the power and area

specifications.

Further, mixers are required to have large dynamic range, which

is defined by the noise floor at the lower end and nonlinearity at the higher

end, with the latter being the more crucial limiting factor that causes

distortion and saturation of the signal. The noise figure should be

relatively low for a mixer on an SOI substrate like the MIGFET mixer,

with relatively low substrate noise [Ada02]; the dominant noise source in

the mixer is the channel thermal noise of the transistor. The linearity of

the mixer generally depends on the linearity of the current-voltage

characteristics of the mixer transistor acting as a transconductor. In our

case, to be more exact, it relies on the characteristics of the differential

transconductance of the MIGFET as a result of alternating LO biases at

the given DC bias of the RF signal, as implied by (4.12) and illustrated in
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Figure 4.8. The wider the RF input signal range, in which the

characteristics can be kept relatively constant (i.e., with minimal higher-

order derivatives with respect to VRF), the better the linearity of the mixer

is. Apparently, the linearity implied in Figure 4.8, with VGfS0 ~ 0.22V

optimized for conversion gain, suffers when the differential

transconductance is changing sharply with VGfS as shown in the figure.

Whereas linearity can be improved for short-channel devices in Gilbert-

type mixers by increasing the gate overdrive voltage, with a penalty of

more power consumption [Li02], doing so in our MIGFET mixer appears

to degrade linearity until Gc is unacceptably low. To improve the linear

range of the MIGFET mixer at the maximum conversion gain, we could

lower the minimum LO bias down to -1.4V, which tends to offer higher

mixer conversion gain due to higher VGfS0, but more importantly provides

a wider range of RF input signal amplitude within which the maximum

conversion gain can be held relatively constant. Gate work-function

engineering can be utilized for the desired LO DC bias. In fact, it has been

argued that minimizing gate-depletion effects will improve the linearity in

short-channel devices [Cho03], implying superiority of metal gates over

the traditional polysilicon gates in this regard.

One of the major drawbacks of the single-MIGFET mixer is the

poor LO-RF and LO-IF isolation, with the latter being more serious as is

evident in the Fourier results in Figure 4.10(a) where the component

amplitudes of the output signal are plotted versus frequency. The poor

isolation results because the LO signal is typically large, and easily
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couples through to the output via the parasitic G-D capacitance [Kim06].

Further, the mixing itself will introduce spurious signals at fLO, fRF, 2fLO,

2fRF, and a host of other spectral components due to the nonideal square-

law behavior, as well as unwanted DC components in the output.

Alternatively, a double-balanced mixer configuration using four

MIGFETs (each with 80 fins) can be realized as shown in Figure 4.7(b).

Here all four transistors act as transconductors that convert the RF input

to the output while LO signals are fed to the coupled back gates. The

UFDG/Spice3-predicted frequency-modulated output signal of the double-

balanced MIGFET mixer is reflected in the time and frequency domains in

Figures. 9(b) and 10(b), respectively. The circuit functions well at low

supply voltage. The amplitude of the down-conversion, 200MHz

component of the output signal, indicated in Figure 4.10(b), is actually ~4-

times that of the single-MIGFET mixer in Figure 4.10(a). Therefore, the

(differential-output) conversion gain is improved to ~4db, but circuit

noise, power consumption, and area requirement are ~4-times higher than

those of the single-transistor mixer. The linearity is improved since the

second-order nonlinearities in the large-signal transfer function are

cancelled out with a well-balanced structure. And above all, perfect port

isolation is obtained, or more exactly, the LO feedthrough is completely

cancelled out at the output with a well-balanced structure, as can be seen

in Figure 4.10(b). However, we also note that process-induced mismatches

in the double-balanced mixer can still result in some LO signal
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feedthrough to the output, which needs to be filtered out by a properly

designed filter at the subsequent stage.

4.4  Conclusion

Important physical insights regarding design and performance of

independent-gate FinFETs were gained from IDS-VGfS characteristics

measured from the MIGFET technology and predicted by our process/

physics-based DG MOSFET model, UFDG, which was upgraded with a

novel 2-D spline formalism. Inversion charge-centroid shifting, modulated

by gate biases as well as by quantum-confinement and short-channel

effects, underlies the sensitivity of Vt to the changing back-gate bias.

Therefore, to achieve the desired Vt(VGbS) distribution for flexible Vt

control in low-power circuit applications with a practical VGbS range, as

well as good DC characteristics, careful structural design of the MIGFET,

including back gate-oxide thickness and gate work function, is critical.

Operation of MIGFETs in the “synchronized driving mode” is an

alternative, better option to achieving flexible Vt control due to the higher

saturation current and excellent subthreshold characteristics.

Novel implementation of a RF simple mixer and its double-

balanced counterpart using MIGFETs was explored with UFDG in Spice3.

For the former, a small RF signal and a large LO signal applied to the two

gates of a single MIGFET yield mixing via the charge coupling between

the gates. An accounting of the mixing based on the general electrical

characteristics of the MIGFET, as well as the expected performance of the

mixers, was studied. Reasonably good design of the mixer in terms of good
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conversion gain and linearity, while still satisfying small-size/low-voltage/

low-power requirements for specific applications, can be achieved with

optimum biases of the two gates and good design of the transistor. The

double-balanced mixer uses four MIGFETs, and generally offers better

conversion gain, linearity, and superb port isolation at the compromise of

larger power consumption and area. Since the single-MIGFET mixer

would need equally a large number of fin-finger devices for reasonably

good gain, it might not be a good option in terms of port isolation.



CHAPTER 5
SRAM CELL DESIGN WITH MIGFET

5.1  Introduction

As we know, the SRAM memory has been constantly driven by

the requirements of high density, and low-power operation at reasonably

high speeds. However, it is becoming ever more challenging to minimize

the cell transistor leakage current and process-variation effects as

technology continues to scale. Soft errors due to scaled-down voltage and

capacitance, and hard fails due to enhanced threshold voltage variation as

a result of random dopant fluctuations in the nanoscale bulk CMOS SRAM

cell are posing as potential issues [Fra03].

With its superior scalability, the FinFET has emerged as the

leading candidate to replace bulk-Si and PD/SOI CMOS. SRAM design

based on the FinFET has been investigated most recently [Now02, Guo05].

Unlike the scaled bulk-Si transistor, which requires high channel doping,

the FinFET utilizes double-gate charge coupling within a thin fully

depleted fin body to yield excellent control of short-channel effects (SCE),

and it is typically designed with undoped body and midgap gate, which

helps reduce the cell leakage as well as eliminate threshold variations due

to random dopant fluctuation. In addition, it is built on SOI substrate,

which help to reduce soft errors due to decreased collection volume

[Fra03]. Further, the source/drain junction capacitance of the FinFET is
100
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negligible, which renders the bit-line load (Cbl) over the length of the

entire SRAM array mainly interconnect, thereby benefiting the cell access

speed. Finally, the layout area per cell tends to be improved, as the

numerous body contacts are not needed, and n-well to p-well spacing is

eliminated, which allows the nMOSFET and pMOSFET devices in the

same cell to share the same drain contact.

In this chapter, an Lgate =28nm six-transistor FinFET SRAM cell

is first introduced. Then the utility of the MIGFETs as the access

transistors in the cell is explored for enhanced cell performance. Insights

regarding optimal cell design tradeoffs among the read/write/hold

stabilities, and their sensitivities to structural variations in the MIGFETs

are gained with our UFDG model, and the compromise on cell layout area

and cell speed is also discussed.

5.2  DG FinFET SRAM Cell Performance

Improving the read stability of the FinFET-based SRAM cell is

problematic due to the discrete width of the fin technology. To illustrate

the read-stability problem of a nanoscale FinFET-based SRAM cell, we use

UFDG in Spice3, assuming the gate length, Lgate = 28nm for all transistors

equals the metallurgical, or effective channel length (Leff). We further assume

a gate-oxide thickness (tox, or EOT) of 1nm (as projected for high-performance

28nm CMOS in the SIA ITRS [ITRS05]). All FinFETs are designed with

undoped bodies with a common midgap metal gate. Ultra-thin body with

thickness or width wSi=14nm is chosen to effectively suppress SCEs in the DG

FinFETs. The fin height is assumed to be 56nm for a typical fin aspect ratio.
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The FinFET-based 6T-SRAM cell is then illustrated in Figure 5.1,

where the two gates of each transistor are tied in double-gate mode. Here

we define VDD as the maximum power supply voltage for the entire SRAM

array as well as the peripheral circuits, whereas VCC as supply voltage of

the cell, which can be lowered from VDD for improved cell stability during

the write operations, as will be demonstrated later. The read stability is

quantifiable with the read static noise margin (SNM), which is defined by

the side length of the largest square that can fit into the butterfly curves

(steady-state VR vs. VL in Figure 5.1) of the cross-coupled inverters within

the cell. To illustrate, we plot the UFDG/Spice3-predicted butterfly curves

of the cell at VDD = 1.0V in Figure 5.2, where a single fin is assumed for

all transistors. An SNM of 144mV is obtained; however, for a more reliable

read stability, a better read SNM will be desirable. Process-induced

mismatches or variations, such as in wSi, Lgate, gate work function, etc. of

each transistor may dramatically degrade the read SNM in a nanoscale

SRAM cell.

The read SNM can be improved by enhancing the cell pull-down

ratio, which is correlated with the cell pull-down capability and defined by

the ratio of relative current strengths of pull-down transistors to the

access transistors. To do this, multiple fins for the pull-down transistors

and/or large gate length for the access transistors can be used. To

illustrate with the former, for instance, we add to Figure 5.2 the UFDG/

Spice3-predicted butterfly curves of the cell, when double-fins are used for

the pull-down transistors. We thereby obtain a significant improvement in
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SNM, which now reaches 195mV. However, this design substantially

sacrifices the layout area, whereas the noted latter design modification

increases the WL capacitance as well as negatively impacts the layout

area. Otherwise, mixed fin surface orientation, i.e., (100) for the pull-down

and (110) for access transistors, can be used, also at considerable layout

penalty. In [Guo05], these tradeoffs have been quantified based on study

of an Lgate = 22nm FinFET-based cell, where a 36% improvement in the

read SNM is achieved (which is comparable to the results of our UFDG

simulations) by using double fins for the pull-down transistors, with a

16.6% area penalty; and a 15% improvement in the read SNM is obtained

by rotating the fin of the pull-down transistors, with a 13.3% area penalty.

On the other hand, the writability of a conventional SRAM cell is

generally less of a concern, as the pull-up strength of the pMOSFET load

is typically sized less than the pull-down strength of the access transistor.

The writability can be simulated by holding the word line at VDD = 1.0V

while ramping a single bit line; the corresponding internal node within the

cell is then predicted, thereby defining the write ‘0’ (or ‘1’) margin as the

maximum (minimum) bit-line voltage that writes a ‘0’ (or ‘1’). For the

FinFET-based SRAM cell, we illustrate the writability in Figure 5.3,

where ‘write’ results of both single-fin and double-fins for the pull-down

transistors are simulated. The write margins of both are excellent. The

former has a write-0 margin of ~400mV, whereas the latter has less write-

0 margin, because of the reduced trip point of the cross-coupled inverters.

Note the simulated hysteresis window for the latter is widened compared
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Figure 5.3 UFDG-predicted write ‘0’ and write ‘1’ curves of the
FinFET-based SRAM cell.
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to that of the former, which actually implies a better cell stability and

immunity to disturbance during read.

5.3  Use of MIGFET for Access Transistors

In this section, we are going to explore another strategy to

achieve improved read stability, i.e., using the double-gate mode (i.e.,

FinFET) for the pull-down transistor and the single-gate mode (i.e.,

MIGFET) for the access transistor by properly biasing the back gate. The

back gate can be either statically biased for an optimized cell ratio, or

connected to the cell storage nodes to provide dynamic adjustment of the

cell ratio. In fact, the latter option has been examined in [Guo05] with the

Lgate =22nm FinFET-based cell. However, we will examine the latter

approach more closely with our UFDG model, which will lead to our main

focus on the former approach to improving the cell performance. The

feasibility and tradeoffs of the design with regard to proper back-gate

biasing for optimal cell stability will be explored, and design issues

regarding layout area and cell speed will also be addressed.

5.3.1  MIGFET Ion/Ioff and Its VGbS Dependence.

To test this new concept of improving FinFET-based SRAM

performance in nanoscale regime, we firstly examine the current drive

capabilities of the Lgate= 28nm FinFET operated in the double-gate and

single-gate modes, which will reflect the cell ratio of the SRAM cell to be

studied. Furthermore, for a robust cell with minimized penalty in static

power consumption, we also monitor the off-state leakage current of each

transistor mode for various biasing conditions. The UFDG-predicted Ion
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and Ioff with varying back-gate bias of the nMIGFET from -0.6 V to 0.6V

are summarized in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, respectively, along with

those of the FinFET operated in double-gate mode.

The current drive capability of the FinFET in the double-gate

mode is much better than that in single-gate mode for the given VGbS

range, which would imply a potentially strong cell ratio of the SRAM cell.

Note Ion is much less significantly modulated than Ioff with varying VGbS,

due to the screening-out of the charge coupling by inversion carriers in

strong inversion. Nevertheless, with VGbS > 0 V, the cell ratio can still be

flexibly reduced; whereas Ioff will be sacrificed considerably compared to

that of the nFinFET. Note that biasing beyond VGbS = 0.5V would not be

a desirable condition for the access transistors in the SRAM cell, as the

Ion/Ioff ratio is reduced to ~100, meaning that bit-line precharged voltages

can be effectively pulled down by excessive subthreshold leakage current

from access transistors of the entire SRAM array at the ‘off’ condition.

This results in less bit-line drop-down, and therefore less differential

signal than expected for the sense amplifier during ‘read’; further, it leads

to increased static power. For VGbS < 0V, however, the current drive will

be significantly reduced, raising more concern for read speed and

writability of the SRAM cell. Furthermore, it is not common to generate a

negative bias in digital logic circuits.

In fact, because of the much weakened drive current of the access

transistors in the single-gate mode, compared to the double-gate mode, the

pull-up pMOSFET of the cross-coupled inverters must also be weak
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enough to ensure proper writability, which suggests the possible use of the

single-gate mode for the pMOSFETs in the SRAM cell too. Therefore, we

also add the UFDG-predicted Ion and Ioff with varying back-gate bias from

-0.6V to 0.6V for the pMIGFET to Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, along with

those of the double-gate mode pFinFET. A relative comparison of the

pMOSFET current drive with that of the nMOSFET indicates the need to

carefully choose the VGbS bias for the pull-up pMIGFET, relative to that

of the access nFinFETs.

The peculiar hump near VGfS = VGbS in Figure 5.5 are real,

although perhaps exaggerated. They are associated with the transverse-

field dependence of the quantization effect in the weak inversion region

[Tri05b].

5.3.2  Dynamic Gb Bias Design and its Leakage Problem.

In [Guo05], dynamic back-gate biasing of the access transistors

to improve the read SNM with no compromise on the cell layout area was

examined. In this design, the back-gates of the access transistors are

connected to the corresponding storage nodes, so that strength of the

access transistor with back-gate connected to the ‘0’ storage node is

effectively weakened during read. A 77% read margin improvement was

achieved, though the write stability was severely degraded as a result of

weakened access transistors. However, a ‘column-based dynamic power

switching’ scheme was proposed most recently [Zha05], as was utilized in

[Guo05] to improve the write stability greatly. There, the writing to the

cell is made easier by selectively lowering the cell supply voltage VCC
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along the column that contains the cell via a dynamic control circuit. As

the WL turn-on voltage is sustained, it is then possible to achieve good

write margin without compromising the SNM during read. The hold SNM,

which is a measure of cell stability in the standby mode, of other cells

connected to the same bit lines is, however, degraded with decreasing cell

voltage. Therefore, a design tradeoff can be made by appropriate VCC

lowering.

Despite both the excellent read/write margins of the SRAM cell

achieved when combined with the column-based cell supply-voltage

lowering scheme as in [Guo05], a concern arises about the possible serious

static leakage problem associated with the dynamic biasing of the access

transistors, which the authors did not seem to point out. It occurs when

the cells are in standby mode, and the bit lines are effectively pulled up/

down less than VDD, which results in the access transistors with back-

gates connected to the ‘1’ storage node partially or fully turned on due to

the positive VGbS = VDS; substantial leakage from the entire column cells

onto the bit lines is thus likely. Careful design of the SRAM operation

sequences, i.e., making sure the bit lines are statically held at (or

precharged to) VDD at all times except for read/write operations, is crucial.

Further, the bit-line pull-down voltage from VDD during a read operation

has to be minimal. However, when one of the bit lines is pulled down to

ground during write, there will be a large amount of transient leakage. In

fact, UFDG predicts that for the Lgate = 28nm MIGFET design with

midgap gate and when VGbS = VDD = 1V, the off-state current is only a
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factor of ~2 lower than the on-state current, which implies the transient

leakage from the entire column onto the bit line would be significantly

larger than the write current. Further, the cell hold SNM is degraded as

a result.

However, when dynamic cell supply voltage lowering is utilized

during write, the amount of leakage decreases due to the reduced VGbS =

VDS as well as less DIBL. To find out how much gain we achieve with this

scheme, we summarize the UFDG/Spice3-predicted write/hold margins,

along with the amount of current leaking from the access transistor per

cell for the Lgate = 28nm back-gated design, for decreasing cell voltage

down to 0.4V in Figure 5.6. Note the hold margins are simulated to

emulate the cells in standby mode, when one of the bit lines is pulled down

to ground to write to a single cell in the same column. Indeed, with a

positive voltage difference of, for example, 0.4V between the WL and the

cell supply voltage, i.e., VCC = 0.6V, the write margin can be further

enhanced by a factor of ~2, whereas the hold margins of other cells in

standby mode connected to the same bit lines are reduced to 218mV.

Further, the leakage problem of the access transistors is alleviated by

approximately two orders of magnitude per cell. For VCC reduced further

to 0.4V, the leakage current from the access transistor can be even

reduced to ~10nA per cell; however, the hold margin also drops down

below 150mV. Therefore, a design compromise has to be achieved between

the degrading hold SNM and the inherent leakage problem via

appropriate VCC lowering.
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One way to further ameliorate the leakage problem could be to

apply negative WL voltage to the cells in the standby mode to reduce the

subthreshold leakage. However, it is not effective unless the dynamic cell

supply-voltage lowering scheme is utilized, as strong-inversion charge

induced by large positive VGbS is already screening out the VGfS effect.

Negative substrate bias could be applied simultaneously for the cells in

the standby mode, but the buried oxide layer has to be relative thin to

effectively reduce the leakage further. Using much higher gate work

function than midgap for all transistors will also reduce the leakage.

However, the current drive of each transistor also decreases, which

degrades the access speed of the cell; also, the write margin is reduced

more due to its sensitivity to current drive in the access transistors.

5.3.3  Static Gb Bias Design

Here, we study another back-gated design for improved read

SNM, that is, statically biasing the access transistors in single-gate mode.

For convenience, we define VGb(acc) as the back-gate bias of the access

nMOSFETs (M5 and M6), and VGb(p) as the back-gate bias of the load

pMOSFETs (M2 and M4), as noted in Figure 5.1. As a result, the leakage

from the access transistor can be effectively controlled with proper

selection of VGb. A good writability, however, will not necessarily be

guaranteed as a result of weakened access transistors. To improve it, the

use of single-gate mode for the pull-up transistor in the SRAM cell might

help, as the pMOSFET pull-up has to be weaker than that of the access

transistor in order to write a ‘0’ to the cell. Any layout area penalty due to
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the need for the additional contacts will be investigated, and hopefully

minimized. An alternative to enhancing the write margin based on the

‘column-based dynamic power supply’ scheme will also be utilized for this

static back-gated design. Finally, we discuss some insights gained about

the impact of using MIGFETs on the access speed during read.

a) VGb Varying for the Access nMIGFETs

We simulate with UFDG the writability as well as read SNM of

the SRAM cell for a variety of biasing conditions. Initially, we let both the

pull-down nFinFETs and the pull-up pFinFETs be in double-gate mode

and vary VGb of the access nMIGFETs in single-gate mode. To illustrate

its effect on the read SNM, the UFDG/Spice3-predicted butterfly curves

with increasing VGb(acc) are plotted in Figure 5.7, along with those of the

single-fin FinFET-based cell for comparison. Note by changing the

strength of the access transistor, the outputs of the butterfly curves are

each pulled down to a different margin from 0V, when the input reaches

VDD. The simulated read/write margins are then summarized in Figure

5.8, where VGb(acc) is biased up to 0.5V. As expected, significant SNM

enhancement is achieved for all VGb due to the much stronger pull-down

capability of the cell over that of the single-fin FinFET-based cell; with

increasing VGb though, the SNM slowly decreases as the access transistor

strengthens. Whereas the write margin is not even writable at VGb = 0V,

it steadily improves until it reaches ≅160mV at VGb = 0.5V. Note for VGb

beyond 0.5V, as shown in Figure 5.5, the leakage from one single access
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transistor will be much more than 100nA, when VDS of the access

transistor reaches 1V, which would not be a desirable condition.

b) VGb Varying for the Load pMIGFETs

Next, to see if we can improve the write margin of the back-gated

design otherwise, we explore another option: let the back-gate of the

access transistors be grounded, and try biasing the pull-up pMOSFETs in

single-gate mode with varying VGb(p). Note for practical reasons, we limit

the additional supply voltage for back-gate biasing to one. First the back

gates of pMOSFETs are connected to VDD, i.e., VGbS(p) = 0V. We then check

the writability of the cell. Indeed, the cell is not writable with back gate of

access transistors grounded, unless the pMOSFET pull-up transistors are

also biased in single-gate mode to be relatively weaker than the access

transistors. Nevertheless, the write ‘0’ did not occur until the bit line is

strongly pulled down, leaving only a margin of ≅150mV, which is much

smaller than that (≅400mV) obtained for the FinFET-based SRAM cell, as

noted in the Section I. Evidently, a weakened access transistor has exerted

much stronger negative impact on the write margin. Although the write

margin can be enhanced with weakened pMOSFET pull-up, the reduced

trip points of the cross-coupled inverters as a result tends to undermine

the enhancement.

With the above biasing conditions, we then examine the read

SNM of the cell. The UFDG/Spice3-predicted butterfly plot of the cell at

VDD = 1.0V is shown in Figure 5.9. For comparison, we also show in the

same figure the butterfly plots predicted when all FinFETs are biased in
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double-gate mode. Despite the much stronger pull-down capability of the

cell, the SNM has been improved modestly (by ≅25mV). Evidently, the

SNM improvement of the cell has been severely limited by the reduced trip

points of the cross-coupled inverters, due to the significantly weakened

pMOSFET current drive capability.

The trip point of the cross-coupled inverters can actually be

relaxed by biasing the back-gate of the pull-up pMOSFETs below VDD for

more strength, which, however, compromises the static power of the cell

due to the enhanced subthreshold leakage in the pMOSFETs. The UFDG-

predicted read SNM’s and write margins with changing VGb(p) are

summarized in Figure 5.10. Note with decreasing bias of the pMOSFET

back gates down to 0.5V, the pMOSFET Ion increases at a steady rate

shown in Figure 5.4, and thereby relaxing the trip point of the cross-

coupled inverters. The SNM steadily climbs up to 246mV, closing onto that

obtained when pMOSFETs are biased in double-gate mode. However, the

write margins are degraded down to ~100mV when VGb(p) is down to 0.6V,

and an up to two orders of magnitude subthreshold leakage in pMOSFETs

is sacrificed, as indicated in Figure 5.5. An optimal bias range of 0.7V to

0.9V for the pMOSFET back gates would lead to a 48% SNM improvement,

and well above 100mV write margin as well as no more than an order of

magnitude leakage increase per cell.

c) Column-Based Dynamic Power Switching Scheme

As we have found out, relaxing the pull-up ratio by positive back-

gate biasing of either the access transistor and/or the load transistors in
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single-gate mode helps to improve the write margin of the cell, limited by

consideration for improvement of read SNM and cell leakage. However,

more write margin would be desired for reliable write. Obviously, the

column-based dynamic power switching scheme would be a better

alternative to overcome the inherently low write margin of the back-gated

cell design. Figure 5.11 summarizes the UFDG/Spice3-predicted write/

hold margins versus decreasing cell supply voltage of the cell when the

back-gate of the access transistors is grounded, whereas leaving the

pMOSFETs in double-gate mode. Evidently, a better design tradeoff

between the cell hold- and write- margins can be made based on this

scheme, as compared to that between read- and write-margins with the

pull-up pMOSFETs biased in single-gate mode. At VCC near ~0.55V, a

good write margin (≅210mV) is achieved without significantly sacrificing

the hold margin (≅210mV).

In fact, if we allow the back gate of the access transistors to be

somewhat positively biased, significantly better write margin can be

achieved with proper VCC lowering during write, and little impact on the

hold SNM. We add to Figure 5.11 the simulated write margin when

VGb(acc) = 0.3V, and VCC is lowered to 0.6V. A ≅310mV write margin is

obtained when the hold margin is ≅230mV. Most importantly, the read

SNM is maintained at an excellent 249mV. On the other hand, if we let the

back gate of the access transistors be grounded, but allow biasing the

pMOSFETs in single-gate mode with VGb(p) = VCC = 0.8V, for example,

during write, then a 261mV write margin is obtained when both the hold
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SNM and read margin are ≅200mV. Indeed, static back-gate biasing of the

cell can provide an excellent cell performance with easier design tradeoff

when dynamic power supply switching is used as well.

Note the dynamic switching of the cell supply voltage also allows

substantial leakage power reduction in standby mode due to reduced

DIBL, which renders the additional active power associated with dynamic

switching of VCC and with the added peripheral circuits for VCC control

and timing negligible. Further, the additional overhead in area and in

access time in large SRAM arrays operated at high frequency should be

minimal.

5.4   Structural Sensitivities of the Cell

We are also concerned about the structural sensitivities of the

SRAM cell performance, that is, read/write stability as well as static

leakage power of the cell, to the process-induced variations of the scaled

MIGFET technology, as compared to the FinFET technology. To find out,

we first examine the device performance sensitivities of both technologies

to the process-induced variations with our UFDG model. With tSi varied

by 10%, Ion and Ioff of the nMIGFET with VGbS = 0 as well as with VGbS

= 0.3V, and of the pMIGFET with VGb = 0.8V, are summarized in Figure

5.12 and Figure 5.13, respectively. For comparison, Ion and Ioff of the

FinFETs in double-gate mode with the same tSi variation are also added

to both plots. In Figure 5.12, Ioff of the nMIGFET with VGbS = 0V, which

is identical to that of nFinFET, changes by roughly half an order of

magnitude, subject to 10% tSi variation. When VGbS is raised to 0.3V, Ioff

±
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rises up by approximately an order of magnitude, with tSi sensitivity

almost unchanged. On the other hand, Ion’s of the nMIGFET with VGbS =

0V and VGbS = 0.3V are respectively ~50% and ~30% lower than that of the

nFinFET. Whereas Ion of the nFinFET is barely sensitive to tSi variation,

Ion of the nMIGFETs changes with tSi, though slightly. Note even in the

worst-case when VGbS = 0.3V, and 10% higher tSi is effected, a more than

three orders of magnitude of Ion/Ioff ratio is retained, which should

guarantee the normal functionality of the SRAM cell, provided the number

of cells per column is kept low.

For the pMOSFETs shown in Figure 5.13, both Ion and Ioff are

degraded when biased in single-gate mode. However, roughly the same

amount of variations with tSi as those when biased in double-gate mode is

observed.

To examine the sensitivities of the read SNM and write margin

to structural variations in the MIGFETs, i.e., the access transistors biased

in single-gate mode, we let VGb(acc) = 0.3V and assume a dynamic VCC

lowering to 0.6V for write. With the same 10% tSi variation in both the

access transistors, we plot the UFDG-predicted butterfly curves in Figure

5.14. As reflected by the shifted pull-down voltage in the butterfly curves,

the SNM is slightly sensitive to tSi variation. Contrary to the optimization

of SNM in a bulk-Si SRAM, where we need to design ‘high Vt’ for access

transistors via a heavy doping concentration [See87], here in the FinFET/

MIGFET-based SRAM, the ‘lower Vt’ or higher subthreshold leakage due

to degraded SCE’s do not necessarily contribute to the SNM decrease. A
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10% increase in tSi increases the subthreshold leakage considerably, but

only slightly modifies the current drive of the access transistors at VGfS =

VDD, which actually corresponds to when the word line is turned on during

read/write in an SRAM cell.

To summarize, we plot in Figure 5.15 both read SNM and write

margin versus 10% variations in Lgate as well as in tSi of the access

transistors in the designed SRAM cell. Note less than 3% degradation of

SNM is induced, and a maximum 6% reduction in the write margin occurs,

which are well tolerable for 10% structural variations in the access

MIGFET. Evidently, process-induced mismatches or structural

asymmetry in the MIGFETs of the SRAM cell will not be problematic in

terms of either read or write stability, given that substantial read SNMs

and write margins are obtained.

We further examine the sensitivity of the SNM to the work

function of the metal gate used in the technology. Previously, an ideal

midgap metal gate has been assumed for all transistors in the SRAM cell,

which tends to yield a relatively high Vt, and therefore low off-state

leakage as well as reduced current drive. In real devices, the gate work

function of the gate could be a bit higher or lower, depending on the

technology. For assumed gate work-function variation in all transistors of

50mV, the UFDG-predicted butterfly curves are added to Figure 5.14.

Note with 50mV decrease in gate work function, Ioff of the nMIGFET

degrades by a factor of about 4, which is still tolerable (< 100nA); the read

SNM is degraded with decreasing gate work function due to the reduced

±

±
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Figure 5.15 UFDG-predicted read SNM and write margin versus 10%
variations in Lgate as well as in tSi of the access transistors.
Note a dynamic VCC lowering to 0.6V is assumed during
write.
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trip-point of the cross-coupled inverters and the weakened pull-down

capability at the output when the input reaches VDD, where the latter

implies stronger impact of higher gate overdrive on the drive current in

the MIGFET than in the FinFET.

The SNM variation of the back-gated cell, along with that of the

FinFET-cell is then summarized in Figure 5.16. Note the relative SNM

enhancement of the former over the latter is maintained, as the read

SNMs of both cells drop at about the same rate with decreasing gate work

function. For an overall picture of the cell performance, we also add the

write margin as well as the hold margin variation to Figure 5.16, where

VCC =0.6V is assumed. The write margin drops substantively with

increasing gate work function, as the current drive of the access MIGFETs

weakens and that of the pMOSFETs strengthens. Nevertheless, a good

write margin (≅230mV) maintains when the gate work function is 50mV

higher than midgap. Note for the gate work function lower than midgap,

the write margin becomes more significant, which would even allow

redesign of the cell by relaxing VGb to a smaller value for better design

tradeoff, which accentuates the advantage of the back-gated design in

improving the overall cell performance when gate work function of the

technology is lower than the midgap. Note the same advantage applies

when dual metal gates are used for the SRAM cell, as both the write

margin and the read SNM are most sensitive to the current drive in the

access transistor.
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Figure 5.16 UFDG-predicted read SNM/ write margin/hold SNM
variations of the MIGFET-cell versus gate work function of
the SRAM cell. For comparison, the read SNM versus gate
work function of the FinFET-cell is also indicated. Note a
dynamic VCC lowering to 0.6V is assumed during write.
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5.5  SRAM Cell Layout

The SRAM cell layout design has been crucial to achieve high

density memory as well as reliable manufacturability with regard to

scaling. One of the layout design types, which allows for precise device-

dimension control (straight poly lines crossing straight active lines), was

used in [Guo05] to study nanoscale (Lgate = 22nm) FinFET-based SRAM

cell; the layout was generated using a linearly scaled version of 90nm node

logic design rules. It was thereby shown in [Guo05] that 13.3% and 16.6%

area penalties result from rotating the fin (for higher electron mobility

along (100) channel surface) and using double fins, respectively, for the

pull-down transistors. To make a straightforward comparison with those

area penalties as noted, we use the same ‘linearly scaled version’ of the

90nm design rule, as marked in [Guo05] for laying out our Lgate = 28nm

MIGFET/FinFET-based SRAM cell.

For reference, we show the layout of the FinFET-based SRAM

cell in Figure 5.17. The cell layout area is calculated as 0.76 x 0.475 =

0.36µm2. The layouts of the back-gated cell with pMOSFETs biased in

double-gate mode and in single-gate mode are then shown in Figure 5.18

and Figure 5.19, respectively. Due to the additional contacts needed for

the back gates of the access transistors, there is a 13% area penalty for

both cases. Note the additional contacts needed for the back gates of the

pMOSFETs when biased in single-gate mode do not incur area penalty, as

shown in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.18 Layout of the MIGFET-cell, where only the access
transistors are biased in single-gate mode. The same
design rule as in Figure 5.17 is used. Note the poly on top
of the access transistor is etched away to convert from the
FinFETs into MIGFETs
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Figure 5.19 Layout of the MIGFET-cell, where both the access
transistors and load transistors are biased in single-gate
mode. The same design rule as in Figure 5.17 is used. Note
the poly on top of the access transistor is etched away to
convert from the FinFETs into MIGFETs
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5.6  SRAM Cell Access Speed

As has been noted, the weakened access transistors will

compromise the SRAM delay. To analyze it, we express the major two

components of SRAM delay as

; (5.1)

that is, word-line driver delay (τWL) and bit-line delay (τBL), respectively.

The former comprises the inverter delay to directly drive the word-line

capacitance (Cwl), and the delay of cascaded inverter chain on the word

line (τwl-drivers), whereas the latter is the time required for the differential

voltage (∆Vsense) detectable by the sense amplifier to develop between the

bit lines. In (5.1), Ion-driver and Ion-cell are currents through the word-line

driver inverter and the cell pull-down current through M5 (or M6) and

M1(or M3) during access, respectively.

As indicated in Figure 5.4, Ion-cell has been degraded by a factor

of as much as 1.5 with VGb(acc) = 0.3V, compared to when they are biased

in the double-gate mode. On the other hand, we also note that since Cwl

comes from the access transistors (Cwl-acc) along the entire SRAM row, as

well as interconnect (Cwl-int), we actually reduce Cwl-acc via biasing the

access transistors in single-gate mode. The amount of Cwl-acc reduction is

illustrated in Figure 5.20, where the C-V characteristics of the access

transistors biased in single-gate mode and in double-gate mode over the

operating voltage range of the cell are compared via 2D numerical

τSRAM τwl drivers–

CwlVDD
I on driver–
-------------------------------+
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simulations. A gate electrode thickness that is comparable to the gate

length was assumed for the simulations. As much as a factor of ~2

reduction of gate capacitance is predicted for the higher gate-bias region.

Note even for the lower-VGS region when parasitic capacitances dominate,

a 42%-lower capacitance is predicted for the former than for the latter,

which implies that the finite body capacitance when biased in single-gate

mode is significantly smaller than the combined inner and outer gate-

fringe capacitances. Furthermore, the FinFET/MIGFET-based SRAM has

the inherent speed advantage as Cbl has been significantly reduced to

mainly interconnect capacitance. Therefore, the overall SRAM speed

should be better than the SRAM cell based on bulk-Si technology. In fact,

since scaled SRAM cells are often designed with high-Vt transistors, it has

been shown that read-delay degradation associated with the use of high Vt

nMOSFET transistors (relative to all nominal Vt transistors) is not

significant [Jos04]. One reason is obviously that the overall SRAM access

delay is also more or less contributed by the word-line delay, as indicated

in (5.1).

In our case, however, the single-gate mode operation of the

access transistors has considerably reduced Ion-cell. If we assume τWL and

τBL are comparable in (5.1) for FinFET-based SRAM cell, which is a

reasonable assumption [Ana04], we can make a quick but rough

estimation on the read-delay degradation relative to the FinFET-based

SRAM cell. As implied for VGbS = 0.3V in Figure 5.4 , τBL is increased by

about 50%, which gives a total-delay degradation (τSRAM) of about 25%.
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With CWL reduction accounted for, the degradation is reduced by another

2-3% based on the stage-ratio model of the cascaded inverter-chain

optimized for speed [Wes93 ].

5.7  Conclusion

In summary, we have explored the idea of utilizing the MIGFET

concept in an Lgate = 28nm FinFET-based SRAM design for enhanced cell

performance. Insights as to optimal design tradeoffs among the read/

write/hold stability were gained with our UFDG model, and the

compromise on cell layout area and cell speed were discussed.

Dynamic back-gate biasing of the access transistors in the SRAM

cell greatly improves read SNM. However, cause of concern arises

associated with severe static leakage of the access transistor during read/

write operations of other cells in the same memory column, when the

accumulated leakage from the entire column onto the bit line could be

comparable to or more than the read/write current. Using the ‘column-

based dynamic power supply switching’ scheme on the cell not only

enhances write stability significantly, but ameliorates the static leakage

of the access transistors as well during write operation of another cell in

the column. However, a design compromise has to be achieved between the

degrading hold SNM and the inherent leakage problem via appropriate

VCC lowering.

On the other hand, static back-gate biasing of the access

transistors in the SRAM allows a more flexible design tradeoff. A writable

cell with significant SNM improvement as well as reasonably controlled
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leakage can be achieved via appropriate back-gate biasing of the access

transistor and/or the load transistors in single-gate mode. To guarantee a

more reliable write, however, the column-based dynamic power switching

scheme can be utilized. In fact, a great write margin (≅310mV) as well as

hold margin (≅230mV) was achieved simultaneously with proper biasing

conditions, along with an excellent read SNM (249mV) based on this

scheme.

The sensitivity of the cell SNM and write margin to device

dimensional variations in the access MIGFETs, when dynamic supply

voltage lowering is used during write, is small and well tolerable, because

unlike subthreshold leakage, current drive is only slightly sensitive to

structural variations in the MIGFETs. Variations in the gate work

function of the technology, on the other hand, show much stronger impact

on both the read SNM and write margin of the cell due to the shifted trip

point of the cross-coupled inverters and the modified pull-down capability.

Nevertheless, the SNM improvement over the FinFET-cell is retained;

and a good write margin is guaranteed within 50mV increases of gate work

function from midgap.

The layout penalty (≅13%) of the cell due to the additional

contacts required was illustrated and quantified based on design rule of a

linearly scaled version of 90nm technology. Also the speed of the cell was

shown to be compromised due to the weakened access transistors.

However, the reduced gate capacitance over the whole range of gate bias

when biased in single-gate mode will alleviate the cell speed degradation.
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In comparison, strenghening the pull-down nMOSFETs via

double fins or (100) surface orientation yields relatively modest

improvements in the read SNM and incurs comparable or more area

penalty; the read access speed, on the other hand, is desirably enhanced

due to the higher read current. Increasing the gate length of the access

transistors for a weaker current drive is another option to improve the

read SNM, which tends to have less negative impact on the layout area;

however, both word-line and bit-line delays worsen due to increased word-

line capacitance and reduced read current. The back-gated cell design

turns out to greatly impact the current drive in the access transistors, and

therefore, degrade the write margin and access speed significantly. This

design option will not gain much advantage when the current drive in the

access transistors is limited by the use of midgap or higher gate work

function for the access transistors.



CHAPTER 6
THE ITFET: A NOVEL FINFET-BASED HYBRID DEVICE

6.1  Introduction

With CMOS technology being rapidly scaled, nonclassical silicon

device structures with fully depleted (FD) ultra-thin bodies (UTBs) are

being investigated for future generations [Kim01, Tri03]. The double-gate

(DG) FinFET [Hua99] is of most interest because of its excellent

suppression of short-channel effects (SCEs) and its relatively easy

fabrication and integration. And, if the fin height (hSi), subject to its thin

width (wSi) needed for the SCE control [Yan05], can be made greater than

about the half-pitch of the CMOS technology [ITRS05], then the FinFET

can yield better layout-area efficiency than that of conventional planar

MOSFETs [Yan05], even when only one thin fin per pitch is allowed and

most of the pitch area is unused. However, the device width is “digital,”

and the layout efficiency can be compromised by the restrained current

per pitch defined by the technological limit of the fin aspect ratio, Rf = hSi/

wSi, which is typically 3-5.

To improve the layout efficiency, or current per pitch, of FinFET

technology, we have suggested that a single-gate (SG) planar FD/SOI

MOSFET be fabricated in the unused portion of the pitch area, and

merged with the DG FinFET to form a single device with a common gate

[Mat05a]. The viability of this hybrid-device concept stems from the fact
144
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that SG (with thick BOX) and DG MOSFETs with undoped UTBs (which

must be used for nonclassical nanoscale devices [Tri03]) have about the

same threshold voltage when the SCEs are well controlled [Tri03,

Kim05b]. The processing of the hybrid device, which we call the Inverted-

T FET (ITFET) because of its cross-sectional shape (Figure 6.1), has been

demonstrated, showing in fact technological benefits such as mechanically

stabilized fins [Mat05b], but no analysis of its design nor performance

potential in nanoscale CMOS applications has been done. In this chapter,

we use our process/physics-based generic compact model for DG

MOSFETs, UFDG [Fos05], in Spice3, combined with simulations done

with the 3-D numerical simulator Davinci [Dav03], to gain insights

regarding the design, performance, and scalability of the ITFET. UFDG,

which is applicable to SG FD/SOI MOSFETs too, includes rigorous

accountings for the SCEs, the quantization effects, and the carrier

mobility in the UTB, and, because of its process basis, is quasi-predictive

and hence quite useful in studies such as this one. Based on UFDG/Spice3

simulations, we also note the potential benefits of the ITFET in effecting

good design of the FinFET-based 6T-SRAM cell with regard to the area-

performance tradeoff [Guo05].

6.2  The ITFET Design and Analysis

A cross-sectional illustration of the ITFET, with one fin per

pitch, is shown in Figure 6.1. For our study, we first use a gate length Lg

= 28nm, and assume that it equals the metallurgical, or effective channel

length (Leff). (More than likely, nonclassical MOSFETs will be designed
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Figure 6.1 Cross-section of the ITFET structure, in the gated region
between the source and drain, with the ungated fin-base
shown shaded.
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with gate-source/drain underlap such that Leff will exceed Lg [Tri05].) We

further assume a gate-oxide thickness (tox, or EOT) of 1nm (as projected

for high-performance 28nm CMOS in the SIA ITRS [ITRS05]) for both the

FinFET and the SOI MOSFET that constitute the ITFET. And, since both

nanoscale, fully depleted devices must be designed with undoped bodies,

we use a midgap metal gate common to both as illustrated in Figure 6.1.

The UTBs of the FinFET and the FD/SOI MOSFET (FDFET) must be thin

enough to suppress SCEs. Recent 3-D numerical simulations of the

undoped FinFET structure, varied from virtually DG, with Rf >> 1, to

triple-gate to virtually SG, with Rf << 1, showed that wSi of the undoped

DG FinFET must be scaled to ~Leff/2, whereas the SOI thickness (tSi) of

the undoped SG FDFET must be scaled much more, to ~Leff/5 [Yan05]. So,

for our ITFET, we let wSi = 14nm and, initially, tSi = 5.6nm.

Further, with regard to carrier transport, e.g., mobility, in the

ITFET, we assume that the FinFET as well as the FDFET surfaces are

{100}-oriented. We note that typically the FinFET surfaces are {110}, and

the different mobility thereby implied would modify our results

concerning current enhancement in the ITFET. However, the

modifications would not be too significant due to the carrier velocity

saturation in the nanoscale devices, and hence would not undermine the

conclusions of our study.

The ITFET design goal is to achieve good current-voltage

characteristics, i.e., high Ion/pitch and high Ion/Ioff with acceptable

threshold voltage (Vt). Quantization effects in the UTBs [Ge02], as well as
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the SCEs, influence the characteristics, but are not accounted for well in

commercial simulation tools. They are modeled well in our physics-based

UFDG. We must also be concerned about the ungated portion of the ITFET

structure, at the base of the fin as indicated in Figure 6.1, which can

possibly undermine the device characteristics. This is a (3-D) geometrical

issue, which can be examined effectively with Davinci.

Characterizing a MOSFET in terms of current/pitch is

uncommon, and doing so for the undoped ITFET requires some

preliminary clarification and perspective. UFDG-predicted current-

voltage characteristics of the constituent (n-channel) FinFET are shown

in Figure 6.2. The SCEs, i.e., subthreshold slope, or gate swing S ≅ 80mV,

and DIBL ≅ 100mV/V, are well-controlled as expected. The current,

however, given per hSi as commonly done, is not a good reference for the

ITFET current. So, using the pitch, P = 140nm as projected in the ITRS

[ITRS05] for Lg = 28nm, we plot in Figure 6.3 the UFDG-predicted current

per pitch, at VDS = 1.0V, for the FinFET with Rf varying from 3 to 5. (Note

that the currents in Figure 6.3 are just that in Figure 6.2 multiplied by hSi

= RfwSi.) Increasing Rf increases both the per-pitch Ion and Ioff as

expected, in proportion to hSi, the properly defined effective width (Weff)

of the undoped device in which bulk inversion is significant [Kim05b]. The

per-pitch Ion hence depends on the achievable hSi, subject to wSi, as well

as the per-Weff current, defined by the carrier inversion charge and

transport [Kim05b]. With only one fin per pitch and the high midgap-gate
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work function of the FinFET, this current metric can possibly be lower

than that of a classical planar MOSFET [Yan05].

Now, relative to the FinFET current in Figure 6.3, we expect a

substantially more current drive from the ITFET, as implied by the

increased per-pitch Weff ≅ hSi + (P - wSi) and the ratio (fDG [Kim05b]) of

the per-Weff on-state currents in the DG FinFET (with Weff = hSi) and SG

FDFET (and perhaps larger Rf enabled by the better fin stability

[Mat05b]). Note that fDG can actually be greater than 2 [Fos02b], its

commonly assumed value, which means less relative Ion increase than

might be anticipated. For fDG = 2, the relative increase is (P - wSi)/(2hSi),

which is 113% for our device with Rf = 4. However, because the weak-

inversion charge in both the FinFET and the FDFET is uniformly

distributed in the body [Kim05b], the relative increase in Ioff will be

higher, by about (P - wSi)/hSi (225%) if SCEs in the FDFET are as well-

controlled as in the FinFET, and if the ungated fin-base is not significant.

The latter ‘if’ requires examination. To check the fin-base

leakage, we use Davinci. We plot in Figure 6.4 the Davinci-predicted per-

pitch current-gate voltage characteristic, at VDS = 1.0V, of the ITFET with

an Rf = 4 fin, contrasted with those of the constituent FinFET and FDFET.

(Note that since the modeling of carrier transport and quantum

confinement in Davinci is inadequate for UTB devices, and silicon

properties, such as electron affinity, bandgap, and effective density of

states, used in Davinci are different than typically assumed [Tau98], as in

UFDG, the characteristics Davinci predicts are slightly different from
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those in Figure 6.3 predicted by UFDG. This discrepancy, however, does

not undermine our analysis of the fin-base leakage.) As expected, the

Davinci-predicted Ion of the ITFET is approximately the sum of those of

the FinFET and FDFET, but the ITFET Ioff is about two orders of

magnitude higher than that of the FinFET, a difference that is much more

than the contribution of the constituent FDFET. Clearly, the ungated fin-

base supports prodigious weak-inversion leakage current. And, additional

Davinci simulations show that this leakage current is not strongly

sensitive to the curvature of the gate near the fin-base corners, which in

actual ITFETs has finite radius [Mat05b], unlike the sharp corners in

Figure 6.1.

The Davinci-predicted electron density profiles down the fin (i.e.,

n(x = wSi/2, z) in Figure 6.1, at the middle of the channel) of the ITFET,

plotted in Figure 6.5 for weak and strong inversion, contrasted with those

of the FinFET confirm this conclusion. Note the significant density of

weak-inversion (VGS = 0V) electrons in the fin-base (z > hSi = 56nm) of the

ITFET, which even extends up into the gated fin. This electron density

results mainly from the source/drain electric-field fringing in the thick

(200nm) BOX [Tri03] under the fin. (Note that the fringing effect also

tends to occur in the thick (50nm) oxide on top of the fin, but that the gate

extending above the fin (see Figure 6.1) prevents it and even suppresses

n(z) in the top portion (z ~ 0) of the fin.) The difference between n(z) in the

ITFET and FinFET for strong-inversion (VGS = 1.0V) in Figure 6.5 is
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negligible with regard to Ion; the fringing field in the BOX is relatively

small compared to that induced by the gate in this case.

The undoped ITFET of Figure 6.4, with high drive current at the

expense of very high off-state current, could be useful in particular

applications, but not generally. To make it more viable, the fin-base

leakage must be eliminated. One way of doing this, at least theoretically,

is to heavily dope the fin-base to suppress the electron density in the

ungated region. Technologically, this would result also in doping much of

the fin and the SOI film, and the increased Vt would necessitate a different

gate, e.g., n+ polysilicon for the nITFET. Davinci simulations, done with

uniform body doping everywhere, show that this works, but the doping

density required is ~1019cm-3. Such doping is not technologically feasible

in UTBs [Tri03], and it leads to other problems such as mobility

degradation and gate depletion if polysilicon is used.

Another way of suppressing the fin-base leakage current, which

involves new process techniques, is to extend a thinner version of the

FinFET gate down to the underlying BOX, thereby gating the fin-base. We

have demonstrated the techniques using a polysilicon gate, as shown by

the TEM image in Figure 6.6. Metal gate stacks such as titanium-nitride

or tantalum-carbide with polysilicon over them can be used in such a

process since the polysilicon acts as a hard mask to the metal etch, and the

metal fills the regions between the vertical (FinFET) and horizontal

(FDFET) channels. The process is a self-aligned flow. The vertical silicon

enables the formation of a spacer that is used to define the region to be
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Figure 6.6 Cross-sectional TEM image of an ITFET with the FinFET
polysilicon gate extended down to the BOX. Ultimately,
the spacing between the vertical silicon fin and the
horizontal SOI will be reduced, and metal will be
integrated into the gate stack. The image is provided by
Leo Mathew from Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.
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removed between the vertical and horizontal silicon regions.

Combinations of wet and plasma etches are used to expose and remove the

thin silicon regions adjacent to the fin-base, between the FinFET and the

planar FDFET. The spacer and the top masking nitride serve to define the

etch, providing room for the fin-gate extension. The previously noted

mechanical stability of the ITFET structure [Mat05b] is required mainly

during the process of trimming and wet etching the sacrificial oxide

formed on the fins. The process of separating the vertical FinFET and

planar FDFET is carried out after such trimming and etch, and hence the

mechanical stability provided by the ITFET channel formation is still

effected during those crucial steps. Further, the FinFET gate extension

can be limited to only the gated portion of the fin by using the source/drain

epitaxial growth process to merge the vertical and horizontal silicon

portions, thus giving more fin stability.

The extended-gate structure described effects use of the entire

height of the fin in the ITFET (i.e., hSi → hSi + tSi), yielding more current

per pitch without any abnormal effects such as significant corner

conduction [Yan05]. In fact, Davinci simulations of this upgraded ITFET,

with undoped UTBs, indicate that it is virtually equivalent to a parallel

combination of the constituent FinFET and FDFET, yielding composite

current characteristics that can be optimized with proper choice of wSi, tSi,

and the FDFET width per pitch, which can be easily varied.

So, with the FinFET gate extension, we can use UFDG to model

the ITFET as a composite DG FinFET and SG FDFET, and examine its
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design and potential performance. We plot, in Figure 6.7, UFDG-predicted

per-pitch current-voltage characteristics of our Lg (=Leff) = 28nm nITFET

at VDS = 1.0V, but with tSi varying over a viable range of 5nm (<Leff/5) up

to 9nm (~Leff/3), along with those of the constituent FinFET and FDFET.

We assumed that the width of the FDFET is 120nm, which is less than (P

- wSi) due to the presence of the fin-base gate. Any inaccuracy of this

assumption (which cannot be known until the gate-extension process is

optimized) should not undermine our conclusions concerning the benefits

of the ITFET. Note that substantive increase in Ion is yielded by the

ITFET for all values of tSi assumed, with very little dependence on tSi.

With tSi = 5nm, good subthreshold characteristics are obtained; Ioff is

virtually unchanged from that of the FinFET due to the higher Vt of the

constituent FDFET, which results from the combined effects of

quantization and SCE suppression [Tri03]. However, the Ioff and Vt

dependences on tSi are strong as evident in Figure 6.7. For tSi > Leff/5, the

ITFET subthreshold characteristics are degraded and are virtually

identical to those of the constituent FDFET, which are undermined by

SCEs, including field fringing in the BOX [Tri03], and decreased Vt due to

less quantization [Tri05b].

The Ion(tSi) and Ioff(tSi) dependences of the ITFET, extracted

from Figure 6.7, are clearly revealed in Figure 6.8 where the predicted

high-performance/low-power metric Ion/Ioff and the Ion enhancement (∆Ion)

achieved with the ITFET relative to the FinFET are plotted. Note that the

relative Ion/Ioff degrades dramatically with increasing tSi, despite the
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increasing relative ∆Ion which nominally is large at ≅140%. The Ion

enhancement is larger than that (113%) estimated previously, indicating

that here fDG < 2. But, only with the well-controlled SCEs and

quantization yielded by the thinnest achievable tSi = 5nm does the

enhanced Ion render a much higher Ion/Ioff ratio (by ≅2X) for the ITFET

compared to the FinFET.

Another issue in this regard is the added gate capacitance of the

ITFET relative to the FinFET, and whether the CV/I speed metric is

undermined. Although this is possible, we note that CV/I is not a good

metric for undoped nonclassical devices [Fos02], and we surmise that the

benefits of the ITFET (i.e., higher achievable device density and

elimination of the digital width of the FinFET) related to the enhanced

current drive are most important.

Scaling the ITFET beyond 28nm will require redesign since

further thinning of tSi is probably not possible technologically, nor

desirable electrically because of severe quantization effects and increasing

Vt [Tri05b]. The minimum viable thickness of planar SOI is generally said

to be about 5nm. Redesign of the constituent FDFET for ITFET

scalability, which is unlike scaling the conventional FD/SOI MOSFET

[Tri03], is not impossible. Significant enhancement of the FinFET Ion

could still possibly be achieved, without much concern for SCEs in the

FDFET, by increasing Vt of the FDFET, e.g., via imprecise doping of the

body and/or increase of the gate work function. Note the study of the

former approach based on the same Lgate=28nm node as well as its
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application was actually initiated, and is now documented in Section 6.4;

it will provide basis for a more elaborate examination on scalability as

well as on viability in certain applications, such as an SRAM cell, which is

beyond the scope of this dissertation. Such design, however, must be done

with attention given to possible detrimental effects of substantially

different Vt’s of the two constituent devices. Even without such redesign,

the undoped ITFET could find applications in scaled CMOS in which drive

current is a premium and off-state current is less significant, e.g., as I/O

devices.

6.3  ITFET Applications: SRAM

A properly designed ITFET, e.g., the Lg = 28nm device analyzed

in Sec. II, could have widespread applications because of the added,

variable current drive per pitch afforded, especially in FinFET circuits

that require device ratioing. For example, it could yield an optimal design

of the FinFET-CMOS 6T-SRAM cell [Guo05] by providing the higher drive

needed in the pull-down nMOSFETs for better read stability and speed,

without increasing the leakage current of the cell and with no area penalty

at all. To illustrate this application, we simulate the SRAM cell, shown in

Figure 6.9, with UFDG/Spice3, using Lg = 28nm ITFETs (with tSi = 5nm

initially, and Weff = 120nm for the FDFETs, and with the fin-base leakage

assumed suppressed as discussed with reference to Figure 6.6) for the

pull-down nMOSFETs (M1 and M3), and FinFETs from Figure 6.2, with

their p-type counterparts, for the access (M5 and M6) and load (M2 and

M4) transistors, respectively. Minimum-size, i.e., single-fin, devices are
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Figure 6.9 Schematic of the CMOS 6T-SRAM cell. For the ITFET
design, M1 and M3 are ITFETs, and the other devices
are DG FinFETs.
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used for all transistors for maximum SRAM density, and Rf = 4 (i.e., hSi =

56nm) is assumed.

The UFDG/Spice3-predicted butterfly curve (steady-state VR vs.

VL in Figure 6.9) of the 28nm ITFET/FinFET SRAM cell with VDD = 1.0V

is shown in Figure 6.10. Note that excellent static noise margin (SNM ≅

220mV) is obtained, due to the added strength afforded M1 and M3 [See87]

by the ITFETs. For comparison, we also show in the same figure the

butterfly plots predicted when single-fin FinFETs are used for the pull-

down nMOSFETs, instead of the ITFETs, and when larger-area double-fin

FinFETs are used. In the former case, the SNM (≅140mV) is significantly

smaller because the single-fin FinFETs (M1 and M3) are not strong

enough, relative to the respective pass transistors (M5 and M6), to pull the

output voltage down effectively [See87], resulting in a large output disturb

voltage of about 200mV when the input voltage is at VDD. In the latter

case, the SNM (≅200mV) is improved by the added strength of M1 and M3,

but is still smaller than that of the cell with the ITFETs (M1 and M3 are

too strong [See87]) even though the cell area is enlarged considerably (M1

and M3 cover two pitches instead of one). With 45nm design rules

[ITRS05], an SRAM cell layout-area penalty of about 17% would result

from using two fins for M1 and M3 instead of one [Guo05].

As we have noted, the SOI thickness is a crucial parameter in the

ITFET design, and it has been thinned to near its technological limit. To

check effects of variations of tSi on the ITFET/FinFET SRAM performance,

we vary it from 4nm (which is thinner than the limit) to 9nm, and obtain
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cells with single-fin FinFETs and double-fin FinFETs for pull-
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left storage node voltages of the cell as indicated in Figure 6.9.
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the UFDG/Spice3-predicted butterfly curves shown in Figure 6.11(a).

Remember that increasing tSi does not strongly affect Ion of the ITFET,

but does increase Ioff and lower Vt due to the deteriorating SCEs with less

quantization in the constituent FDFET. This deterioration is reflected in

Figure 6.11(a) by the degraded SNM of the cell for increasing tSi, which is

plotted in Figure 6.11(b). As a reference, we also include in the figure the

SNM (≅140mV) obtained when single-fin FinFETs are used for the pull-

down transistors. The SNM is excellent (>200mV) for the ultra-thin tSi, for

which the SCE control in the FDFET keeps the ITFET Vt at its proper

value. However, for tSi > ≅6nm, it degrades at a rate of ≅20mV/nm as Vt is

lowered, despite the sustained relative strength of the ITFETs. For tSi >

8nm, more than 50% of the SNM benefit afforded by the ITFETs relative

to the single-fin FinFETs is lost. This loss of SRAM performance, which

correlates with the increased Ioff, further demonstrates the importance of

the control of the fin-base leakage in the ITFET, as we discussed in Sec. II.

The tSi variation not only affects SNM, but governs the static

power consumption of the cell as well. To show its significance in this

regard, we include in Figure 6.11(b) UFDG/Spice3-based calculations of

average static power per cell (Pstatic) versus tSi at VDD = 1.0V, and, for

reference, the calculated power for the single-fin FinFET cell. These

calculations follow from the fact that in the idle or precharge phase of the

SRAM cell, either transistors M1, M4, and M6 (for VL = 1) or M2, M3, and

M5 (for VL = 0) are in the off-state, which renders (e.g., for VL = 1)

[Mam03]
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 ; (6.1)

we have ignored gate-tunneling leakage, assuming it is well controlled.

Even in the read and write phases of the cell, (6.1) can be representative

of static power consumption per cell averaged over a memory array since

many other cells in the array would be in the idle or precharge phase. At

VDD = 1.0V, Figure 6.11(b) shows that tSi can be relaxed up to ≅7nm for a

tolerable order-of-magnitude increase in Pstatic (~10-8W/cell), without

severe degradation of SNM (≅200mV).

Lower VDD can be used to reduce Pstatic, at the expense of lower

SNM due to the smaller difference between the inverter switch-point

voltage and VDD [See87]. For tSi = 6nm, the UFDG/Spice3-predicted

butterfly curves of the ITFET/FinFET SRAM cell with decreasing VDD

shown in Figure 6.12(a) reveal the SNM degradation, even though SNM

>> 0.1VDD for VDD lowered to 0.4V. For each VDD assumed, the predicted

SNM versus tSi is plotted in Figure 6.12(b), along with those for the single-

fin FinFET SRAM. At VDD = 0.8V, the SNM is lower by up to ≅50mV, but

it remains significantly higher than that of the FinFET cell, and well

above 100mV even for tSi = 9nm. The lower rate of degradation with

increasing tSi, relative to that at VDD = 1.0V, is due to less DIBL. The SNM

advantage afforded by the ITFETs, however, is lost for VDD < ≅0.6V. This

loss reflects the loss of Ion enhancement for decreasing VDD. Note,

however, that both the ITFET and the FinFET SRAM cells operate even

at VDD = 0.4V, where the SNM is ≅70mV for tSi < ≅7nm.

Pstatic V DD Ioff M1( ) Ioff M4( ) Ioff M6( )+ +[ ]=
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As evident in Figures. 11 and 12, the ITFET in the 28nm SRAM

cell is beneficial even for tSi as thick as ≅7nm. However, technological

control of tSi is a formidable task, and sensitivity of the SNM to random

variations in tSi must be checked. To do so, we assume a process-induced

mismatch of tSi in the M1 and M3 ITFETs of the cell, which causes

asymmetry in the UFDG/Spice3-predicted butterfly curve as exemplified

in Figure 6.13(a). Keeping tSi(M3) = 6nm, and varying tSi(M1) as much as

2nm around this nominal value, we get the minimum SNM (left vs. right)

versus tSi plotted in Figure 6.13(b) at VDD = 1.0V. Included in Figure

6.13(b) is the worst-case SNM that results when tSi(M1) = 4nm and tSi(M3)

= 8nm. These results show that moderate mismatches in tSi of up to ≅20%

could be tolerable.

Process-induced variations in Lg and wSi, which alter the SCEs

and vary Vt, must also be controlled, in the FinFETs as well as the ITFETs

of the SRAM cell. The UFDG/Spice3 predictions of the minimum SNM

corresponding to M1-M3 mismatches in Lg (=Leff) and wSi, centered

around 28nm and 14nm, respectively, are plotted in Figure 6.14. They

show ≅15% mismatch in Lg and quite large mismatches in wSi are

tolerable.

6.4  A More Scalable ITFET with Doped SOI Body

The ITFET designs we have previously examined use undoped

bodies and a metal gate, or highly doped bodies and a polysilicon gate

[Mat04], but they are not scalable because of technological limitations on

ultra-thin SOI and doping, respectively. Further, the ungated fin-base,

±
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highlighted in the ITFET cross-section in Figure 6.1, poses a severe

leakage problem. Here we propose a novel ITFET structure, and use 3-D

numerical device simulations to check its optimal design and to show its

scalability and performance potential. Its implementation with our

process/physics-based UFDG model will also be discussed.

6.4.1  Davinci Simulations for Optimal Design

The novelty of the ITFET design we propose here is in the

constituent SOI MOSFET. Whereas conventional SOI MOSFETs are not

scalable to the end of the ITRS, due to undoable channel doping

requirements in the partially depleted (PD) device and to prohibitive

ultra-thin SOI in the fully depleted (FD) device, our constituent device,

and hence the novel ITFET, are scalable. We design the SOI MOSFET

with high threshold voltage (Vt), defined by the near-midgap work

function of a metal gate, which is shared with the undoped, scalable

FinFET, and by high doping density (NB) in an SOI body (UTB) of

moderate thickness (tSi). The high Vt means that we need not be too

concerned with short-channel effects (SCEs), and hence requirements on

NB(x) and tSi can be relaxed. We need only ensure that the leakage current

(Ileak), due to S/D electric-field fringing in the BOX as well as the ungated

fin-base, is not excessive, while Vt is low enough to yield a significant

enhancement of Ion over that of the FinFET.

We study the novel ITFET first using Davinci [Dav03], a 3-D

numerical device simulator. We initially check uniform NB, assuming that

lateral diffusion will effectively dope the narrow fin-base, and relatively
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thick tSi = 25nm. We assume an n-channel ITFET with Lgate (= Leff) =

28nm and an EOT (or tox) of 1nm, as projected for high-performance 28nm

CMOS in the ITRS. We let the fin width wSi = Leff/2 = 14nm for good SCE

control (S ≅ 80mV and DIBL ≅ 100mV/V) in the undoped constituent

FinFET [Yan05], and the fin height hSi = 4wSi = 56nm (above the pedestal

SOI layer). The SOI MOSFET width is (P - wSi), where P is the pitch

(140nm [ITRS05]). Davinci-predicted per-pitch current-voltage

characteristics of the constituent SOI MOSFET, with NB ranging from

1018cm-3 to 1019cm-3, and of the FinFET (without the ungated fin-base)

and ITFET are shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16, respectively. Note that for

NB = 1018cm-3, Ioff is extremely high due to Ileak. For NB = 1019cm-3, Ileak

is suppressed, but Vt is too high to yield good Ion enhancement in the

ITFET. For NB between these extremes, Ion and Ioff can be traded-off as

indicated. For NB = 5x1018cm-3, Ion of the ITFET is 57% higher than that

of the FinFET, but with the sacrifice of more than an order-of-magnitude

increase in Ioff due to Ileak. Note that the predicted subthreshold current

in the NB = 1019cm-3 ITFET is actually lower than that in the FinFET,

which is due to the suppression of the leakage current in the latter

induced by field fringing in the BOX.

To improve the Ion-Ioff design tradeoff, we incorporate a simple

gaussian variation in NB(x) across the SOI body, as well as some thinning

of tSi, as shown by the doping profile (a) in Figure 6.17. The Davinci-

predicted current-voltage characteristics of the SOI MOSFET, and of the

FinFET and ITFET, are shown in Figures 6.18 and 6.19, respectively.
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Figure 6.15 Davinci-predicted per-pitch IDS-VGS characteristics of the
constituent 28nm SOI nMOSFET, with uniform doping
density ranging from  1018cm-3 to 1019cm-3; tSi = 25nm.
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Figure 6.16 Davinci-predicted per-pitch IDS-VGS characteristics of the
28nm nITFET, with the SOI MOSFET doping density ranging
from 1018cm-3 to 1019cm-3; tSi = 25nm. The predicted
characteristic of the constituent undoped FinFET (without the
ungated fin-base) is shown as well.
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Figure 6.17 Assumed doping-density (gaussian) profiles in the constituent
SOI MOSFET; x = 0 is the top surface of the SOI film. Profiles
(b) and (c) apply for tSi = 10nm, and reflect implant doses of
80% and 60% of that in (a), respectively.
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Figure 6.18 Davinci-predicted per-pitch IDS-VGS characteristics of the
28nm SOI nMOSFET with NB(x) defined by profile (a) in
Figure 6.17, for decreasing tSi. For comparison, the device with

uniform NB = 1x1019cm-3 and tSi = 25nm is also shown (dashed
curve).
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Figure 6.19 Davinci-predicted per-pitch IDS-VGS characteristics of the
28nm nITFET, comprising the undoped DG FinFET (predicted
characteristic shown by dashed curve) and the SOI MOSFET
with NB(x) defined by profile (a) in Figure 6.17, for decreasing
tSi.
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Note that Ileak is now effectively eliminated irrespective of tSi, while Vt is

reduced via less depletion charge, which can be tailored by thinning tSi. A

good Ion-Ioff tradeoff can now be effected for the ITFET, as shown in Figure

6.19. As tSi is decreased from 25nm, initially there is not much change in

the current since the SOI device is PD, but eventually there is when it

becomes FD. At tSi = 10nm, the ITFET current is 66% higher than that of

the constituent FinFET, and Ioff is much lower due to negligible Ileak. More

thinning of tSi to 5nm significantly increases Ioff and low-VGS current due

to lower Vt, but not Ion since, as shown in Figure 6.20, the inversion-

charge centroid shifts toward the SOI bulk, thus lowering the gate

capacitance. For tSi = 10nm, the noted NB(x) gaussian can be easily

achieved via implantation into the BOX and subsequent up-diffusion into

the SOI. Reduction of the implantation dose, as indicated in Figure 6.17,

gives more Ion enhancement as shown by the predictions in Figure 6.21,

but ultimately at the expense of increased Ioff. For 80% reduction in the

dose (profile (b) in Figure 6.17), the current enhancement is 83% with

negligible Ioff increase, whereas for 60% dose reduction (profile (c)), the

enhancement is increased to 93%, but with Ioff increased by a factor of ≅3.

We note that the mobility and quantization modeling in Davinci,

based mainly on bulk MOSFETs, is equivocal for UTB devices. We thus

need to check our ITFET designs using UFDG [Fos05], our process/

physics-based compact model for DG (and SG FD/SOI) MOSFETs. The

mobility [Tri05a] and quantization [Ge02] modeling in UFDG is QM-

based, with dependences on tSi and Si-surface orientation as well as
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Figure 6.20 Davinci-predicted mid-channel inversion-electron density
across the UTB of the constituent SOI MOSFET of Figure 6.18
and 6.19, for two values of tSi; VDS = VGS = 1.0V.
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Figure 6.21 Davinci-predicted IDS-VGS characteristics of the 28nm
nITFET with NB(x) defined by profiles (a), (b), and (c) in Figure
6.17; tSi = 10nm. The predicted characteristics of the
constituent DG FinFET and SOI MOSFET are shown as well.
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transverse field, and the BOX field fringing is accounted for. We find that

Davinci underpredicts the Vt increase due to quantization, and hence the

optimal NB(x), seemingly profile (b) in Figure 6.17, is overestimated;

profile (c) is more optimal. Lower NB(x) will increase Ileak, as can be

inferred from comparisons of IDS(VGS) for the SOI MOSFETs, the ITFETs,

and the FinFET in Figure 6.21, but the fin-base leakage can be controlled

via refined processing. Higher Ioff of the ITFET can be optimally traded-

off for higher Ion, depending on the application.

6.4.2  UFDG Simulation Issues

Now, with moderate tSi = 10nm thin enough to yield an FD body,

as reflected in Figure 6.18, the ITFET can be simulated with UFDG by a

subcircuit comprising the undoped DG FinFET and the doped SG FD/SOI

MOSFET. Further, its performance potential in circuit applications, such

as a 6T-SRAM cell can be examined with UFDG.

Until now, the strong-inversion formalism in the UFDG model

was done assuming neligible depletion charge; therfore, higher

subthreshold slope and Vt of the FDFET require careful tuning of the

upper boundary condition of the moderate inversion region (via the UFDG

parameter SFACT) for correct predictions of the on-state currents.

Furthermore, the latest carrier mobility and ballistic models only applies

to UTB transistors with undoped body, and the more empirical mobility

model can be used instead; however, an educated tuning of the mobility

parameters is necessary due to the gaussian profiles assumed for the UTB.

In addition, tuning of the BOX field-fringing parameters in the UFDG
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model is required to account for the effect of gaussian doping profiles, so

that the predicted SCEs are in accord with the Davinci predictions. More

refinements of the UFDG model to account for the body doping effects are

desirable for unequivocal performance predictions of the ITFET with

doped SOI body.

The Davinci simulations discussed can provide a basis for a more

elaborate examination with the UFDG model on scalability as well as on

viability (including sensitivity analyses) in certain applications, such as

an SRAM cell. However, that work is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

6.5  Summary

A novel, hybrid device (the ITFET) that incorporates the planar

FD/SOI MOSFET (FDFET) into FinFET technology to more efficiently

utilize pitch area has been examined with our process/physics-based

compact model UFDG and 3-D numerical simulations. The undoped

ITFET, comprising a DG FinFET and an SG FDFET with a common,

midgap metal gate, yields significantly higher drive current per pitch than

the FinFET. However, substantive leakage current due to the ungated fin-

base must be suppressed, and this can be done via processing that extends

a thinner version of the FinFET gate down to the underlying BOX. Then,

the off-state current of nanoscale ITFETs is governed mainly by the SOI

thickness of the FDFET, as in FD/SOI technology, and hence the minimum

tSi achievable (≅5nm) will ultimately necessitate redesign of the FDFET

for scalability of the ITFET. The redesign achieved by, e.g., imprecise

doping of the planar SOI body, which increases the Vt of the constituent
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FDFET and relaxes the SOI body thickness, was examined. Further

scaling of the ITFET beyond Lgate = 28nm is therefore implied. With good

design of the structure, the ITFET can yield a significant increase in Ion

per pitch with little or no increase in Ioff, yielding substantively enhanced

Ion/Ioff relative to the FinFET. The ITFET could have widespread

applications, especially in circuits that require device ratioing. A good

example is the FinFET-CMOS 6T-SRAM cell, in which ITFETs used for

the pull-down nMOSFETs can ensure cell stability with no increase in

layout area. UFDG/Spice3 simulations of such an SRAM cell with 28nm

gate lengths showed outstanding static noise margin, even with VDD as

low as 0.4V. Further, moderate process-induced variations/mismatches in

the ITFET structural dimensions (i.e., tSi, wSi, and Lg) were found to be

tolerable, without undermining the ITFET benefit to the SNM nor

severely increasing the static power consumption.



CHAPTER 7
A NOVEL 2-TRANSISTOR FLOATING-BODY MEMORY CELL

7.1  Introduction

The conventional DRAM cell, with one transistor (1T) and one

capacitor requires a complicated stack capacitor or a deep-trench

capacitor, which leads to processing complexity as the memory technology

is scaled [Ohs02]. So, about a decade ago, the concept of a capacitorless 1T

DRAM cell that utilizes the floating body of a partially depleted (PD) SOI

MOSFET as storage node was proposed [Wan93, Ohs02]. In this floating-

body cell (FBC), the memory states are defined by the body being charged

or uncharged, and are sensed via the linear channel-current difference

(∆IDS) that results from the threshold voltage (Vt) variation with the body

charge condition, or body voltage (VBS) [Pel02]. The scalability of this cell

beyond the 50nm node comes into question because of complex, heavy

channel/body doping density needed for SCE control, as well as the need

to sustain a PD, or partially quasi-neutral body. Further, the heavy doping

enhances trap-assisted junction tunneling and severely degrades the

body-charge retention time. Therefore, several reports on a 1T fully

depleted (FD) SOI DRAM cell have proposed the idea of emulating a quasi-

neutral body in an undoped FD/SOI MOSFET by negatively biasing the

substrate/back gate [Kuo03, Ran04, Tan04]. Such a memory cell is
186
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potentially scalable, but limited by the ultimate thinness (≅5nm) of the

SOI ultra-thin body (UTB) [Tri03].

Most recently, a ‘zero-capacitor RAM (Z-RAM)’ cell based on the

FD double-gate (DG) FinFET structure on SOI was experimentally

fabricated and studied [Nag05]; this device could potentially extend the

scalability of the 1T-FBC concept more. However, with the SOI substrate

biased as large as -30V to get the needed ‘potential well’, a signal

(programming) window (∆IDS) was measured at only ~10µA on a multiple-

fin Lgate = 100nm FinFET. This limited margin derives from the basic

floating-body effect [Pel02] as implied by our MIGFET analyses implied in

Chapter 4, i.e., ∆Vt = −r∆VBS, where the body factor r ≅ 3toxf/tSi is defined

by the device structure and is typically limited to less than ~0.3. As in

[Nag05], therefore, a large number of fins (and hence layout area) would

be needed for good signal margin (∆IDS ~W∆Vt) in the FinFET technology;

whereas large width of the device would be needed if the 1T-FBC is

implemented in a planar FD/SOI MOSFET as noted [Ohs02, Ran04,

Yos06].

Also, all the 1T-FBC concepts must rely on current sensing,

rather than voltage sensing as in the conventional DRAM cell. The latter

is preferred; the former requires more sophisticated sense amplifiers, and

consumes more power as well. In this report, we therefore explore a

different, two-transistor (2T as opposed to 1T) approach to embedded

memory based on floating-body charge storage, one that stems from the

ITFET structure studied in Chapter 6.
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7.2  The 2T-FBC Concept

The ITFET technology not only allows flexible control of the

hybrid-MOSFET width for enhanced total current drive, but also can

provide a body contact for the FinFET. This has inspired us on a novel idea

of exploring the design of a nanoscale two-transistor (2T) FBC, utilizing

the stored hole-charge dynamics in the body of the FD DG FinFET. The

planar SOI provides a body contact to the FinFET, and VBS, controlled by

the body charge, is used to drive a second, adjacent DG FinFET to effect

the memory cell. As we will show, the 2T-FBC yields better signal margin

than the 1T cell, and voltage sensing can be used. Hence, even though two

transistors are needed, this cell can give better layout efficiency that the

1T-FBC, which, as noted, requires several transistors per cell for

acceptable margin.

Our proposed 2T-FBC concept, based on the ITFET technology,

is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Similar to the writing operations of the 1T-

FBC, holes will be injected into the body of the first constituent FinFET

(T1, in an ITFET structure) via impact ionization in the high-field region

near drain, and evacuated via fast carrier recombination by pulsing the

drain node negatively. To read the data stored in the memory cell, the

second constituent FinFET (T2) is driven with the hole-charged/

discharged body storage node (B1), with the planar SOI of the ITFET

structure providing the B1-to-G2 connection. The memory states could,

therefore, be sensed via the induced drain current variation in T2 with a

current sense amplifier, as in the 1T-FBC cells, but, more preferably, by
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Figure 7.1 A unit 2T ITFET/FinFET DRAM cell in a matrix
integration, where ‘B1’ represents the body storage node of
the first DG FinFET, T1 in an ITFET structure.
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the voltage level at the precharged drain node of T2, similar to the sensing

used in the conventional DRAM technology. For the latter voltage sensing,

the 2T-FBC DRAM cell will have to be designed such that T2 will be

turned on and off by the hole-charged/discharged body node in the ‘0’ and

‘1’ states, respectively. (Note that since T2 inverts, stored ‘0’ and ‘1’

correspond to charged and uncharged bodies, respectively, unlike in the

conventional DRAM and in the 1T FBCs.) Therefore, as in Figure 7.1, we

need to have a bit line (BL1) connecting all drain nodes of the T1

transistors along the column of the DRAM array for programing the cells,

and also another bit line (BL2) connecting all drain nodes of the T2

transistors along the column for sensing the data stored in the cells.

Like the FinFET-based 1T-FBC, the 2T-FBC has a robust

structure for scaling, but unlike the 1T-FBC, it is operated in the common

DG mode with no need for large substrate biasing. Further, fewer fins

(smaller area) are needed for the 2T-FBC. For voltage sensing, which is

not an option for the 1T-FBC, only one fin (i.e., two FinFETs) is needed as

we demonstrate later. For current sensing, ∆IDS is much larger in the 2T-

FBC, because ∆VBS directly drives ∆IDS via T2, in contrast to ∆Vt < ∆VBS

(i.e., r < 1) defining ∆IDS in the 1T-FBC. Since ∆IDS ~ W∆Vt, where W is

the effective width of the transistor, WT2 = rW1T will yield the same ∆IDS;

and since two FinFETs comprise the 2T-FBC, the 2T-FBC/1T-FBC area

ratio for the same current margin is about 2r (~0.5). Even though the 2T-

FBC requires two FinFETs (per sub-cell), as opposed to one for the 1T-

FBC, it takes up less area (<50%), irrespective of the type of sensing used.
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In this study, we explore the design and functionality of our

proposed 2T-FBC nanoscale DRAM cell. The voltage sensing of the

memory states for the 2T-FBC will be explored first, as its implementation

is relatively simple, and when combined with a voltage sense amplifier,

the circuit is compact, as well as area- and power-efficient. The current

sensing of the memory states for the 2T-FBC will also be explored as an

alternative, for performance advantages that will be clarified later. The

current sense amplifiers are generally more sophisticated, and consume

more area and dynamic power [Ohs02]; so, voltage sensing, not possible

with the 1T-FBC, is preferred.

All simulations will be carried out with our process/physics-

based and charge-based generic compact model for DG MOSFETs, UFDG

[Fos05], in Spice3. The charge modeling in UFDG, physically linked to the

channel-current modeling, accounts for the integrated charge components

for all five terminals (i = D, S, Gf, Gb, and B) via charge neutrality, and

defines the terminal charging currents based on the quasi-static

approximation:

(1)

which, for scaled devices, properly accounts for all transcapacitances; j =

D, Gf, Gb, and B. The equivalent network of the UFDG model is

represented in Figure 7.2. The intrinsic transient body nodal equation,

which characterizes the charge storage dynamics, is expressed as

dQi
dt

---------
Qi∂

V js∂
------------

j
∑

dV js
dt

------------=
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(2)

where IG and IR represent all the carrier generation and recombination

currents linked to the body, and dQB/dt is the body charging current,

defined by the capacitances/transcapacitances indicated in (7.1). To better

convey the charge dynamics of the 2T-FBC, we can rewrite (7.1) and (7.2)

as

(3)

where CBk (k = D, S, Gf, Gb) represent the capacitive coupling of the body

to the other terminals; Gf = Gb for the DG mode of interest here. Note from

(7.3) that CBk, and/or extrinsic capacitance, must be sufficiently high to

enable enough charge storage for FBC functionality. In the 1T-FBC, this

requirement is actually what necessitates the noted negative substrate

bias and the subsequent accumulation, which yields high body

capacitance. In the 2T-FBC, the gate of T2 provides the needed

capacitance without requiring the accumulation. That is, from (7.3),

(4)

where we have neglected the first two charging-current components in

(7.3) (due to ultra-thin fin-body thickness wSi), have combined the last two

I G I R–
dQB
dt

-----------=

I G I R– CBD

dVBD
dt

---------------- CBS

dVBS
dt

--------------- CBGf

dVBGf
dt

------------------- CBGb

dVBGb
dt

-------------------+ + +=

I G I R– CBG

dVBG
dt

---------------- CG T2( )
dVG T2( )

dt
------------------------+=
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(due to VBGf = VBGb = VBG), and (symbolically) added the extrinsic T2 gate

charging current.

The UFDG model also accounts for the parasitic BJT effects

[Yan04], driven by transient body charging current due to capacitive

coupling, thermal generation, and impact-ionization currents, the latter of

which is characterized by a non-local, carrier temperature-dependent

model for the ionization rate integrated across the channel and drain

[Kri96]. The model thus allows us to physically and completely simulate

the dynamic floating-body effects during the operation of the 2T-FBC.

7.3  Principles of the 2T-FBC

In this section, we examine the working principles of the 2T-FBC

as well as those of the 1T-FBC for comparison. In essence, both cells share

the basic body charge dynamics and working principles for typical cell

operations that include programming, i.e., writing either a ‘1’ or ‘0’ into

the body node, reading memory states from the body node, and holding

memory states. The body charge dynamics in a floating-body MOSFET is

not, seemingly, fully understood, as reflected in literature. In the most

recent studies [Kuo03, Ran04] on the 1T FD/SOI FBC, the capacity of the

body to hold the excess holes induced by impact ionization has been

attributed to the so-called ‘deep potential well,’ which necessitates the

negatively biased substrate/back-gate. This is actually a misconception,

and therefore partially invalidates the basic understanding and approach

to designing the memory cell that have been published.
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As we noted by (7.4), the body can hold adequate hole charge

when CBG, or/and CG(T2) is high enough. In the 1T-FBC, when a negative

back-gate bias induces accumulation in the body, CBGb in (7.3) becomes

high, as opposed to CBGb ≅ 0 when the body is FD. Irrespective of CBk, VBS

tends to approach a positive steady-state value defined by IG and IR in

(7.3) when the body is being charged [Fos95, Kri96]. However, this VBS >

0 is not useful in the FBC application unless a CBk is high enough since

the retention time for normal operation (i.e., read and hold) is not long

enough. This basic principle underlies the design principles of our

proposed 2T ITFET/FinFET DRAM cell, as well as the 1T FD/SOI DRAM

cell. In our proposed 2T-FBC, mainly the gate capacitance of T2 gives the

needed body capacitance, without the need for bias-induced accumulation.

To demonstrate the basic operation of the 2T-FBC, we assume for

T1 a single-fin ITFET structure that is comprised of an Lgate = 28nm DG

FinFET with undoped body (wSi = 14nm, hSi=56nm) and midgap gate, and

a planar SOI layer that only provides a body contact for driving the gate

of T2, an adjacent DG FinFET identical to T1 but without the body

contact. The SOI contact could easily be doped and tied to the gate of T2

without any major modification of the ITFET processing [Mat05a].

As noted, the write ‘0’ operation involves impact ionization in T1

at high drain bias, which injects holes into the fin-UTB. Therefore, an

efficient writing ‘0’ operation with proper bias selection is critical to

achieve fast programming within a few nanoseconds as well as good

enough margin between the memory states for normal cell operation. To
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examine it, we simulate and plot the UFDG-predicted impact-ionization

current (IGi) in T1 versus gate bias for different VDS in Figure 7.3. For the

UFDG impact-ionization model [Kri96], we have assumed representative

values for the impact-ionization parameters, i.e., α = 2.45x10-6cm-1 and β =

1.92x10-6V/cm for a typical n-channel device, where

(5)

is the ionization rate in the channel near the drain; A is a constant

dependent on the carrier energy-relaxation length, and Te and T0 are the

carrier temperature and lattice temperature, respectively. There is

uncertainty, though, in α and β for a quasi-planar FinFET structure, as

the assumed values were derived based on planar MOSFET

measurements. However, they should be representative. Note in Figure

7.3 that IGi (= (M-1)Ich, where (M-1) is defined by the integral of αGi over

the high-Te region near the drain [Kri96]) for all high VDS rises fast as VGS

is increased due to the increase of channel current, and ultimately peaks

in/near the moderate-inversion region, before dropping in strong inversion

due to the decreasing electric field near the drain. Therefore, to achieve

the maximum impact-ionization rate for fast write ‘0’ operation at a given

high VDS, we need to properly select VGS, i.e., the word line (WL) voltage,

which in fact has not always been done in previous FBC works. Further,

for more enhanced programming speed and wider cell margin, we can use

αGi α β
A Te T–( )
-------------------------– 

 exp=
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higher VDS (BL1), limited by the device reliability (hot-carrier effects, etc.)

and power considerations.

Then, to write ‘1’ efficiently, we need to pulse the drain node

(BL1) of the body-charged T1 negatively enough in order to adequately

forward-bias the body-drain junction (by ≅0.7V). Note that the selection/

raising of the gate voltage (WL) beforehand also raises the body voltage

via gate-body capacitive coupling, further increasing the forward bias

(VBD) for efficient evacuation of hole charge from the body via fast carrier

recombination. The rate of discharging as defined by the recombination

current (IR) in the UFDG model is exponentially related to VBD (or VBS)

as follows [Wor99]:

(6)

via parameters JR0, m, and Seff, which are the junction recombination

coefficient, junction recombination ideality factor, and effective surface

recombination velocity in the source/drain, respectively. With typical

values assumed, i.e., JR0 = 1x1011A/m, m = 2, and Seff = 105cm/s, as for a

typical n-channel FD/SOI MOSFET, the first term in (7.6) tends to be

predominant for moderate VBS/D. Again, note that uncertainty in these

parameters for a non-planar FinFET structure implies some equivocation

in the predicted characteristics of the 2T-FBC.

I R VBS D⁄( ) WJR0

VBS D⁄
mVT

-------------------
 
 
 

WtSi

qni
2

NDS eff( )
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After programming the data, WL is then turned off to a negative

holding value so that the body voltage drops via gate-body capacitive

coupling, and the body-drain/source junctions become strongly reverse-

biased for data holding; BL1 is subsequently returned to ground to define

the holding states. During hold, however, BL1 will be pulsed for writing

either a ‘1’ or ‘0’ to other cells connected to the same line. Such dynamic

pulsing of BL1, which can be considered as accumulated static disturb,

degrades the cell margin and eventually defines the retention time of the

FBC. Positive pulsing of BL1 for writing a ‘0’ to other cells tends to

enhance the thermal generation due to the reverse-biased body-drain

junction, albeit slightly, in the undoped body of the cell in hold; whereas

negative pulsing of BL1 for writing a ‘1’ to other cells tends to induce

carrier recombination in the body due to the forward-biased junction.

Therefore, to achieve the best disturb and retention characteristics, we

want to bring down the body voltage of T1 via gate-body capacitive

coupling to an optimum compromise by adjusting the WL holding value.

Note that because of the negative WL holding voltage, the T1 fin-

base leakage current is not a problem for the 2T-FBC. Typically, a T1 gate

voltage of -1V easily prevents the carrier inversion in the fin base that, at

the off condition, is caused by S/D electric-field fringing in the underlying

BOX.

For gate oxide thickness as thin as 1nm though, attention must

be paid to the gate-body tunneling when a large negative gate voltage is

applied on the gate, which tends to discharge the body during the holding.
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The rate of discharging is subject to the potential drop across the gate

oxide, i.e., VGS - VBS - φs where Φs is the surface potential, which is

virtually pinned (≅ -0.4 to -0.5V at the source side) for accumulation in an

undoped/lightly doped body [Tri05]. Good capacitive coupling of the body

voltage to the gate voltage beyond accumulation is, therefore, critical for

suppressing the body discharging due to tunneling during hold. Note that

both the electron tunneling current from the metal gate to the body (JMeG)

and the hole tunneling current from the accumulated body to the gate

(JVBhB) contribute to the discharging, as illustrated in Figure 7.4. With a

metal gate with midgap workfunction, the electron tunneling barrier for

JMeG is much higher than that for a polysilicon gate, which reduces JMeG;

however, as there is no energy gap in the gate, JVBhB tends to dominate

the gate tunneling current for relatively low gate bias [Hou04].

To read the data stored in the 2T-FBC, WL is selected and raised,

followed by the rise of VBS in T1 via gate-body capacitive coupling.

Depending on the data held, VBS will reach different levels separated by

the cell margin. For the 1T-FBC, the bitline is raised by a small amount,

in order to detect the linear current difference effected by the different

threshold voltages due to body effect. However, for the 2T-FBC, the rising

VBS directly drives the gate of T2, which is expected, depending on the

stored data, or body charge, to discharge or maintain the BL2 voltage that

has been preset to a certain voltage level just before reading. The memory

states, inverted and amplified by T2, are then read out from BL2. A

successful read ‘0’ operation will critically depend on whether the
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maximum amount of hole charge available, i.e., that injected into the body

during impact ionization, suffices to turn on T2 and drive enough current

to discharge BL2 within a few nanoseconds. For the FinFET-based DRAM,

the drain capacitance is low, and hence the bitline capacitance is mainly

attributed to the interconnect capacitance, which significantly benefits

the discharging rate. Further, we note that a properly designed voltage

sense amplifier will greatly accelerate the read.

A rough estimation of the amount of hole charge density (per

area) stored in the T1 body (and on CG(T2) a la (7.4)) for a read ‘0’ can be

made via

 , (7)

which follows from (7.2); IGi, IGt(VBD), and IR(VBS) represent the body

charging currents due to impact ionization, thermal generation, and

recombination during write time ∆t, respectively. We assume IGi ≅

2.5x10-9 (A/fin), which roughly corresponds to the peaking impact

ionization current of the single-fin ITFET at VDS = 1.4V in Figure 7.3; and

IGt(VBD) << IGi. Further, if during ∆t, VBS does not approach its steady-

state value, IR(VBS) can also be ignored in (7.7). Note that the time it takes

VBS(t) to reach steady state, i.e., for IR(VBS) to reach IGi, depends critically

on the amount of capacitive coupling of the body to the other terminals, as

characterized in (7.4). A sufficient body capacitance is hence necessary to

neglect IR(VBS) in (7.7), as well as to get finite ∆t, and such capacitance

Qbody

I Gi I Gt VBD( ) I R VBS( )–+

WL
-----------------------------------------------------------------------∆t=
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(e.g., the gate capacitance of T2) is needed to render the 2T-FBC operable

as we discussed. So, for a writing pulse width of ∆t = 10ns, we have

approximately

 ; (8)

we have substituted L = 28nm and W = hSi = 56nm. The fact that the

estimated Qbody in (7.8) is comparable to a typical strong-inversion charge

density implies a successful read ‘0’ operation via T2. With proper

selection of BL1 and WL for impact ionization, we control the amount of

body charging during writing, and with proper selection of WL during

reading, we control the VBS rise used to drive the gate of T2. Note that

during reading, it is not advisable to raise VBS excessively via gate-body

capacitive coupling (e.g., higher than that obtained during programming)

as the enhanced carrier recombination rate will quickly degrade the signal

margin via loss of hole charge.

As noted, severe loss of hole charge could occur during the hold

condition, either as a result of carrier thermal recombination subject to

frequent BL1 disturb, or gate-body tunneling leakage current through the

thin gate oxide when excessive potential is dropped across the oxide layer.

In light of (7.8), we can then roughly estimate for T1 the amount of body

leakage current that can be tolerated for a given hold retention time, say

~100µs to discharge only ~1% of the total body charge:

Qbody

I Gi
WL
-------- t∆≈ 1.6x10

6–
Coulomb cm

2⁄ q10
13

cm
2–∼=
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 , (9)

which is exactly six orders of magnitude smaller than that used for IGi in

(7.8). To keep the leagage current below (7.9) and guarantee good hold/

disturb characteristics, the body voltage must be brought down to within

≅0.5V of the BL1 minimum, as implied by (7.6). Further, the gate

tunneling current (for body accumulation) has to be less than ≅10-4A/cm2

in order not to undermine the memory states during a 1% hold time of at

least 100µs.

7.4  Simulations of 2T-FBC Operation for Voltage Sensing

7.4.1  Significant Impact of T2-Gate Fringe Capacitance

As noted in (7.4), the T2 gate capacitance enhances the capacity

of the body to hold sufficient hole charge for normal operation of the cell.

However, excessive capacitance added to the body will also necessitate

large body charging and discharging current in order to achieve efficient

writing within a limited amount of programming time. Further, the

capacitive coupling of the body node to BL1 and WL will be undermined.

To examine the whole set of operations of the 2T-FBC, we use UFDG in

Spice3 to simulate the body voltage variation in T1, with time-dependent

gate/drain pulsing for programming/reading operations of the cell. For the

following simulations, we assume programming pulses of 10ns (including

1ns rise and fall times), and, for qualitative understanding initially, we

also assume the same duration for the reading pulses. We also assume an

I leak WL
Qbodyx10

2–

tRET
----------------------------------≈ 1.6x10

4–
A cm

2⁄ WL⋅ 2.5x10
15–

A= =
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ideal B1-G2 contact with no resistance; i.e., VG(T2) = VB1. The actual

resistance in the ITFET structure, and its effects on the 2T-FBC

performance, will have to be examined in the future. Clearly, it must be

minimized to avoid long, undermining time constants in the T2 gate

circuit.

Most recently, the UFDG model has been upgraded with a new

parasitic capacitance model [Kim06], which accounts for both outer and

inner G-S/D fringe capacitances (Cf) in nonclassical MOSFETs. As verified

by 2D numerical simulations, Cf substantially increases the gate

capacitance in all regions of bias. The UFDG/Spice3-predicted gate

capacitance-voltage characteristics for our Lgate = 28nm DG FinFET, with

and without the parasitic capacitance, along with that predicted with

MEDICI at VDS = 50mV are presented in Figure 7.5. Note significantly

more fringe capacitance exists in the lower-VGS region; for strong

inversion, the inner- fringe component is effectively screened out.

To evaluate the impact of Cf on the 2T-FBC, transient-simulation

results of the 2T-FBC predicted first without the parasitic capacitance are

shown in Figure 7.6, where, based on the previous discussion, we have

used gate and drain biases for all operations as summarized in Table 7.1.

The UFDG model predicts the right trend of the T1 body (B1)-voltage

variation with gate and drain biasing. The B1 voltage is closely coupled to

the G1, or WL voltage over the range of gate swing, which goes up to a

maximum 0.44V; whereas the rate of body charging and discharging as

defined by IGi and IR during writing is controlled via proper D1, or BL1
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pulsing during programming. Here for the given biases, a program window

(or signal margin) of ≅0.5V is obtained, as indicated by the difference of

the B1 voltage between the read ‘0’ and read ‘1’ operations.

Note appropriate WL pulsing (to 0.1V here) for ‘read’ is needed

to raise the B1 voltage to a level well above or below Vt of T2 for state ‘0’

or ’1’. This operation is confirmed by the predicted transient voltage

output sensed at the drain node of T2, i.e., BL2, in Figure 7.6, which needs

to be precharged before reading either a ‘0’ or ‘1’. Here a precharge voltage

VDD = 1.0V was selected. Indeed, with the T1 body charged (stored ‘0’),

BL2 drops quickly within 4ns of gate pulsing-up for read, as the B1 voltage

turns on T2; this corresponds to a read ‘0’. With the T1 body discharged

(stored ‘1’), BL2 remains at its precharged value (1.0V) as the B1 voltage

falls far short of Vt; this corresponds to a read ‘1’. Efficient reads of both

‘0’and ‘1’ have been successfully demonstrated with reasonable pulsing

biases.

Write ‘0’  Write ‘1’
Read (1V, 0V)

(w/ BLr precharge) Hold

WL 0.43V 0.43V 0.1V -1V

BL1(BLw) 1.4V -1V 0 0

BL2(BLr) 0 0 (1V) 0

Table 7.1 Word-line and bit-line biases applied for voltage-sensing operation
of the 28nm 2T-FBC.
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Next, we check on operation of the cell with the parasitic G-S/D

fringe capacitance. The UFDG/Spice3 transient-simulation results of the

2T-FBC are shown in Figure 7.7, where the same set of biases in Table 7.1

are used. The impact of the fringe capacitance on the results is significant.

Both the rates of B1 voltage rising and falling during hole injection/

evacuation are severely degraded, due to the charging and discharging of

the substantive parasitic capacitance of T2. As a result, the B1 charging

and discharging is incomplete, and severe loss in the signal margin occurs,

mainly because BL2 remains finite during the read ‘0’. The incomplete

discharging of BL2 results because the hole charge in the T1 body must

support the T2 fringe-capacitive charge, yielding less T2 inversion charge.

Further, the T1 gate-body capacitive coupling is compromised, which

renders it difficult to bring down the B1 voltage to an acceptable negative

level for effective holding, as discussed in the previous section. Note also

the B1 voltage degrades by more than a 100mV in the read ‘0’ pulsing.

Evidently, the added G-D fringe capacitance has resulted in a stronger

capacitive coupling between B1 and the drain node of T2, as BL2 is

precharged and discharged during read. This transient does not involve

loss of body charge, and hence would not be detrimental to the normal

functionality of the 2T-FBC though. However, the added G2-D2 capacitive

coupling tends to raise the B1 voltage as BL2 is precharged for a read ‘1’,

which actually degrades the B1 voltage window, or margin. Therefore a

more negative BL1 bias is needed to reliably write a ‘1’. Clearly, the G-S/
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D parasitic fringe capacitance should be minimized for reliable, efficient

operation of the 2T-FBC.

7.4.2  Design to Suppress the Fringe-Capacitance Effect

Incorporating G-S/D underlap into the FinFET has been shown

to significantly reduce the parasitic fringe capacitance due to the larger

physical distances between gate and source/drain [Kim06]. We include in

Figure 7.5 the UFDG/Spice3-predicted CG-VGS characteristics, at VDS =

50mV, of the Lgate = 28nm FinFET with assumed 4nm (= LES = LED)

effective G-S/D underlap. The fringe capacitance is reduced substantially

in weak inversion by the underlap, but virtually unaffected in strong

inversion. Nevertheless, such reduction should benefit the performance of

the 2T-FBC. However, the T2 current drive tends to be degraded with the

underlaps due to the enhanced source/drain resistance [Tri05c], which

would tend to slow down a read ‘0’. A design trade-off is necessary, but an

underlap should alleviate the noted fringe-capacitance problem of the 2T-

FBC, and should be investigated in the future.

Alternatively, a pragmatic thicker gate oxide would reduce the

fringe capacitance, although it also weakens the gate-body capacitive

coupling as well as degrades the T2 drive current. We examine this design

trade-off for the 2T-FBC, noting it also will reduce the gate-body tunneling

leakage discussed earlier. The thicker oxide will require redesign of the

device, such as thinner wSi, to maintain relatively the same amount of

SCEs and therefore the same Vt of T2. To illustrate, we plot in Figure 7.8
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the UFDG-predicted current-voltage characteristics of the Lgate = 28nm

FinFET with tox increased to 2nm and wSi reduced to 11nm (design II),

compared with the characteristics of the original design (I) and with those

of another one (design III) with the thicker tox and the original, thicker

wSi. Note that Ion is reduced by only ≅25% by the thicker tox, and that the

thinner wSi is needed for Ioff (SCE) control.

The reduced gate-body tunneling as well as better oxide

reliability afforded with the thicker tox also enable use of larger biases to

further remedy the 2T-FBC performance issues reflected in Figure 7.7.

That is, the insufficient B1 voltage level for stored ‘0’ can actually be

recovered by using higher BL1 voltage during hole injection, and the

excessive B1 voltage level for stored ‘1’ can be suppressed via more

negative BL1 voltage during hole evacuation; whereas the compromised

gate-body capacitive coupling can be re-adjusted with an enhanced gate

swing, in order to bring down the B1 voltage for effective holding. A lower

precharged BL2 voltage is also preferred. It not only reduces the amount

of B1-voltage variation due to BL2 charging/discharging via the G2-D2

fringe-capacitance coupling, which tends to degrade the B1 voltage level

during a read ‘1’, but it also minimizes any impact ionization that may

occur in T2, which can purturb the B1 voltage via capacitive coupling as

well during continuous read.

To illustrate the benefit of the thicker-tox design, we re-adjust

the 2T-FBC biases as summarized in Table 7.2, and plot the UFDG/Spice3-
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predicted transient simulation results in Figure 7.9, with BL2 precharged

to 0.5V before reading. We selected design II for both T1 and T2. Here the

drain biases were selected to guarantee both an efficient read ‘1’ and read

‘0’ with a good margin well below and above Vt of T2, respectively. The WL

holding voltage has, however, been lowered to -2.2V, in order to bring

down the B1 voltage to within 0.5V of the minimum BL1 voltage (for

writing ‘1’) to maintain good retention/disturb characteristics. Note,

however, the negative BL1 voltage for a write ‘1’ here can actually be

relaxed more, so long as the B1 voltage level during read ‘1’ is negligibly

reduced during the discharging of BL2. For example, if we can relax BL1

to -1V, allowing for a slight discharging of BL2 during a read ‘1’ as

illustrated in Figure 7.7, then the WL holding voltage can be relaxed up to

-1.6V, which is significantly higher than the -2.2V we used for the

simulations of Figure 7.9.

Write 0  Write 1
Read 0, 1

(w/ BL2 precharge)
Hold

WL 0.43V 0.43V 0.0V -2.2V

BL1 1.45V -1.3V 0 0

BL2 0 0 0V, 0.5V 0

Table 7.2 Word-line and bit-line biases applied for voltage-sensing
operation of the redesigned 28nm 2T-FBC.
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7.4.3  Issues with Device Reliability and Data Retention

The large magnitudes of gate (WL) holding voltage and drain

(BL1) voltage would normally raise concern about the device reliability,

e.g., with regard to gate-oxide breakdown in the long term. However, the

amount of body voltage that capacitively follows the gate voltage, as well

as the finite flat-band voltage (VFB = -0.29V) and surface potential, greatly

reduce the potential drop across the gate oxide. The thickening of the gate

oxide further relieves the long-term DC stress. With proper design then,

device reliablitiy should not be problematic, especially with the relaxed

biases as mentioned.

The gate-body tunneling current, with the given magnitude of

VGB as high as 1.4V, tends to discharge the body during hold, and must be

limited. As discussed previously, a gate tunneling current of ≅10-4A/cm2

can be tolerated. Indeed, if the SiON gate dielectric could be replaced with

high-κ dielectric, the tunneling current would not be a problem at all

[Hou04]. However, the thick-tox design tradeoff that we suggested can also

be effective in limiting the gate current. The gate tunneling-current

formalism is not yet in the UFDG model, and therefore further

examination in this regard is necessary.

Assuming that the gate current is adequately limited, we further

check the disturb characteristics of the 2T-FBC of Figure 7.9, as good

retention/disturb characteristics under hold conditions are essential to

achieve robust cell operation. UFDG/Spice3-predicted retention results

(i.e., transient VB1) emulating worst-case disturb conditions at room
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temperature are presented in Figure 7.10, where the 2T-FBC with biases

used in Figure 7.9 and summarized in Table 7.2 are used. When WL is

maintained at -2.2V, and B1 is exposed to BL1 fixed at positive and

negative voltages corresponding to programming other cells in the same

column, the retention is good, yet much worse than that for normal WL

and BL1 switching. The simulations show that the charged body of T1 does

not lose substantive charge for about 100µs with a fixed VDS = -1.3V

disturb, due to only moderate forward B1-D1 junction bias (VBD ~ 0.5V);

whereas the discharged body only starts to be slightly charged at about

10ms with a VDS = 1.45V disturb. Evidently, with the given biases, a good

retention time (tRET) of at least 100µs is yielded by the 2T-FBC. The

relatively long tRET, defined by the undoped B-S/D junction

recombination/generation properties with G-S/D underlap, reflects a

significant advantage over the 1T PD/SOI FBC, for which tRET is severely

reduced due to overlap and high body doping density, and the GISL/GIDL,

junction tunneling, as well as high rates of recombination/generation they

imply. To achieve longer tRET in the 2T-FBC, a more negative WL holding

voltage would be needed to further bring down the B1 voltage and reduce

the carrier recombination rate during the negative-VDS disturb.

Similarly, the dynamic pulsing of WL during read operation on

other cells will also disturb the stored charge and VB1. We emulate this

disturb on both memory states at room temperature as continuous ‘read’,

i.e., WL is raised to and maintained at, in our case, 0V. The UFDG/Spice3-

predicted results are shown in Figure 7.11. The degradation of the
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charged-body VB1 with time is expected, due to the forward biasing of both

the B1-D1 and B1S1 junctions, but it is not substantive until about 100µs;

the discharged-body state does not degrade at all within the simulated

5ms. The degradation, or recombination rate during read ‘0’ correlates

with how strongly the body capacitively couples to other terminals during

read, as implied by (7.2), which defines the read ‘0’ retention of the cell.

The Cf-enhanced CG2 added to the body storage node actually improves

this retention time.

The discharged-body state is much more stable, as there are no

apparent body charging mechanisms to undermine it during read; the

junction thermal generation rate is very low. Note, however, care should

be taken that the amount of precharged voltage on BL2 is low enough so

as to not induce excessive impact-ionization current injected into the body

of T2. This current would be much less than 10fA at 0V gate voltage for

BL2 precharged to less than 1V, as indicated in Figure 7.3. However, over

the long retention time, it would tend to disturb the memory ‘1’ state in

the T1 body storage node, which is capacitively coupled to the body node

of T2.

A cell read tRET ~ 100µs has been predicted for the 2T-FBC with

the given biases. Note, however, the simulations do not reflect the possible

discharging mechanisms of state ‘0’ due to charge pumping by the constant

WL disturb [Ohs06]. This ‘quasi-nondestructive’ readout nevertheless is

different from the destructive read-out operation in the conventional 1T-
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1C DRAM cell, and can be made advantageous for design efficiency of the

sense amplifier [Ohs06]. In fact, a sense amplifier exploiting this feature

was designed so as to replenish the holes that are lost by the disturb in

every read and write cycle in [Ohs06], which enables reduced refresh busy

rate as well as low power operation. Similarly, the design of sense

amplifier for the 2T-FBC is also an important design component, which is,

however, beyond the scope of this dissertation. It can be essential to the

viability of the cell, as the modern nanoscale DRAM technology requires

that refresh cycle time be as high as 64ms [ITRS05].

7.5  Simulations of 2T-FBC Operation for Current Sensing

So far, our focus has been on voltage sensing of BL2, which

requires that the hole charge that corresponds to ‘0’ and ‘1’ be able to turn

on and off T2. Therefore, sufficiently negative drain bias is required to

fully discharge the body for state ‘1’, which in turn necessitates large

negative gate bias in order to bring down the B1 voltage during hold. This

will not be necessary if we sense the memory state via the drain current

difference that flows through the channel of T2. (Such current sensing is

the only option for operation of the 1T-FBC.) Further, the B1 voltage

during read will not be affected by the capacitive coupling from BL2

charging and discharging, as BL2 is biased at a fixed voltage. The UFDG/

Spice3-predicted transient B1 voltage variation for typical operations of

the cell, using current sensing, is shown in Figure 7.12, where we

precharge BL2 to 0.5V. Note the gate/drain biases are significantly
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Figure 7.6 UFDG-predicted transient operation results of the 2T-
FBC designed and biased (as in Table 7.3) for current
sensing.
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relaxed for the current-sensing scheme, as summarized in Table 7.3. Both

memory states now turn on T2, and the achieved ∆VBS between the

memory states becomes ≅0.45V. Note that ∆VBS can still be enhanced by

using relatively larger gate/drain biasing, so that the fully charged body

state can strongly turn on T2. To test the current difference in T2 as a

result, we plot the transient current for the corresponding operation

sequence in Figure 7.13. A good current-sensing margin of ~13µA from the

2-FinFET cell is predicted during read. To attain such a margin with the

1T-FBC, at least four fins would be needed [Nag05].

We also examine the disturb characteristics under the hold

conditions for the cell designed for current sensing, when WL is

maintained at -1.3V and the cell is exposed to the BL1 switching due to

writing other cells. The UFDG/Spice3-predicted results are included in

Figure 7.10. As expected, similar characteristics to those obtained with

the voltage-sensing scheme are predicted, as the VBD in T1 during disturb

in both schemes is designed to be comparable. Note with voltage sensing,

Write 1  Write 0
Read

Hold

WL 0.48V 0.48V 0.3V -1.3V

BL1(BLw) 1.45V -0.8V 0 0

BL2(BLr) 0 0 0.5V 0

Table 7.3 Word-line and bit-line biases applied for current-sensing
operation of the redesigned 28nm 2T-FBC.
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Figure 7.4 UFDG-predicted transient current corresponding to the
2T-FBC operation sequence in Figure 7.12. A good current
sensing margin of ≅13µA is predicted.
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tRET has to be defined relative to the Vt of T2; whereas with current

sensing, tRET is customarily defined as the time when only half of the

original program window still remains, which is a more relaxed definition.

A longer tRET of about 1ms is predicted for the current-sensing scheme,

but the margin is undermined relative to that of the voltage-sensing

design.

Similarly, we add to Figure 7.11 the read-retention

characteristics of the cell designed for current sensing, i.e., when WL is

raised to and maintained at 0.3V. The charged-body voltage tends to drop

earlier than in the cell designed for voltage sensing due to a bit larger VBS

and VBD during read; nevertheless, a read tRET of more than 100µs is

achieved.

7.6  Summary and Discussion of Pragmatic Design Issues

A novel memory cell based on floating-body charge storate, the

2T-FBC, has been presented. Our simulations of the operation of the 2T-

FBC have demonstrated its feasibility, but have been done with a few

major uncertainties associated with UFDG model parameters that were

previoulsy evaluated based on planar SOI devices. The impact-ionization

and carrier-recombination/generation parameters for non-planar

FinFETs are not known now because of a lack of reliable measured device

data. An enhanced JRO, for example, would necessitate redesign of the

biasing conditions, but in general would tend to worsen the retention

characteristics during read and hold. Good control of the processing

conditions for minimized recombination rate in the junction regions is
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therefore critical. We stress, however, that due to the undoped UTB, the

retention characteristics should be much better than those of the 1T-FBC

with high body doping density.

The biasing conditions needed are also defined by the amount of

capacitive coupling of the body storage node with the other terminals, as

well as the impact-ionization and recombination/generation currents. The

substantial gate fringe capacitance in T2 therefore necessitates relatively

large gate/drain biases, which raise concerns of device reliability and gate-

body tunneling. However, a cell designed with thicker gate oxide, and with

G-S/D underlap, has reduced fringe capacitance with greatly improved

device/cell reliability. And, the biasing conditions are relaxed

significantly.

Note also that, compared to the conventional 1T-1C DRAM cell,

there is more active power consumption in both the 1T-FBC and the 2T-

FBC due to the substantial channel current that flows during the writing

operations. One way to reduce this current, as suggested in [Yos06], is to

use GIDL, instead of impact ionization, to inject holes into the body during

programming. The required overlap structure for the GIDL mechanism,

however, would necessitate more stringent biasing conditions for our 2T-

FBC due to the extra amount of gate parasitic capacitance introduced as

a result of the overlap structures. Nevertheless, it is a design option that

would merit study, perhaps for cells designed for current sensing. In our

design, we have used relatively low gate-overdrive, and low drain biases

during programming of the cell without compromising functionality of the
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cell, and thereby minimized the power consumption.

In summary, the 2T-FBC has great potential to compete with the

1T-FBC as technology scales. The latter cell requires large substrate

biasing and/or operates in single-gate mode, and relies on the current-

sensing scheme with signal margin (∆IDS ~ Wr∆VBS) limited by the body

factor (r) and device width (W). The 2T-FBC operates in the common DG

mode with no need for large substrate biasing, and is more flexible in its

sensing scheme, allowing preferred voltage sensing. Further, it requires

few fins, i.e., smaller area (<50% of that of the 1T-FBC) for normal

functionality of the cell, irrespective of the type of sensing used. For

voltage sensing, only one fin (i.e., two FinFETs) is needed; for current

sensing, ∆IDS is much larger in the 2T-FBC because ∆VBS (> ∆Vt) directly

drives ∆IDS via the second transistor. In fact, the 2T-FBC/1T-FBC area

ratio for the same current margin is about 2r (~0.5).

To further validate the feasibility of the 2T-FBC though, more

pragmatic design of the 2T-FBC cell with experimental knowledge of key

device properties, such as carrier generation and recombination rates, will

be necessary, especially at higher (typical) operating temperatures.

Generally speaking, higher a impact-ionization rate is desirable, whereas

a higher carrier recombination rate tends to degrade the retention

characteristics of the cell, and therefore should be minimized through

technology, such as achieving a good-quality (low-defect) Si fin and

interface with the oxide layer. Furthermore, pragmatic structural design

of the ITFET, such as using thicker gate oxide and/or gate underlap/
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overlap, and precise knowledge or modeling of gate-body tunneling

current in the UFDG model are also relevant and needed for the optimal

design of the 2T-FBC. In addition, a good sense amplifier circuit design

that utilizes the feature of quasi-nondestructive readout effectively

reduces the refresh busy rate, and therefore can be essential to achieve a

viable DRAM technology that meets the ITRS requirements. And, finally,

process-induced variations, for example of the gate length as well as Si-fin

thickness, which can severely impact Vt of T2 and therefore cause failure

in read operations, must be controlled.



CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

8.1  Summary

This dissertation addressed physical modeling and design issues

of nonclassical nanoscale CMOS, including bulk-Si and PD/SOI CMOS

with biaxially strained channels, independent-gate (double-gate)

MOSFETs, and a double-gate FinFET-based hybrid MOSFET, with regard

to some pragmatic applications to digital and analog circuits. The major

contributions of the research are summarized as follows.

In Chapter 2, threshold voltage shifts (∆Vt(SS)) in biaxially

strained-Si/Si1-xGex CMOS devices, defined by the shifted 2-D energy

subbands and modified effective conduction- and valance-band densities of

states, were carefully studied. Increased electron affinity as well as

bandgap narrowing in the SS layer were found to be predominant

components of ∆Vt(SS), which is generally less sensitive to the modified

DOS effects. The modeling, for both n-channel and p-channel SS devices,

gives important physical insights on how the strain, in addition to the

quantization, shifts the 2-D subbands, and how the varied threshold

surface potential and the shifted flat-band voltage define ∆Vtn(SS)(x) and

∆Vtp(SS)(x). The implementation of the strained-Si option in the UFPDB

model further necessitates the modeling of four other process/physics

based parameters that relate to the enhanced transport properties in
229
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strained-Si channels, as well as the increased area components of source/

drain junction capacitance. Additional modeling of the peripheral

components of source/drain junction capacitance in strained-Si PD/SOI

MOSFETs, and several recombination-generation mechanisms related to

the floating-body effects, which are affected by the narrowed bandgap

(∆Eg), were also accounted for with our UFPDB model.

In Chapter 3, device and circuit simulations using UFPDB in

Spice3 were done to project the CMOS speed-performance enhancement

that can be expected from strained-Si channels on relaxed Si1-xGex buffer

layers in bulk Si and PD/SOI CMOS. The SiGe option in UFPDB uses

parameters related to carrier mobility and velocity, and defines the

reduced threshold voltages within reasonable uncertainties, all of which

are evaluated based on the Ge content x. The modified band structure

necessitates an increase in threshold voltage for Ioff control, and

simulations were done based on this control being effected via increased

channel doping in both n-channel and p-channel devices, and via p+ poly-

SiGe gates for the pMOSFETs. Unloaded CMOS ring-oscillator

simulations show that the relative speed performance enhancement is

severely limited by the need to redesign the SS nMOSFET via enhanced

channel doping, and by the barely improved hole mobility at high

transverse field in the SS pMOSFET. The simulations also quantified the

significant speed loss for strained-Si/SiGe CMOS on bulk due to the

increased areal components of source/drain junction capacitance. This loss

is avoided in strained-Si/SiGe CMOS on thin SOI, and hence an additional
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speed advantage of PD/SOI over the bulk-Si counterpart was

demonstrated via UFPDB/Spice3 simulations.

In Chapter 4, important physical insights regarding design and

performance of independent-gate FinFETs were gained from IDS-VGfS

characteristics measured from the MIGFET technology and predicted by

our process/physics-based DG MOSFET model, UFDG, which was

upgraded with a novel 2-D spline formalism. Inversion charge-centroid

shifting, modulated by gate biases as well as by quantum-confinement and

short-channel effects, underlies the sensitivity of Vt to the changing back-

gate bias. Therefore, to achieve the desired Vt(VGbS) distribution for

flexible Vt control in low-power circuit applications with a practical VGbS

range, as well as good DC characteristics, careful structural design of the

MIGFET, including back gate-oxide thickness and gate work function, is

critical. Novel implementation of a simple RF mixer and its double-

balanced counterpart using MIGFETs was explored with UFDG in Spice3.

An accounting of the mixing based on the general electrical characteristics

of the MIGFET, as well as the expected performance of the mixers, was

studied. Reasonably good design of the mixer in terms of good conversion

gain and linearity, while still satisfying small-size/low-voltage/low-power

requirements for specific applications, can be achieved with optimum

biases of the two gates and good design of the transistor.

In Chapter 5, we explored the idea of utilizing the MIGFET in an

Lgate = 28nm FinFET-based SRAM design for enhanced cell performance.

Significant SNM improvement as well as reasonably controlled leakage
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can be achieved via appropriate back-gate biasing of the MIGFET as the

access transistor. However, the ‘column-based dynamic power switching

scheme’ needs to be utilized for a good and reliable cell write margin.

Insights regarding its optimal design trade-offs among the read/write/hold

stability, and their sensitivities to structural variations in the MIGFETs

were gained with our UFDG model, and the compromise on cell layout

area and cell speed were also discussed.

In Chapter 6, a novel, hybrid device (the ITFET) that

incorporates the planar FD/SOI MOSFET (FDFET) into FinFET

technology to more efficiently utilize pitch area was examined with our

process/physics-based compact model UFDG and 3-D numerical

simulations. The undoped ITFET, comprising a DG FinFET and an SG

FDFET with a common, midgap metal gate, yields significantly higher

drive current per pitch than the FinFET. However, substantive leakage

current due to the ungated fin-base must be suppressed, and this can be

done via processing that extends a thinner version of the FinFET gate

down to the underlying BOX. Then, the off-state current of nanoscale

ITFETs is governed mainly by the SOI thickness of the FDFET, as in FD/

SOI technology, and hence the minimum tSi achievable (≅5nm) will

ultimately necessitate redesign of the FDFET for scalability of the ITFET.

With good design of the structure, the ITFET can yield a significant

increase in Ion per pitch with little or no increase in Ioff, yielding

substantively enhanced Ion/Ioff relative to the FinFET. The ITFET could

have widespread applications, especially in circuits that require device
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ratioing. A good example is the FinFET-CMOS 6T-SRAM cell, in which

ITFETs used for the pull-down nMOSFETs can ensure cell stability with

no increase in layout area. UFDG/Spice3 simulations of such an SRAM cell

with 28nm gate lengths showed outstanding static noise margin, even

with VDD as low as 0.4V. Further, moderate process-induced variations/

mismatches in the ITFET structural dimensions (i.e., tSi, wSi, and Lg)

were found to be tolerable, without undermining the ITFET benefit to the

SNM nor severely increasing the static power consumption.

In Chapter 7, the working principles and design concepts of a

novel two-transistor (2T) floating-body-cell (FBC) derived from the ITFET

technology was studied and analyzed. The study also helped to clarify

some of the misconception about the body-charge dynamics in a FD/SOI

MOSFET that underlies the design of the 1T-FBC as well. The 2T-FBC

functionality with both voltage sensing and current sensing schemes were

demonstrated with our UFDG model in Spice3. The 2T-FBC has great

potential to compete with the 1T-FBC as technology scales. The latter cell

requires large substrate biasing and/or operates in single-gate mode, and

relies on the current sensing scheme with signal margin (∆IDS ~ Wr∆VBS)

limited by the body factor (r) and device width (W). The former cell

operates in the common DG mode with no need for large substrate biasing,

is more flexible in its sensing scheme, and takes up fewer fins, i.e., smaller

area (< 50%) for normal functionality of the cell, irrespective of the type of

sensing used. For voltage sensing, only one fin (i.e., two FinFETs) is

needed; for current sensing, ∆IDS is much larger in the 2T-FBC, because
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∆VBS (> r∆VBS) directly drives ∆IDS via the second transistor. In fact, the

2T-FBC/1T-FBC area ratio for the same current margin is about 2r (~0.5).

8.2  Suggestions for Future Work

Biaxial strain incorporated into the bulk-Si and PD/SOI CMOS

channels tends to yield limited speed-performance enhancement;

technologically, it is also challenging to implement. Uniaxial strain, on the

other hand, introduced through low-cost techniques, is gaining increased

attention and interest due to its much better hole mobility enhancement,

and a relatively small Vt shift in the nMOSFET. Better insight will be

gained into this technology, and its performance potential in technology

scaling, from physical modeling of the uniaxial-strain effects in nanoscale

CMOS, and implementation in, for example, the UFPDB model.

The MIGFET technology allows for creative design in nanoscale

circuit applications to achieve optimal performance and/or area- and

power-efficiency. Its physical mechanisms and electrical characteristics

are well characterized by the UFDG model. The classical solutions of the

UFDG model accurately match with those predicted by the numerical

simulator Medici, for biases where the induced hole concentration in the

Si body is negligible. However, the quantization solution of the UFDG

model predicted for the MIGFET is not verified. Preliminary SCHRED

simulations indicate that the UFDG simulations tend to overestimate the

Vt shift due to quantum effect for the MIGFET, as a result of assuming the

majority carriers occupying the lowest subband in the weak-inversion

formalism for an undoped Si film. This assumption needs to be further
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examined, and the quantization modeling in a generic asymmetrical

double-gate MOSFET with undoped body, updated accordingly.

For cases in circuit applications when a considerable amount of

hole concentration is present in the UTB, which tends to screen out the

gate-gate charge coupling, we need to be aware of the overestimated

coupling factor reff predicted with UFDG. This error is reflected in the

subthreshold characteristics of the MIGFET for large, negative (for the n-

channel device) values of VGbS.

The ITFET technology integrates a single-gate SOI MOSFET

with the DG FinFET, covering the unused portion of the pitch area for

enhanced layout area efficiency. However, the scaling of the ITFET

beyond 28nm requires device redesign since further thinning of tSi is

probably not possible technologically. Redesign of the constituent FDFET by

increasing Vt of the FDFET (e.g., via imprecise doping of the body and/or

increase of the gate work function), without much concern for SCEs in the

FDFET, could still yield significant enhancement of the FinFET Ion in further

scaled versions of the ITFET. The concept of such redesign, and the

performance thereby obtainable, however, needs to be examined further, with

attention given to possible detrimental effects of substantially different

Vt’s of the two constituent devices.

The proposed concept of the 2T-FBC, derived from the ITFET

technology, has been studied based on knowledge of representative carrier

generation and recombination parameter values in a typical FD/SOI

MOSFET. Experimental knowledge of these parameter values will be
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necessary, especially at higher operating temperature (i.e., ~85 oC), to

further validate the viability of the 2T-FBC. Generally speaking, higher

impact-ionization rate is desirable, whereas higher carrier recombination

rate tends to degrade the retention characteristics of the cell, and

therefore should be minimized through technology, such as achieving a

good-quality (low defects) Si film and interface with the oxide layer.

Furthermore, pragmatic structural design of the ITFET, such as using

thicker gate oxide, and/or gate underlap/overlap, and precise knowledge or

modeling of gate-body tunneling current in the UFDG model are also

relevant and needed for the optimal design of the 2T-FBC. In addition, a

good sense amplifier circuit design that utilizes the feature of quasi-

nondestructive readout effectively reduces the refresh busy rate, and

therefore can be essential to achieve a viable DRAM technology that meets

the ITRS requirements. And last, but not the least, is the issue of process-

induced variations of the gate length as well as UTB thickness, which can,

for example, severely impact the Vt of the second transistor, and therefore

cause failure in read. Effects of such process-induced variations must be

thoroughly examined so that the needed process control can be

ascertained.
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